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DAIRY PRODUCTS SHOULD REMAIN A GOOD BUY

Dairy products should remain a good bUy this fall. If slightly higher prices

are noticed, it will probably be because transportation, packaging and processing

costs are rising with inflation.

This is the view of Martin K. Christiansen, specialist in agricultural policy

at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The stored surplus of dairy products continues. Most of these surplus

products, purchased under the government's dairy products support program, are

1n commercial storage "generally well cared for" as Christi ansen puts it. When

they are out of condition, some commodities such as nonfat dry milk can be

sold for animal feed.

Cheese is stored in processed form (pasteurized) so that it keeps longer.

"The problem of disposing of surpluses is to put them into use without

displacing regular commercial sales," Christiansen explains. Cheese give-away

programs, for instance, might expand, but finding recipients who will use the

cheese and wouldn't ordinarily buy it themselves is the trick.

The same problem exists with trying to sell or give the surplus to other

countries. The countries really needing it might not have the cold storage

facilities and the distribution system to handle it, and perhaps their people

aren't familiar with the foods and would be reluctant to use them.
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add one--dairy products

The aim of every country, Christiansen says, is to become self-sufficient

in food. None of them want imports coming in to upset that effort.

The 1981 farm bill, still in effect until October 1, 1982, guarantees $13.10

per hundredweight of milk as the present support price to farmers. An increase

to $13.25 is due, unless the law is changed. There are no clear signs that

milk production is declining and that surpluses will disappear.

It would take legislation to carry out proposals the administration has

advocated, setting a price support at $12 per hundredweight after January 1, 1983

and not slipping below that.

Here is how the consumer price index has increased from May 1981 to May 1982,

according to U.S. Department of Agriculture figures: pork, 15%; fruits and

vegetables, 7.6%; cereals and bakery products, 4.7%; retail beef, 4%; dairy,

1.3%; eggs, 1.1%; poultry, 0.7%; and consumer food prices overall--6.7%.

It's clear from this that the poultry, egg and dairy products are still

very good buys.

The variation in what the farmer receives for products is related to packaging,

processing, handling and transportation. According to 1981 USDA figures, here

is the percentage of the retail value the farmer was paid for products: butter, 67%;

1 dozen eggs, 62%; choice beef per pound, 58%; 1 half gallon of milk, 55%;

1 pound of chicken, 51%; 1 pound of pork, 46%; 12 ounces of frozen orange juice,

39%; 1 pound of sugar, 35%; 1 pound of russet potatoes, 24%; 1 pound of California

oranges, 21%; a I-pound can of tomatoes, 10%; white bread (cost of wheat only),

9%; 1 pound of lettuce, 9%.

* *MP
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FARM SURVIVAL TIPS

Higher production costs and low grain prices may leave as many as a fourth

of Midwest farmers with an operating loss by year's end, according to Mike Boehlje,

Iowa State University agricultural economist.

Boehlje spoke at the 16th annual Midwest Banking Institute held recently in

Morris, Minnesota.

Despite What appears to be a record grain crop, 1982 is likely to be the third

year in a row that farmers will have a tough time making money, he said. "In the

past farmers have dealt with low earnings years by refinancing or expanding the

business and increasing volume," Boehlje said.

"But that may not be the best answer for the eighties. Higher yields may

contribute to the problem due to soft demand, which results in lower commodity

prices. II

Trying to increase profitability by expanding does leave farmers open to the

three financial hazards threatening them today, Boehlje said.

* Expansion usually means buying land, which increases farm debt loads.

* Growth requires more cash to pay interest fees. Today's farmer spends an

average of 15 percent of the farm's total operating income on interest payment-

that's up from six percent in 1975 and 12 percent in 1980.

* Refinancing of assets (usually land) is becoming less attractive to bankers

- more -
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add one--farm survival tips

because land values are no longer increasing at predictable rates. In 1981,

values decreased for the first time in 20 years.

However, Boehlje suggested several ways for farmers to increase profitability

without expanding operations. He made the following suggestions:

* Lock in profits in the futures markets When they become available as a

hedge against bad years.

* Reduce cash outlays by 10 percent. Use less fertilizer, make fewer trips

over the fields and keep a cash-conscious eye on expenses.

* Employ risk control plans such as crop insurance. After three weak earning

years, farmers may not be able to afford a natural disaster like hail or wind

damage.

* Put off that tractor purchase. Fix the old one. Don't invest new capital

in intensive projects.

* Consider selling assets and leasing them back. Boehlje said land earns

a low to moderate rate of return and ties up more money than farmers may want in

nonliquid assets.

* Consider partial liquidation. It's generally not an attractive idea, Boehlje

says, but it is better than selling everything two or three years from now.

Boehlje thinks the next two to five years will be tough, but not entirely

negative. lilt will be a period when the time-honored principles of bigness will

give way to more profitable principles of efficiency and smartness," he said.

The Midwest Banking Institute is a week-long intensive agriculture banking

program put on annually by the Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota

and Montana state banking associations. Its purpose is to keep management level

bankers in tune with agricultural-finance issues.
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TEST-TUBE BABIES' FUTURE GROWTH KNOWN

BEFORE THEY SEE LIGHT OF DAY

Cuddly babies for whom life began in test tubes are big

news. But they're not the only test-tube children. Indeed,

you might have one in your home next spring--an Easter lily

that was propagated in a way radically different from the

traditional way these flowers have been produced.

The lilies we enjoy at Easter are grown from bulbs composed

of 100 or so fleshy scales. The time-honored way of propagating

them is by scaling, a technique that yields three to five bulblets

from each scale and demands at least two years before the bulblets

can be grown into bulbs big enough to produce commercially

acceptable plants.

Research supported by the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Experiment Station is changing all that. Horticultural scientist

Peter D. Ascher and Dennis P. Stimart, a former student now an

assistant professor at the University of Maryland, found a way to

produce 8,000 or more ~-inch-diameter bulblets in six weeks from

one Easter lily bulb. Their method consisted of tissue culturing

I-rom-thick cross sections of bulb scales, called "explants," in

flasks in the dark.

-more-
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test-tube babies' future--add 1

"The importance of that research was that we had for the

first time a commercial way of propagating many lily bulbs from

one in a short time," Ascher says. "Large numbers of bulbs can

be obtained more quickly from virus-free stock in this way than

by scaling. It also means that new varieties can be available

to the gardening public sooner than before."

But Ascher and Stimart didn't stop there. Their latest

published research, which shows that the growth of Easter lily

bulblets can actually be programmed while the explants are being

tissue cultured, won them the American Society for Horticultural

Science's 1982 Kenneth Post Award. The award, for outstanding

research by a graduate student in floriculture, ornamental, and

landscape architecture, was presented August 12, during the

society's annual meeting at Iowa State University.

In their award-winning research, the scientists found that

temperature determined a tissue-cultured bulblet's future growth.

They found significant differences in the way exp1ants reacted to

being cultured under three temperature regimens: a constant 77

degrees F, a constant 86 degrees, and alternating periods of 77

and 86 degrees.

Ascher explains: "You get a difference in bulblet shape and

physiology from the different temperature treatments. For example,

the bu1b1ets produced under the constant higher temperature never

grow leaves while in culture. Those produced at a constant 77

degrees grow a few leaves, and those produced under alternating

periods of high and low temperatures grow a very large number of

leaves."

-more-
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test-tube babies' future--add 2

When the scientists took the bulblets from the flasks and

planted them, they found further differences.

"When we planted the bulblets that were produced at a

constant high temperature, they immediately began to grow, without
,

going into a dormant period," Ascher says. "Those propagated at

the constant lower temperature never grew until we put them

through a cold period to break their dormancy. And those

produced under alternating periods of 86 and 77 degrees behaved

like the high-temperature bulblets and continued to grow without

going dormant.

"Therefore, not only can you make test-tube babies, so to

speak, you can also program their future growth by controlling

the temperature while they're in tissue culture."

Ascher says the research has practical implications: "If

you wanted to commercially propagate a cultivar, you'd be ahead

with the high-temperature bulblets. You could plant them with a

machine like a corn planter because they have no appendages. You

don't have to worry about their orientation, because lilies have

a self-righting growth mechanism that allows bulblets to turn

upright in the soil. And because the bulblets have no leaves,

there's less chance they'll become diseased because they are less

likely to be injured in planting; it's damaged plant parts that

are most susceptible to invasion by disease organisms. Also,

there's less immediate stress when the bulblets are planted

because there are no leaves to give off water. And they demand

less intensive care."

# # #
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TREND TO SMALLER LIVING SPACES WILL REQUIRE ADJUSTMENTS

Amajor ingredient in the American dream has always been owning one's

own house. And not just any house--it was to be a big, nicely furnished,

one-family dwelling on a large lot. When the house got "too small," one

would simply move to a bigger one.

However, this dream is changing, according to Harold Alexander, interior

design specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service. Housing and energy costs are rising at unprecedented rates, and

employment opportunities are being reduced. Land that is near work and

other necessities is increasingly unavailable, while clogged freeways and

rising transportation costs make commuting less and less attractive.

"People are beginning to consider the fact that bigger is not always

better," says Alexander. "Attached houses, condominiums and apartment complexes

are becoming increasingly common, and this is going to have to lead to some

changes.'1

While it may be necessary to limit the size and number of objects that

we own, many other types of compensation are possible as well. There are

many ways to increase one's apparent living space without adding extra cubic

feet, accordi ng to Al exander.

- more -
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add one--sma11er living spaces

liThe first step should be to look closely at the space that is availab1e,1I

says A1 exander. II In almost every case, there is space that is bei ng wasted. II

Space behind doors, on top of cabinets, and under beds could easily be converted

into usable storage areas. Shelves can often be hung below t~e upper stair

treads in a stairway, or over desks and other furniture where one does not need

II head space. II

The rooms and furniture themselves can help to increase usable space.

Where possible, have multiple uses for each space and its furnishings. The

old Sunday parlors have given way to combined living/dining rooms--a much better

use of space. Furnishings are also being used for more than one purpose. Using

a piece of furniture as a bed at night and a sofa during the day will allow it

to do twi ce the \t«>rk.

Careful planning of colors and wall coverings can make a space look much

larger. Alexander recommends using horizontal lines and receding hues such as

blue, blue-green, blue-violet and green to help expand space. Duller and

lighter colors make a room appear much larger than one with dark, vivid colors.

Smaller textures and patterns have the same effect. Keeping backgrounds, such

as walls and floors, of the same color will make them blend together and seem to

expand the space.

Windows and smooth, shiny surfaces such as mirrors will greatly expand the

space. A window seems to make the outside view part of the space, greatly

enlarging its apparent size. Mirrors seem to extend the walls, also greatly

enlarging the visual size of a room.

IIWith a little thought and care,1I says Alexander, lIit is possible to make

even a very small space into a comfortable and \t«>rkable home."
# # #
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PERSONAL NEEDS ARE THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL FURNITURE SHOPPING

The number of households in Minnesota is increasing. More single-parent

families and single people are establishing homes alongside the more

traditional families, and these new households need furnishings.

One result of this trend, according to Harold Alexander, interior design

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service,

is that more men, both as spouses and as singles, are shopping for furniture.

IIThis used to be a female domain," he says, IIbut that is no longer true. 1I

Young, unmarried professional people of both sexes are living in and furnishing

their own homes. Speci a11 zed stores have come into existence to serve these

new markets.

Another trend Which affects home furnishings is the worsening economic

climate. People no longer have the money they once did to spend on furnishings.

Alexander is concerned that new shoppers, as well as people with established

households, know how to use their money wisely When they shop for furniture.

liThe best route is still to buy a few good pieces,1I he says. IIThink

carefully about What you need, and shop until you are satisfied with the look

and quality of the items you decide on. Inexpensive and temporary accessories

can be added to make a very attractive room.

II It' s very important not to waste money on \<tIat someone el se says you

need," he advises. IIThink about your life and your interests and What is

needed to support them. It's always better to buy \<tIat you need and like,

- more -
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add one--personal needs are the key

even if it isn't currently featured in the fashionable stores and magazines. '1

Another consideration should be the furniture you already have. New

additions should coordinate with the existing ones. "When someone tells me

they're goi ng to tota11y refurni sh thei r house," says Al exander, "I always

wonder, 'Don't you have any pieces that you like? Aren't there any good

memories connected with some of your furniture? Isn't there anything you

can use?'"

Alexander considers buying new furniture to be a last resort. There are

many ways to change the look of an individual piece or entire room that are

easy and inexpensive. secondhand stores are a good source of attractive

furniture. "Found" objects such as rocks or driftwood can be very good

accessories. "Think about what you want your furniture to do, and then think

of creative ways to do it, II he advi sese "Well-desi gned furni shings don't

have to cost a lot of money.

lilt's not what you bUy or where you bUy it that counts," he concludes,

"it's what you have and how you use it. Personal, attractive and pleasant

places to live are possible for very little money. The most expensive room

you can think of will never satisfy you unless it is planned in terms of your

own needs and likes."

11 11 11
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FURNITURE CHANGES TO MEET TODAY'S NEEDS

"People live differently today than they did 30-40 years ago," says Harold

Alexander, interior design specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agri cul tura1 Extension 5ervice, II and this has meant changes in the sort of

furni ture they use. II

He sees furni ture wi th mul ti pl e uses becomi ng more common. IIA person

living temporarily in a small apartment wants to make the maximum use of each

piece of furniture," explains Alexander. Furnishings are becoming more flexible

in location as well. "A piece purchased for the bedroom in one house may look

better and be more functional in the living room of the next one," he says.

liThe more possibilities it has, the better."

Another big change he sees is in the do-it-yourself line. "After World

War II, and into the 50s and 60s, there were a lot of these products, but they

were mainly for physical structural changes--insulation, reupholstery, etc.

Now they tend to be less permanent--tiles, shelves, fabric coverings for

furniture--things that can be changed or taken down and brought to a new

place." Alexander feels this is a result of today's more mobile society.

People change jobs more often, or move to new places for a variety of other

reasons.

-more-
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add one--furniture changes

Alexander sees more changes ahead for the furniture manufacturing

industry. As production costs rise, he believes the variety available will

decrease. "Retooling the factory for a new line is expensive, so they will

use the old ones longer, and release new ones less often," he says. He

expects manufacturers to compensate for this by working more on the designs

for the new products they do release. "This will be a real benefit for the

consumer, II says Al exander. "Fewer styl es may be avail abl e, but good ones

will be available longer and the ones available will be better designed."

Fabrics for upholstery will also be available longer, but he cautions

against trying to match a fabric a few years after the original piece was

purchased. "Dye lots vary and changes occur with wear, so a fabric that

looks exactly the same as the one you have at home probably won't be."

Longer fabric availability, however, will make it easier to find a compatible

match to older furniture.

"I'm basically looking forward to these changes," says Alexander. liThe

future of home furniture looks good for the careful consumer who can take

advantage of them."

# # #
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HOME SEWING IS INCREASINGLY POPULAR OPTION

Sewing clothes at home is becoming increasingly popular, according to Sherri

Johnson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe well-educated ~rking ~an is sewing much more than she has in the

recent past, II says Johnson. II And the 'closet sewer' who made a few garments each

year is doi ng more sewi ng. II

Johnson thinks home sewing offers many advantages. Quality of the product

can be easily monitored, and a better fit can be assured. Many home sewers also

like the opportunity to make original products.

Another advantage is economic. Agarment can usually be made at home for

one-third to one-half of the ready-to-wear price. "Women's suits and clothes

for chll dren and infants have risen in cost more than other types of clothes, II

says Johnson, II and these are parti cul arly popul ar garments for home sewers. II

However, Johnson cautions against assuming that it is always less expensive

to sew clothes at home. The skill level of the sewer and the time needed to

make the garment need to be considered. "If a person uses three yards of fabric

at $23.00 a yard and then is unhappy with the result and never wears it, that

was a very expensive garment," she says.

Time is a factor that is very important to home sewers. When ~men came

into the ~rk force in 1arger numbers, home sewi ng became 1ess common. liThe

- more -
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add one--home sewing

problem was a lack of time," explains Johnson, "but now people are making the

time to sew. II

However, many home sewers aren't interested in lengthy projects. Pattern

companies are responding by producing quick, easy patterns and including

time-saving tips. Classes such as extension's tailoring shortcuts workshop are

very popul ar.

Sewing for the home is also increasing in popularity. "Since the sewer

doesn't need to worry about fit, many people find making accessories for the

home to be a rel axi ng 1eisure activi ty, II says Johnson. II Si nce many projects

don't require a sewing machine or a lot of equipment, people Who wouldn't have

time for other sewing projects enjoy making quilts or pillows for their homes."

# #
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EXTENSION SERVICE RESEARCH LOOKS AT SOLAR HEATING PRACTICALITY

As an energy-poor state with wickedly cold winters, Minnesota is a logical

place for widespread interest in solar heating. Roger Peterson, residential energy

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service,

cautions homeowners, however, that solar heating may not be practical or economical

compared to other horne improvements that would cost about the same.

He adds, "Even where the horne site is suitable and the house is ready for

solar, there are difficult choices to be made to obtain the most cost-effective

solar equipment.'I

Peterson says that investing in solar energy equipment can cost a homeowner

between $1,000 and $10,000 so advance planning and study are necessities.

Two solar energy projects are underway that may soon provide Peterson and

others in the state with answers about the practicality of solar heating.

In one, solar panels were added to the roof of a garage in an urban neighborhood

of Minneapolis. The hot air from the panels is fan-forced through an underground

air duct to the house. Heat can be stored in an underground chamber filled with

rocks.

Peterson says that this retrofitted solar house is able to supply about 35

percent of its heating with the solar system. When the house is further

weatherized, he expects the percentage may jump to 65 percent.

- more -
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add one--solar heating

Peterson is also gathering information from a newly built solar home whose

design includes high levels of insulation, a number of south-facing windows to

benefit from solar energy on sunny winter days and insulated window covers for

night use.

The 2,500 square foot home is expected to heat for less than $200 of

electricity per year, according to Peterson. Later, the homeowners expect to

add active (forced air) solar panels and also to store the panel output in a

rock bed under the home.

Peterson sees the information coming out of these two projects as helpful to

Minnesota homeowners. liThe greatest uncertainty with solar is that the energy

production isn1t well documented. There is a real need for expanding research

and documentation on various solar systems," he adds.

MP
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ITIGHT 1 HOUSES PLUS FIREPLACE USE CAN EQUAL DANGER

Tight houses are great energy savers, but unless combustion heating units such

as furnaces, gas water heaters or fireplaces have adequate air supply, carbon

monoxide can pose a danger to residents.

Specialists with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service

explain that such units need an oxygen supply to their combustion area. The

combustion heat causes an upward draft in the flue or chimney, carrying the

dangerous gases up and out of the home.

In a tight house where the fireplace is in use, the strong upward draft caused

by the fire could suction air out of the home and cause a downward draft inside the

furnace, spilling dangerous gases from the furnace into the house.

The safest way to avoid this problem, according to the extension specialists,

is to install an air supply pipe from the outdoors to each combustion unit. The

air is needed near the intake grille or opening of the furnace, but it should not

connect directly to the furnace cabinet or return air duct. The state building

codes require that the inside end of the air pipe be located within 12 inches of the

floor near the furnace. The pipe diameter must be equal to the chimney flue

diameter. A loop in the pipe may be installed to control excess cold air. The

inlet to the pipe must be kept free of leaves, snow and other blockages.

To supply air to the fireplace, a sheet metal pipe can be run under the floor

from the outside wall to an area beside or in front of the wood burning area.

- more -
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add one--'tight ' houses

If the fireplace has glass doors, the air inlet should be inside the doors and

it should be the same diameter as the chimney flue. Glass doors on a fireplace

provide some added safety because they keep air from being pulled rapidly out of

a room.

If you are unsure of the air supply within your home, the specialists say that

it is a good idea to open a window an inch or more near a fireplace that is in use

to allow air to enter the house. An open basement window near the furnace is

another option.

If you are concerned about the safety of your furnace or fireplace, contact

a furnace installer, heating contractor or building official. Utility companies

also offer advice on furnace and fireplace safety.

The Minnesota Department of Energy offers a booklet, "For Comfort, for

Safety: Remember Combustion Air. 1I It is available by phoning 296-5175 for Twin

Cities area residents or, toll-free from outstate, 800-652-9747.

-
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--Readying your home for winter? Look before you leap

--Is solar energy an option for you?

--Consumer options for clothing are changing, expanding

--Watch for signs in children of poor adjustment to school

--Children should be encouraged to share their feelings

--Day on campus: Newsletter

Newspaper article
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--Grain storage information is available from MWPS

--Plan now for conservation tillage

--No-till after soybeans practical, reduces erosion

--Vista grant focuses on new 4-H audiences in Clay County

--Senior citizens can add new dimensions to volunteerism

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above news
releases, check them and send this cover sheet, with your name and campus
address, to Evie Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.
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Writer: Deedee Nagy
612/373-1781

With many homeowners still recovering from the high fuel bills of last

winter, another winter is looming with its promise of even higher bills.

Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist at the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says your energy bills in the months ahead will

depend directly on your home's heat loss.

Heat loss depends on four things: insulation value of walls, roof, windows,

doors and foundations; exposed areas of walls, roof, windows, doors and

foundations; air leakage into the house; and average outdoor temperatures. An

energy audit of your home will tell you how much heat is lost through each part

of the house, and What improvements can accomplish to reduce heat loss.

On an average, Peterson says, about half of the energy a homeowner buys goes to

replace heat loss from the "skin" of the house. Another 30 percent goes up the

chimney. He stresses, however, that few homes are "average." Estimates vary widely.

If you are building a new house, heat loss will depend on the quality of

windows, doors, overall construction and type and thickness of insulation. A

statewide building code sets minimum standards for insulation, but many builders

exceed this for even greater savings.

Peterson says that if you decide to build with even higher quality materials

than codes require, you may want to figure the number of years it will take to pay

back this added expense. Weigh this against fuel costs, Which are expected to

rise by at least 15 percent each year.

# # #
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, I

READYING YOUR HOME FOR WINTER? LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP

So you've decided to follow the advice of energy experts and utility companies

about readying your home for winter. Good for you. But proceed with caution.

This is the advice of Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist at the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service. He says that growing

interest in energy conservation has prompted some untested products to be

introduced and some self-proclaimed experts to emerge.

He suggests that like all home improvements, tightening up a home for winter

takes planning, care and some consumer sense. Many utilities offer home energy

audits that advise homeowners on how to select and budget for energy conservation.

This may be a good pl ace for many homeowners to start.

"Take time to investigate the materials available and make the right choices,"

Peterson adds. IIGenerally, buy the highest quality materials that you can afford.

Cheaper products may have to be replaced sooner and may not be as effective. 1I

Once you have decided on a project, get several cost estimates from

established firms before choosing a contractor. Ask bidders for the names of their

customers and check on how satisfied they were. Be sure all contracts, guarantees

and sales promises are in writing, Peterson urges.

Be cautious about trends in energy conservation unless you are sure they offer

real benefits. Peterson says, for example, that many homeowners are considering

- more -
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add one--readying your home

supplementing their heating systems with solar energy or woodburning equipment.

Solar should always wait until you have done many other more basic weatherizing

steps, he points out. It is more expensive than other energy forms at today's

prices.

Similarly, \'«)odburning may not be right for you either. "Unless you buy

an efficient stove and burn only properly prepared \'«)od, you can actually spend

more money on \'«)od heat than on conventional heat, II Peterson says.

Even good fireplaces are only about 10 percent efficient. They are not a

good way to heat a house, and they actually draw more heat from your home than

they add When outdoor temperatures are 40 degrees F or lower.

CP
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IS SOLAR ENERGY AN OPTION FOR YOU?
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Writer: Deedee Nagy
612/373-1781

IIWeatherize before you solarize ll is a good motto for homeowners 'fttIo are

considering installing solar systems, according to Roger Peterson, residential

energy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service. He stresses that persons considering an investment in solar should try

to find a balance between insulating and other energy-efficient improvements versus

the outlay for solar energy.

He adds that there's no way to generalize on 'fttIat is best for every homeowner,

but improvements in insulation should be made until the return on investment from

adding more would be less than what a homeowner could achieve with a solar system.

Before considering solar energy, Peterson also advises looking at the price of

alternative fuels, including wood. "In many rural areas of Minnesota, wood is

avail ab1e for the cost of your time, a chai nsaw and a truck, II Peterson says.

"Various off-peak, dual-fuel and load management price rates are also available

for electricity users so the economy of going to solar would need to be analyzed

in terms of its actual effect on monthly heating bills. 1I

He adds that it may take more than ten years before savings on your fuel

bills will pay back the initial solar investment. This varies according to the

size of your solar system, local weather and the cost of your present fuel. For

a well insulated, energy efficient home, a typical solar heating system can save

60 percent of the annual heating bill.

- more -
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add one--is solar energy

As an example, Peterson says that if your heating bill this winter was

$1,000, a 60 percent system would have saved you $600. Heating bills are rising,

and the same amount of fuel oil or gas next winter might cost $1,200 and your

savings would rise to $720.

Let's say you took a loan to install a solar system and your loan payments

were $700 each year with a $1,000 down payment. If you save $600 on heating bills

in the first year, you still come out $100 behind because your loan payments for

the first year are $100 more than the heating bill savings.

With rising fuel costs, however, in about two years your annual heating bill

savings will be almost $800. You are then $100 ahead of the solar loan payments

(assuming fuel prices increase 15 percent each year). Each year after that you

save more because the increasing heat bill savings is farther above the loan

payments, which remain constant. A part of your loan payment -- the interest -

is also tax deductible. Using this example, it would take about eight or nine

years before savings on your fuel bills will pay back your down payment with

interest.

Peterson cautions that this is just one example. There are many variables

in the performance and payback of solar heating. And, in all cases, the

condition of your house should get attention before you invest in solar heating.

High standards of insulation, tight construction and quality windows should take

priority over solar equipment.
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CONSUMER OPTIONS FOR CLOTHING ARE CHANGING, EXPANDING

"Our values and expectations for clothing have changed a great deal in

recent years, II says Sherri Johnson, textil es and cl othi ng speci al i st wi th the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. IIPeople are allowing

themselves to be more creative in their options."

One example is that people are much more willing to use secondhand clothes.

liThe market for used children's and maternity clothes is greatly expanding, but

a11 sorts of people are wi 11 i ng to shop in thri ft and secondhand stores, II she

says. Johnson thinks the societal prejudice against used clothing is changing.

IILow income people are no longer the only customers of these stores. Many

di fferent peopl e enj oy the chall enge of bargai n hunti ng. II

Johnson also senses a trend toward increased investment shopping. Overall,

people are buying fewer clothes, and some are planning more carefully when they

do buy. IIThere is a growi ng concern for making the best use of cl othi ng

doll ars, II she says.

Here are some of her suggestions for careful clothes shopping:

- Don't buy clothes on the spur of the moment. Shop knowing what you need,

and stick to that. IIIf people are really serious about saving money on clothes,1I

says Johnson, "one suggesti on is to be more careful about wi ndow shoppi ng.

Don't be taken in by trendy fashions, or by 'good bargains' for things you

don't really need. II

- more -
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add one--consumer options changing

_ Be aware of your needs. It may be a good idea to make a list of your

activities and the types of clothes you will need for them.

_ Consider the cost-per-wearing of items you buy. For example, a $200

designer dress purchased on sale for $100 and worn only twice is quite expensive

at $50 a wearing. On the other hand, it may be worthwhile to invest more money

in a jacket you plan to wear at least once a week for the entire winter.

- Practice investment shopping. "Work with a few basic colors and

coordinate your wardrobe to get the maximum number of outfits from a limited

number of pi eces, II recommends Johnson.

- Organize the clothes you already have. Go through your closet and

drawers to get rid of things you no longer use. Then take a new look at what

you have -- are there possible combinations you never noticed?

- Use accessories to expand your wardrobe. The same pair of pants will

look completely different with a new style of shirt. Accessories can be a

way to personalize your wardrobe and be fashionable without making major new

purchases.

# # #
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WATCH FOR SIGNS IN CHILDREN OF POOR ADJUSTMENT TO SCHOOL

Back to school time is also a time to watch for signs in your children

that show they need your help making the adjustment, says Ronald Pitzer, family

life specialist at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Parents should watch for two things, Pitzer says. One is their children's

attitude toward going to school. The other is any nonverbal cue that suggests

anxi ety.

"If your children rebel at the idea of going to school each day, don't

scold them or assume it's just laziness," he says. "They may be frustrated

by an undiagnosed learning or physical disability that keeps them from doing as

well as their peers.

"0r they may be feeling isolated--unable to get along with peers or being

the target of a bully.

liThe solution is to get a third-party reading from teachers or school

counselors. Trained help can be found for disabilities. If shyness is a problem,

enlist the teacher's help in getting your child more involved in a structured

way wi th peers.

II At home you can structure time for your chi 1d to interact wi th others.

Positive experiences with peers help children bolster their self esteem and

thereby be more positive about going to school. II

- more -
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add one--watch for signs

Nonverbal cues for parents to look for include nervous tics, uncontrolled

behavior, poor sleeping habits, watching too much television, changes in

appetite and spending too much time alone.

lilt's easy for parents to get wrapped up in their own activities, but it's

important to keep in touch with your children. Watch for nonverbal cues that

might suggest their need for help, or at least someone to listen to them.

"We can too easily underestimate the si gni fi cance of such thi ngs as a fi ght

at school or the loss of a friend. Don't make light of such situations, even

if they appear to be short-lived. Be supportive and allow them to express their

feelings without being overly intrusive or pushy."

While it may be helpful for parents to seek help with their children's

problems from another parent or family member, children shouldn't feel like you

are talking about them behind their back, Pitzer points out.

If it's clearly a school-related problem, parents should feel free to ask

for time with the teacher. Pitzer urges parents to keep in touch with school

personnel and actively support the educational process.

"A child's education is the family's responsibility, not the schoo1's,"

Pi tzer says. "We contract wi th the school to provi de the structure, but the

u1 timate responsi bill ty for our chi 1dren' s educati on is ours. II

#
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CHILDREN SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO SHARE THEIR FEELINGS

"Never underestimate the power of showi ng interest in your chil dren," says

Ronald Pitzer, family life specialist at the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension service.

Parents should encourage their children to verbalize what's going on in

school and in other areas of their lives," Pitzer says.

"An attentive ear is more important than advi ce from parents," he says.

"Listening to our children shows them ~'re interested in them."

Pitzer points out that research has shown that a major difference between

strong vs. troubled families is the amount of interest that family members

show in each others' lives. The more interest shown, the stronger the family

generally is.

"Not a lot of time is needed to do this," Pitzer says. "Just a few minutes

a day that parents take to ask their children about school, etc., can go a long

way toward making them feel appreciated and valued.

"Talk to them about ways you see them growing and changing. Ask them what

their feelings are about this.

"Check in with your children daily or at least several times a week. Good

times to do thi s are duri ng meal preparati on and eati ng and at bedtime," Pi tzer

says.
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(Newsletter article or article for
utility bill stuffer)

Note to agents: If your office will be
arranging car pooling, add that
information to this article.

DAY ON CAMPUS SET OCT. 28

II Together: Buil di ng Personal and Fami 1y Strengths II is the theme of the Day

on Campus, Thursday, OCt. 28 on the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota.

Workshop topics for the conference will include women's rights and responsibilities

in farm business, life's transitions, nutrition update, family communications,

using computers, keeping a marriage alive and building self esteem in young

children.

The conference, which is open to all adults, will examine many concerns that

Minnesotans often share about family and personal development. Keynote speaker

Ted Brown is a noted speaker and writer and past president of the Minnesota Council

on Family Relationships.

Each participant will be able to attend as many as four small group discussions

led by University faculty members and extension specialists in the College of Home

Economics as well as professionals in legal and financial matters and family

relationships.

Fee for the conference is $15, which includes lunch. Advance registration is

required by OCt. 21. If you would like further information, contact agent's name ,

county extension agent at office phone number •
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(NEWSPAPER ARTICLE)

Note to agents: add details of local interest
such as car pool arrangements to this basic
news rel ease.

DAY ON CAMPUS TO FOCUS ON PERSONAL, FAMILY STRENGTHS

Do you need to re-charge your mental batteries and take a fresh look at your

own strengths as well as those of other family members?

A conference Thursday, October 28 on the St. Paul campus of the University of

Mi nnesota, "Together: Bull di ng Personal and Family Strengths" is a full day of

thought-provoking speakers and small group discussions. Workshop sessions will

focus on women's responsibilities in farm business, life's transitions, family

communications, keeping a marriage alive, money management and nutritional fads.

Each participant will attend as many as four group discussions in addition to

hearing keynote speaker Ted Bowman, noted speaker and writer and chair of the

Minnesota Council on Family Relationships' task force on strengthening families.

According to agent's name county name County extension agent, the

Day on Campus is designed to provide Minnesotans with new insights into family and

personal strengths. "Thi s is a chance for us to di scuss common concerns and to

share some of the information resulting from research underway at the University,"

agent's name added.

Fee for the conference is $15, Which includes lunch. Advance registration is

required by Oct. 21. Phone - phone # or stop by the County------
extension office for registration forms and details.
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(RADIO SPOTS)

Note to agents: Tailor these to reflect your
county's situation w;th regard to car pooling
or bus arrangements.

Would you like the chance to talk with experts on how to capitalize on your own

and your family's strengths?

This is agent's name, county name County extension agent, inviting you to

join extension homemakers and other men and women from throughout the state at a

one-day conference, OCt. 28, on the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota.

The theme for this year's Day on Campus is "Together: building personal and family

strengths." Speakers include noted authors on family relationships as well as

University of Minnesota faculty members. Workshop topics will include women's

rights and responsibilities in business, self esteem in children, life transitions,

family communications and the use of computers in the home.

Registration is $15 for the full day's activities. Call me at

for further information and registration details.

- phone #

* * *

these are all topics of concern to most

Building on strengths within your family members, talking with your spouse and

teens, keeping your marriage alive

County residents.------
Are you interested in learning more about how to cope with these and other

day-to-day concerns? Join homemakers and other adults from throughout Minnesota

- more -
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at a "Day on Campus" Thursday, October 28 on the St. Paul campus of the University.
I

~ Speakers from the University's faculty as well as experts in family counseling,
I

banking, law and medicine will speak.

Call the county name County extension office
--

detail s.

* * *

Would you like to know more about how to strengthen your family and build self

esteem in your children? Or are you concerned about current facts and fallacies of

nutrition?

These are only a few of the stimulating topics that will be featured in the

October 28 Day on Campus at the University of Minnesota, St. Paul. The theme this

year is "Together: Building Personal and Family Strengths. 1I You can join other

County residents as well as Minnesotans from all parts of the state------
at this day-long conference led by University faculty members and extension

specialists. Call the county extension office at

detail s.

CP
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GRAIN STORAGE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM MWPS
I

Farmers who are investing in temporary or permanent grain storage need

information on what type of storage to buy and how to manage it. The Midwest

Plan service (MWPS), Ames, Iowa, has several pUblications which discuss planning

and managing grain storage and handling systems.

The central book in the MWPS grain collection is Planning Grain-Feed Handling

for Livestock and Cash-Grain Farms, MWPS-13. This 70-page handbook shows how

to set up systems for unloading, drying, elevating, storing, and processing feed

and grain; gives guidelines for selecting storage and drying methods; and tells

how to plan ahead to leave space for future grain processing and handling

facilities. MWPS-13 costs $4.00.

Low Temperature! Solar Grain Drying Handbook, MWPS-22, tells how low

temperature grain drying works, what facilities are needed, and how to manage such

a system. The 86-page handbook also gives current information on solar energy and

its practical on-farm applications. MWPS-22 costs $4.00

Midwest Plan service offers four agricultural engineers' digests (AEDs) on

grain storage topics. AED-7, Grain Bin Floors! Foundations, describes proper grain

bi n f1 oor and foundati on constructi on; detail s floor types, wall anchors, floor

forming, and wall sealing; and explains how to order, buy, and place concrete.

The 2-page digest costs $ .50.

- more -
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add one--grain storage

Remodeling Corn Cribs for Small Grain Storage, AED-12, is a remodeling guide

for converting corn cribs to small grain storage. This 6-page digest lists

questions a farmer should consider when trying to decide to remodel an existing

building or build a new grain storage; details the remodeling process; and includes

information for strengthening walls, floors, and foundations of stud frame and pole

cribs. Cost is $ .50.

Farmers who are planning to build a silo and want to do most of the work

themselves may find AED-15, Tilt-Up Concrete Horizontal Silo Construction, useful.

This digest discusses locations, concrete panel forming and reinforcing, and panel

placement. It includes 12 pages of detailed drawings and instructions showing

selection and construction of both above and below ground horizontal silos.

AED-15 costs $ .50.

Once the storage is built, farmers need to know how to manage the dry grain to

prevent spoilage losses. Managing Dry Grain in Storage, AED-20, tells how a grain

aeration system works and how to use it to control and avoid moisture migration

problems in dry stored grain. The 12-page digest also includes sections on safety

practices and insect control. AED-20 costs $1.50.

Midwest Plan Service also has four building plans for grain storages. They are:

48' Pole Grain Storage, MWPS-73220, 4 pages, $1.50; Small Storage Buildings,

MWPS-73250, 5 pages, $2.50; 10,000-Bu Gable Grain Storage, MWPS-73258, 5 pages,

$2.50; and 15,000-Bu Gable Grain Storage, MWPS-73260, 5 pages, $2.50.

These grain storage handbooks, digests, and building plans are all available

from Extension Agricultural Engineering - MWPS, 201 Agricultural Engineering Bldg.,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. MINNESOTA RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 5%

STATE SALES TAX. Prices include postage and handling.
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Farmers should plan now for conservation tillage, before they start fall

field work, according to C1if Halsey, conservationist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension service. liThe goal should be to have enough

residue left on the surface next spring after planting to adequately control wind

and water erosion, II he adds. "Thi rty percent or more of the ground shou1 d be

covered evenly by residue to adequately control water erosion on sloping land,

at least 40 percent cover on sandy land subject to wind erosion."

Halsey cautions that one chiseling or anhydrous ammonia application will

reduce soybean or sunflower cover to 20 percent or less. Heavy disking reduces

the ground cover even more. One moderate disking followed by one chiseling can

reduce cornstalk cover to 40 percent or less and small grain straw cover to 25

percent. Plowing usually buries most of the residue with very little left to

shield the soil from wind or water erosion.

The residue cover on large fields with varying degrees of wetness and erosion

hazard can be tilled to vary the cover as needed. Poorly drained, heavy textured,

level areas may be tilled to improve aeration and to leave less residue on the

surface, 30 percent cover, for example.

Hilltops and hillsides subject to wind and water erosion should be tilled

less, to leave more residue as cover if disks and/or chisels are used for

tillage. Halsey says, "If you use a moldboard plow because of cold wet soil

- more -
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add one--plan now for conservation

in most of the field, raise the plow in the parts of the field where wind or

water erosion or shallow soils are a problem. Then these areas could be only

chiseled or disked for seedbed preparation. 1I

The amount of residue remaining after harvesting depends on the kind of

crop grown and the yield. Corn usually produces more residue than other field

crops but small grains cover more effectively because they are finer stemmed.

Soybeans and sunflowers produce much less residue.

The amount of residue left after a tillage operation depends on the type of

implement, the type of chisels or disks, the speed and depth of tillage, the

soil texture and moisture content and other factors. Moldboard plows bury

almost all of the residue. Disks leave between 35 and 85 percent of the

preceding residue depending on conditions. Chisels may leave between 50 and

80 percent of the preceding cover.

Halsey adds that percentages of ground cover are estimated using a procedure

called the line-transect method. A line from 10 to 50 feet long with a series

of marks on it is used to estimate the percent of the ground protected.

Extensi on Fol der 477, "Estimati ng the Effects of Crop Resi due Mul ches on Soil

Erosion by Water,1I describes the procedure. The folder is available at county

extension offices. County extension agents and soil conservation personnel can

show how to use the method and how to plan conservation tillage systems.

CP
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NO-TILL AFTER SOYBEANS PRACTICAL, REDUCES EROSION

Crops grown following little or no tillage after soybeans should yield as

well as where there has been the usual amount of tillage, according to research

done in South Central and Western Minnesota. Also, sufficient crop residues,
.

including soybean stalks and leaves left on the surface, can reduce erosion by

wind and water to an insignificant amount.

C1if Halsey, conservationist at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service, says that soybeans make fields more susceptible to wind and

water erosion than corn and small grains do. Normal tillage, even anhydrous

ammonia injection, covers the stalks and leaves, making the erosion hazard even

worse.

"Soybeans leave less protective crop residue on the surface than most major

crops--about one ton of p1 ant matter per 40 bushel s of beans, II Hal sey says.

liThe residue on the surface after soybean harvest may cover about the same

percentage of the ground as cornstalks and leaves, but soybean leaves disintegrate

during heavy rains and tillage. All the available soybean residue is needed as

cover to break the force of raindrops and slow water runoff and to shield the soil

from the wi nd •II

Soybean residue breaks apart very easily during any type of tillage. One pass

of a tandem disk can reduce ground cover by the stalks to 20 percent or less.

In order to control wi nd and water erosi on where needed in soybean stubb1 e there

- more -
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add one--no-till after soybeans

should be no fall tillage, Halsey says.

Although weed control may be needed after soybeans, the residues usually

are not thick enough to inhibit good application of herbicides.

For information about conservation tillage systems, ask for Extension

Fol der 491, IlTi 11 age Systems in Southwest and West Central Mi nnesota, II or

Extension Folder 492, IlTillage Practices in South Central Minnesota. 1I For more

about wind erosion control see Extension Soils Fact Sheet 33, IIWind Erosion

Control Methods. 1I All are available at county extension offices.

County extension agents and soil conservation personnel can also advise

farmers on conservation tillage systems. They can also direct you to farmers

who have used conservation tillage successfully.

CP
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VISTA GRANT FOCUSES ON NEW 4-H AUDIENCES IN CLAY COUNTY

What do the children of migrant farm workers and Laotian refugees have in

common? An avid interest in 4-H programs happening this year in Clay County,

thanks to the energy and enthusiasm of VISTA urban 4-H worker Linda Houglum.

An essential ingredient has been Linda's extra effort to seek out potential

participants among the more isolated and hard-to-reach segments of her audience.

Parents and junior leaders were integral to Linda's success with programs like

Art in the Park this year too. With a VISTA grant for urban 4-H development,

Linda sought out minority audiences last March, hoping to bring them in contact

with established 4-H clubs and programs. The Refugee Resettlement Program of

Lutheran Social services responded by bringing groups of Hmong refugee children to

Art in the Park at the Clay County fair and later, to several half-day sessions

scheduled throughout the summer. One refugee resettlement worker was bilingual

and some Laotian parents and junior leaders were on hand to surmount language

barriers and expand on new techniques and materials.

Art in the Park again proved to be a successful approach to reaching children

at the nearby Barnesville Migrant Summer School. The children of migrants ranged

in age from 5 to 12 and average attendance was 15. II We're tryi ng to reach

audiences that haven't been reached before and at the same time make 4-H more

visible to everyone," notes Linda.
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Note to agents: This and the following
story are specific to one county's 4-H
program, but they could be tailored to
spotlight your own local 4-H volunteer efforts.

SENIOR CITIZENS CAN ADD NEW DIMENSIONS TO VOLUNTEERISM

Because more adults are entering the work force, will there be a shortage of

potential volunteers for 4-H programs? Not necessarily, particulary if the rich

resource of talent among our senior citizen population can be tapped.

Urban 4-H worker Linda Houglum made this discovery last spring when she began a

year of service under a VISTA grant for development of urban 4-H programs in the

Moorhead area of Clay County. SChool children responded to her publicity efforts

by indicating an interest in crocheting, so Linda contacted a Moorhead senior

citizen's center. They put her in touch with 81-year-old Julie Rieke, who began

teaching three girls basic stitches at the senior center. Enthusiasm mushroomed

as projects took shape and the girls kept coming. Amother and grandmother stayed

to watch and even joined in to help.

Linda offers a few hints for intergenerational team building with senior

volunteers.

- Let seniors work on familiar territory. Linda's crocheting sessions were

held at the senior center where her volunteer was comfortable with the facilities.

- Limit the number of participants in a group. Linda increased manageability

with a ratio of one volunteer to three 4-H'ers.
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add one--senior citizens

_ Set short-term goals. linda's publicity flyer promised only four sessions

on crocheting. Follow-up lessons were added after a successful beginning.

_ Get the \\tlole family involved. All of Linda's pUblicity repeated, "Parents

are wel come. II Li nda saw them as eager 1earners and as prospecti ve vol unteers

themselves.

CP
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CHLORINE WONIT REMOVE NITRATES FROM WATER

Chlorinating your well or private water supply wonlt remove nitrates from

water, says Roger Machmeier, agricultural engineer with the University of

Minnesota's Agric~ltural Extension Service.

"Claims of some water treatment firms imply that nitrates can be removed by

chlorination. This isnlt true," Machmeier says. He says some wells in southwestern

and southern Minnesota may have high levels of naturally occurring nitrates. And,

the problem can be found in spots throughout the state.

Generally, most Minnesota wells do not have nitrate concentrations much higher

than one part per million (ppm). The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

recommendation for drinking water is a maximum of 10 ppm of nitrate nitrogen.

Higher levels can cause "blue baby" disease in infants under six months of

age. This is an oxygen-starved condition in infants that can be fatal. However,

adults can safely drink larger concentrations of nitrate nitrogen. The Minnesota

Department of Health has found no reported illnesses when adults drank water with

nitrate nitrogen concentrations as high as 100 ppm.

"Have your water tested if you suspect your water supply has a high nitrate

content," Machmeier says. This is especially important if infants drink your water.

In this case, it's important to check with your doctor.

Check with your community health service or county extension office to find

out where to have your water teste~. Nitrates and coliform organisms are both

pollution indicators in well water. For more information on nitrates, coliform
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add one--chlorine won't remove

and water testing t get a copy of Extension Folder 547 t IIDrinking Water Quality

in Minnesota. 1I

It's available from county offices of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service or the Bulletin Room t University of Minnesota t St. Paul 55108.
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INCREASED ACTIVITY OF BATS CONCE~NS HOMEOWNERS
I

Cooler fall weather brings increased activity to Minnesota's bats as they

seek winter hibernation spots. This always produces a rash of telephone calls

to University of Minnesota specialists and local exterminators as worried

homeowners try to rid themselves of bat colonies in attics and crawlspaces.

Jim Kitts, extension wildlife specialist at the University of Minnesota, says

there is no dry chemical approved for bat control. Homeowners looking for a

quick solution to their bat problem should instead follow a three-step program

to locate the bats' entry points into the house and then systematically seal

them off so they cannot return to their roosts.

He cautions homeowners against exterminators who promise permanent results

from a treatment of moth crystals in the attic. This is often ineffective and

may only cause the bats to move to another part of the house. In addition,

homeowners may have to live with the odor of moth crystals in their homes for

a month or more.

Bats have a worse reputation as health hazards than they deserve, Kitts says.

He agrees that homeowners should try to rid their attics of the animals, but says

this is primarily because the droppings can cause structural deterioration and an

odor problem.

Bats can carry rabies but they are the fifth most common carrier of the

disease, following skunks, cows, dogs and cats. There have only been eight

- more -
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add one--bats,
bat-related deaths in the past 30 years in this country and Canada combined, Kitts

says. Concentrations of bat droppings can cause fungus spores in the soil to

bloom, infecting some persons with the lung disease histoplasmosis, but bird

droppings can do the same thing.

"People find bats very distasteful," Kitts says. "But really there's nothing

they do that should make humans want to kill them. They are excellent controllers

of insects, eating hundreds of midges, moths and flies each evening. Little brown

bats, one of the species that tend to roost in attics, sheds and barns, eat

half their own \Eight in insects each evening."

Kitts says bats can enter homes through openings as small as 3/8 inch by 1

inch or through circular openings the size of a dime. These are common, he says,

where siding has warped slightly, cedar shingles have pUlled loose, flashing around

chimneys or roof edges has loosened or attic ventilation openings have developed

holes in screens or metal mesh.

Homeowners trying to get rid of bats first need to determine Where they roost.

Then begin a search for all possible entry points, Kitts advises. Repair these

holes beginning with the smallest ones first. The bats will change their entry

patterns as holes are plugged, but leave the largest and most obvious entries until

the last. When there are only one or two openings left, observe the bats leaving

the house right after sundown. Within a half hour after sundown, Kitts says they

should all be out of the house. Then plug the largest holes.

Kitts then suggests using the commercial deodorizer Neutroleum Alpha in the

former roosting area. This should rid the house of bat odors, which also lessons

the chances of bats coming back to the house to roost in the future.

This method eliminates the need for chemical extermination. If homeowners

continue to check their homes for openings that could allow bats to enter, they

should be able to prevent future bat infestations as \Ell, Kitts adds.
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FOR RELEASE ON OR AFTER SEPT. 13

1982 FARM INCOME PROSPECTS MAY FOLLOW 1981 TRENDS

Farm income has been adversely affected the past two years by large U.S.

crops and by several factors outside of agriculture, according to Paul Hasbargen

and G. Edward SChuh, agricultural economists with the University of Minnesota1s

Agricultural Extension service.

liThe strong U.S. dollar depresses exports, since U.S. commodity prices

increase to foreign buyers even though they may be declining in domestic

markets,1I says SChuh. IIThis has no doubt cut significantly into potential U.S.

exports.

liThe strength of the dollar is a result of the drop in U.S. inflation

rates, an increase in real interest rates, a change in U.S. energy policy Which
, j

is helping bring down oil prices, and the apparent rise in confidence in the

U.S. economy compared to alternate countries for investing,1I he explains. IIThese

factors may keep the dollar relatively strong in the year ahead. 1I

However" Schuh feels the chances are good that world demand will show a

significantly larger year-to-year increase in the coming marketing year.

IIThis is likely to translate into an improved income year for U.S. agri

culture, despite the depressing effects of U.S. grain stocks,1I he says. liThe

rest of the world does not have excess stocks; therefore, any change in world

supply/demand conditions will quickly transfer to U.S. farm prices. 1I
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add one--farm income

The economists say that farmers in Minnesota and the Dakotas have main

tained their net cash incomes (cash sales minus operating expenses) fairly

constantly in the past three years.

Declining inventory values, however, have put average net farm income in 1980

and 1981 back to the levels of the 1960s, when converted to constant purchasing power

dollars.

"In some respects, the 1982 calendar is a continuation of 1981," says

Hasbargen. Commodity outlooks for 1982-83 marketing are as follows:

-- Dairy farms maintained their relatively high earnings in 1981. This

situation should hold up quite well in 1982, but will probably show some decline

in real terms. A reduction in earnings is likely to occur in 1983.

Hog producers, who had a poor year in 1981, should enjoy the top earning

year of the hog cycle during the 1982-83 marketing year. lower prices and

returns are likely to occur again in 1984.

Beef cow operations went from a good year in 1980 to a large loss in 1981 as

feeder prices dropped sharply. Many may continue in the red, but most should show

sharp improvements.

-- Cash crop producers saw very sharp drops in earnings figured on the accrual

basis because prices dropped more than inventories increased. They may remain in a

cash flow squeeze until the 1983-84 marketing year.

"Highy levered crop and beef farms will continue under the most severe strain,"

concludes Hasbargen. "Recent reductions in inflation levels and subsequent lower

interest rates will, however, give some relief from high short-term interest rates

of the past year. II

More detailed information on farm income will appear in a special insert

in the sept. 18 issue of THE FARMER magazine. Authors of this outlook are agri

cultural economists from the extension services of Minnesota, North Dakota and

South Dakota.
# # #
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FOR RELEASE ON OR AFTER SEPT. 13

DEBT SERVICING IS MAJOR ISSUE IN AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

Debt servicing will continue to be the major issue in agricultural credit

in 1983, according to Jerry Thompson, Paul Hasbargen, and Richard Hawkins,

agricultural economists with the Unversity of Minnesota. "Problems in this

area are increasing," they say, "because of the combination of high interest

rates and depressed commodity prices.

liThe intensity of the problem varies among operations according to enter

prise combinations, leverage positions and the average interest rates being

paid," Hasbargen explains. In the Midwest, severity of debt servicing problems

by farm commodity has been:

-- Dairy farmers have been affected least, since milk prices have not shown

the decline seen in other commodities.

-- Hog farmers are recovering after two poor years.

-- Although beef prices and earnings are also rebounding, cow-calf opera-

tions still are not covering all costs, and cattle feeders need more than one

profitable turn before the problems lessens.

-- Cash crop producers face the greatest cash flow squeeze in 1982.

Jerry Thompson points out that while current financial problems are severe

and widespread, farm bankruptcies and failures were less than a quarter of 1

percent in Minnesota and the Dakotas during 1981.
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add one--debt servicing

"These are last resort actions," he says, "S0 they tend to lag behind the

onset of financial problems."

Thompson suggests that a more current indicator of debt servicing problems

is the number of loans with delinquent payments, compared to 1-2 years ago.

lilt appears that the number of delinquent loans has at least stabilized, and

possibly eased slightly, since the first of the year," he says.

Delinquency rates at area Production Credit and Federal land Bank

Associations have also eased, and are currently comparable to the delinquency

rates on residential mortgages (about 3 percent).

"1n recent years agricultural loan rates have become more closely linked to

national money and bond market rates," says Thompson. liThe sharp 4-5 percent

del cine in short-term money market rates occurring in July and early August

will, if it persists, set the stage for some decline in farm loan rates, par

ticularly for short- and intermediate-term credit. long-term rates are less

likely to decline as much.

"0ne implication of all this," says Hawkins, "is that farm operators

should work closely with their lenders in developing cash flow plans for the

coming year."

"Most lenders seem anxious to work with any troubled borrower who is

cooperative and has any prospect of feasibl e repayment," adds Thompson.

More detailed information on farm credit will appear in a special insert

in the Sept. 18 issue of THE FARMER magazine. Authors of this outlook are

agricultural economists from the extension services of Minnesota, North Dakota

and South Dakota.
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MARKETING IS CRITICAL FACTOR IN SUCCESSFUL GRAIN FARMING

Grain marketing requires careful production and financial planning, as well

as sound marketing practices, according to Fred Benson and Jeff Apland, agri

cultural economists in the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"Marketing can be complex and frustrating," says Benson, "and yet it is

crucial for the very survival of many farm firms.

"Marketing decisions should be made with realistic pricing and financial

goals for yourself, and with an eye on the markets and the factors that in

fluence them," he adds.

Marketing decisions boil down to four points, which need to be considered

now: 1) when you are going to price, 2) how you are going to price, 3) when

you are going to deliver, 4) where you are going to deliver.

Each of these points may have conditions and constraints to be considered.

This means you will have to watch the markets and make marketing a continuing

process in order to make the decisions.

Marketing tools such as the government program and the grain reserve, if

you are eligible; forward contracting; early delivery-delayed pricing; hedging

and livestock feeding may be useful.
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add one--marketing is critical

The economists point out that an important part of grain storage cost is

interest expense. Even if not repaying loans, all farmers face opportunity

costs in delaying receipts from grain sa1es--either as debt servicing cost or as

foregone opportunity to use the funds.

"In looking at this cost, consider ~at you will do with the marketing

receipts when they become available, and the interest lost due to storage time,1I

recomends Ap1and.

Benson and Apland recommend using forecast prices to calculate how much of

your crop and which crop you need to sell to meet cash and credit obligations,

and marketing as much as needed to cover them. Weigh the expectations of

price increases against the cost of holding grain for later delivery.

A II rul e of thumb ll for this year is that the vari abl e costs of farm storage

will be about 1.6 percent of the value of the commodity per additional month of

storage. Elevator costs will ranQe from 2 to 3 percent of the value of the

commodity per month.

More detailed information on grain marketing will appear in a special

insert in the Sept. 18 issue of THE FARMER magazine. Authors of this outlook

are agricultural economists from the extension services of Minnesota, North

Dakota and South Dakota.
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FARM PLANNING IS BASED ON MANY FACTORS

The longer term outlook for agriculture remains bright, relative to the

non-farm economy, according to Paul Hasbargen, agricultural economist with

the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension service.

IIThis stems from the fact that the U.S. has a large, productive agriculture

that has made greater increases in efficiency than have other countries,1I he

explains.

Thus, our farmers are in a strong position to compete for a growing share

of world agricultural import demands--if allowed to do so.

II However , year-to-year income variations will likely be even larger than in

the past,1I says Hasbargen. liThe export-oriented U.S. farm sector is required to

absorb much of the income variation that stems from swings in the world crop

supply and demand conditions. 1I

He expects current low prices to prove to be the cyclical low following the

high of 1978 and preceding another high in 1985 or 1986.

IIThis suggests that creditors and farmers should not base long-run

financing decisions on current cost-price relationships,1I he says. liThe key is

to chart a safe course through both lows and highs in farm income. 1I

Using current commodity prices in long-range plans can cause overexpansion

following high farm prices and overly tight credit following low farm prices.
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Hasbargen suggests using a 5-year planning price for purposes of economic

evaluation. For example, he suggests a Minnesota base planning price of $3.00

per bushel for corn and $7.00 for soybeans instead of the current prices that

are sharply lower.

"Differences of more than $100,000 in net returns were evident between the

top 20 percent of farm operations and the low 20 percent in 1981," he says.

"These two groups wi 11 need di fferent management strategi es in the year ahead.

"The farm operator in a strong financial position will find this an ideal

time to buy land, machinery and facilities that fit into long-run plans," says

Hasbargen. "This person is also in a position to hold a greater proportion of

grain and gamble on cyclically higher prices a year or two from now."

However, farmers facing negative cash flows might use some of the following

ideas in short-term planning to help bridge the current crop price bottom:

-- Liquidate non-earning inventory assets, such as excess grain not

eligible for loans, "open" beef cows, or little-used machinery. ("But check your

investment credit recapture status before doing this," he advises.)

Liquidate marginal or money-losing enterprises, such as high cash rent

acreage or a beef herd using productive cropland.

Use a feedlot to custom feed for others and get paid monthly for feed,

facilities and labor.

-- Replace heavy sows with gilts and heavy, low-producing dairy cows with

heifers.

-- Get professional help to evaluate dairy rations--an improved ration will

increase milk checks almost immediately.

Don't overdry grain.

Sell most recently purchased land that has high debt repayment terms.

- more -
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Sell assets such as lands machinery and cattle and then lease them back

if cash flow can be significantly improved by doing so.

Retire on Social Security and rent out owned land.

Hasbargen also suggests some proven ways to improve cash flows by decreasing

costs:

Delay improvements s machine replacements and repairs if prudent.

Consider custom hires leasing or purchasing a needed machine with

another farmers but donlt neglect considering timeliness of planting and harvest.

Exchange work with neighbors.

Restructure debts s shifting to longer terms lower interest instruments.

Cut family living expenses; manage money flows and keep check balances

lows paying off higher interest-bearing notes first if possible.

-- When forward pricing s use a cash contract rather than a hedge to avoid

possible margin calls.

"But al ways remember s" he cauti ons s lito keep long-term farm organi zati on

goals in mind when making adjustments to current economic conditions. 11

More detailed information on farm planning will appear in a special

insert in the Sept. 18 issue of THE FARMER magazine. Authors of this outlook

are agricultural economists from the extension services of Minnesota s North

Dakota and South Dakota.
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RURAL ROAD SYSTEM OUTDATED

Our rural road system was built during the 1920s and 1930s. That's

when the average farm was less than 200 acres and farm trucks had gross weights

of six or seven tons.

Seventy percent of U.S. rural bridges were built before 1935, and about

50 percent of all rural roads were improved before 1950.

"But rural transportation needs have changed considerably since the 1930s,"

says Jerry Fruin, transportation specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. Crop yields have increased, U.S. farm size has

doubled and markets have shifted off the farm into national and international

channels.

Rural traffic has changed in other ways. Tandem-axle trucks with gross

weights of 23 tons are now common on rural roads. A farm tractor and two wagons

loaded with soybeans can weigh up to 28 tons. "These vehicles are traveling

over bridges built when eight tons was considered a heavy load," says Fruin.

"We need an adequate rural road system to cope with these changes," Fruin

says. "But we have too many rural roads in many parts of Minnesota and the

Upper Midwest. We can't afford to maintain them. We no longer need roads

that were plotted at one-mile intervals to serve 160-acre farms with horses."

DPMP, lA, PII-P, FBII
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Too Many Rural Roads. We have too many rural roads to maintain in many parts

of the Upper Midwest. "We no longer need roads that were plotted at one-mile

intervals to serve 160-acre farms with horses," says Jerry Fruin, transportation

specialist with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension Service.

"If we were to layout a road system today, we could put roads two miles

apart and still have better access to towns and markets than we had 60 years ago,"

Fruin says. "If excess roads were eliminated, the number of intersections and

grade crossings would be reduced and the remaining land could be farmed.

"Selecting roads to be abandoned will be a tough political process. Key

decisions will probably be made when bridges need to be replaced to keep roads

open," Fruin says.

Grain Movements Changing. More Minnesota and Upper Midwest grain is moving

through West Coast ports to overseas markets. Corn export markets through West

Coast markets have been increasing rapidly since 1977, says Jerry Fruin,

transportation specialist with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension

Service.

"This is a part of a worldwide trend from food grains like wheat to feed

grains and oilseeds like corn and soybeans," Fruin says. Combined efficiencies of

covered hopper cars and unit-train grain shipments "opened the door" for Upper

Midwest participation in West Coast export outlets. "This has had a big impact on

Minnesota agriculture," Fruin says.
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AGRICULTURE NEEDS GOOD ROADS

Agriculture needs a good road and highway system. "We need to get

agricultural products to locations where they can be processed, or where rail

or water can move them to export ports," says Jerry Fruin, transportation

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"We have a big road and highway financing problem," Fruin says. "We

haven't been building or rebuilding roads and highways as fast as we've been

wearing them out."

Fruin says the agricultural industry has three related problems regarding

roads and highways:

--The financial crisis at all levels of highways--from the interstate system

to township roads.

--Inadequacies of our rural road and bridge system.

--The relationship between heavier vehicles, longer hauls and increased

highway wear. Due to technology and shifting markets, vehicle sizes and weighs

of hauls have been increasing for several decades.

Highway construction and maintenance have probably been hurt as much or

more by the hidden cost of inflation as any other part of our economy, Fruin

says. Until recently, costs of road construction and maintenance had been

increasing much faster than inflation. "But our system for funding roads is

almost independent of inflation," says Fruin.
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Primary funding sources for roads have been gasoline taxes, vehicle and

operator licenses and property tax revenue. Revenues from gasoline taxes and

license fees don't increase with inflation--legislation action is required.

liThe impact of inflation on purchasing power has frequently been used as

a reason not to increase these fees,1I Fruin says. The end result is that

revenues from gasoline taxes--which historically accounted for 50 percent of

our national highway and road spending--were decreasing due to our national

goals of improving gas mileage and reducing driving. liThe decrease is in

absolute dollars, with no adjustment for inflation," Fruin says.

Total highway fuel used in the u.s. dropped about 3.5 percent in 1979,

5.2 percent in 1980, and continued to drop throughout 1981. IIThis downward

trend is permanent,1I Fruin says. The 1985 model u.s. cars are projected to get

45 percent better gas mileage than the average car on the road in 1981.

Gasoline taxes are spent mainly in the interstate and primary road system.

In 1972, total Minnesota and federal tax on gasoline was 11¢ per gallon, or

about one-third the retail price. At that time, about 33¢ of every dollar spent

on gasoline went to construction and maintenance of roads and highways. Now the

total Minnesota and federal tax is 17¢ per gallon, but only 12¢ of every dollar

spent on gasoline goes to the road and highway system.

Local revenues like property taxes have been the main funding source for

local roads. "The property is theoretically a very good source of funds for

local roads," Fruin says. liThe local property owner receives most of the

benefits of local roads through improved access and increased property values.

"But state limits on property tax levels have probably kept spending on

rural roads below that which rural people would be willing to pay--despite

widespread discontent with taxes."
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UNIT TRAINS CAUSE MORE WEAR ON SECONDARY ROADS

Increased use of large unit trains to haul grain has reduced wear on

primary highways.

But now heavy vehicles used in grain assemply are going over longer

distances on rural and secondary roads. "Wear on secondary roads is increasing.

Many of these secondary roads are not as well constructed as the primary roads

previously used by grain trucks," says Jerry Fruin, trnasportation specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"The net effect of whether total road wear will increase or decrease

hasn't been determined," says Fruin. "But there will be a transfer of financial

responsibility from the states to local government units that are responsible

for secondary roads.

"This shift in road use is going to become more important to local

officials who are responsible for highways," Fruin says.

So development of unit-train loading facilities has had a mixed effect

on the road and highway system. Like the old rail-rate structure, primary

highways are generally east-west oriented. Use and wear on these primary roads

increased during the 1970s as more heavy grain trucks hauled grain longer

distances to lake and river terminals.
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VEHICLE WEIGHT LAWS MUST BE ENFORCED

Vehicle weight limit laws must be strictly enforced to protect our

investment in roads.

IIFarmers, truckers and enforcement officials have often failed to realize

the damage and expense that overloading causes,1I says Jerry Fruin, transportation

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The stress on highway pavement increases as the IIfourth power ll of the

axle load. For example, when axle weight increases from nine tons to 10 tons,

stress on the pavement from that axle increases by roughly 50 percent.

An 80,000-pound truck weighs 20 times as much as an automobile, but

its combined axles cause 9,600 times as much stress on the pavement and

roadbed.

IIVehicle weight limits on roads and highways can be a problem for farmers

and agricultural shippers,1I Fruin says. IIWe have many grain elevators and

other rural businesses on nine-ton or seasonally restructed roads. These

businesses--especially the elevators--have a severe competitive disadvantage

compared with any nearby competitor on a year-around 10-ton route. 1I

lilt's no secret that grain trucks have been frequently overloaded,1I Fruin

says, IIbut potential damanges to roads and highways are so great that weight

limit laws require vigorous enforcement and education. 1I
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RAILROAD CHANGES COULD HURT SOME SMALL TOWNS

Railroad deregulation. plus rail contracts, mergers and abandonments will

change the economic outlook for some small towns and businesses.

The Staggers Rail Act of 1980 will eventually help grain movements, but

some small towns that have enjoyed being on a railroad mainline face an

uncertain economic future.

"Rail abandonments will continue," says Jerry Fruin, transportation

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe Staggers Act makes it easier to abandon rail lines.

"Thi s means not on1y branch 1ines, but any unprofi tab1e rail 1ines,

whether they're one mile or 500 miles long. The philosophy is 'use it or lose

it,'" Fruin says.

IIWe're going to see large volume grain movements through a limited number

of mainline locations that can load multiples or 25 or more cars. Trucks will

haul grain farther from farms to country train-loading facilities,tI Fruin says.

IIThere will be changes in the structure and organization of country elevators

and in the future of small towns and businesses whose economic outlook was

previously favorable since they were on a railroad mainline.

tlThis will mean changes in rural road systems. Heavier trucks will travel

farther to get to the train-loading locations, and increased wear on roads will

mean higher costs to local government.
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add one--railroad
,

Fruin s~ys rail deregulation will probably make rails more competitive

with trucks for moving grain. Railroads are best suited for moving large

quantities of heavy corrmodities like grain over long haulS. "But if quantities

are large enough, railroads can be less expensive than trucks for relatively

short distances," Fruin says.

Deregulating railroad rates and services has made railroads more flexible-

and more competitive with trucks. "Railroads have been raising rates on

unprofitable and low volume services to cover full costs of this traffic.

They've also lowered rates to recover grain business lost to trucks," he says.

The Staggers Rail Act further loosens abandonment restructions, it also

lets railroads surcharge low volume branchlines to recover full costs of service.

"This means that rail shipments from branchlines can be charged more than from

nearby mainline locations.

"A manufacturing plant may be able to pay the surcharge. But for a grain

firm, the difference in transportation costs amounts to abandonment," Fruin says.

He says the deregulation thrust is "bipartisan and was promoted ty the

Carter administration even more vigorously than the present administration.

"There will be changes and probably some return to regulation, but many of

the changes toward less regulation and more competition will be permanent,"

Fruin says.

More detailed information is available in Extension Bulletins 473 and 474.

Minnesota residents can get free single copies from county offices of the

University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension Service, or the Bulletin Room,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
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EVALUATE WATER AERATORS CAREFULLY

Injecting air into water may improve taste and odor, but aeration will

not "ionize" the water, says Roger Machmeier, agricultural engineer with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"To use the tenn 'ionize' in describing aeration is inappropriate," he

says. "This tenn does not describe the process that takes place when air is

bubbled through water."

Machmeier says that odor caused by hydrogen sulfide gas may be reduced by

aeration. "Oxygen in the air will oxidize the gas, causing a precipitate which

will then settle out," he says. "This process would improve the odor which

might be present in the water."

"It is also generally accepted that bubbling air through water might

dissolve small amounts of nitrogen and oxygen, improving the taste of some

water," he adds.

An off taste is often reported when iron is dissolved in water. Machmeier

explains that bubbling air into such water would oxidize the dissolved iron,

and the iron particles would then precipitate to the bottom of the well.

"Thus it is possible that the addition of air to water would improve both

taste an~ odor," says Machmeier. "There is no way, however, that aeration

would remove or 'neutralize' sulfates."
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"Aerated water cannot help stop cases of laxative scours." he says,

"because sulfates are neither removed or neutralized byaeration."

Ray Arthaud, extension animal scientist, says that aeration probably

would not help reduce occurence of scours even if it did remove sulfates from

the water. "Sulfates are not likely to be a problem when they are present in

the amounts that are common in Minnesota." he says.

"A question that needs careful consideration is what happens to the

precipitated materials?" says Machmeier. "If precipitates are formed as a

result of aeration, and the pumped water is clear, particles must be settling

to the bottom of the well."

liAs this precipitate accumulates. it will either plug the well screen

openings or it will need to be pumped from the well. resulting in rust-colored

water. The iron precipitate is not going to magically disappear. II
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INDEX

--Holiday meat supply smaller, at higher prices
--This year: more holiday food sharing
--Check freshness of tree before buying
--Holidays can help children learn to budget time and money
--Santa Claus can be enjoyable story for children
--Time can be the most important gift for your child
--Budgeting for gifts calls for decisions, ingenuity
--Help curb excess eating, drinking at holiday time
--Exercising more, eating less, for health and pocketbook during holidays
--Traditions are an important part of holiday celebrations
--Time and holiday season wait for no one
--Holiday poison preparedness
--Poinsettias signal holidays
--Starch blocker diet pills of doubtful safety, effectiveness
--What's on the horizon for beef, pork?
--Government program pays for corn storage
--Farm groups should lobby for state department, treasury choices
--Farming: an international economy
--International markets
--Nonfarm earnings key to farm size

Note to editors: Most of the articles in this packet have a holiday theme.
We hope that you find them useful for special pages and supplements in the
weeks ahead.

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of the above news releases,
check them and send this cover sheet, with your name and campus address, to
Evie Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.
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HOLIDAY MEAT SUPPLY SMALLER, AT HIGHER PRICES

Meat supp1 i es fOt, the 1982 holi day season will be 4 percent to 8 pet'cent

down from a yeat' ago, accordi ng to Ken Eget'tson, marketi ng economi st wi th the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension set'vice.

The greatest decline will come in pork supplies, expected to be down by as

much as 15 percent to 20 pet'cent ft'om 1ast year. Turkey meat wi 11 a1 so be down by

about 3 percent to 5 percent ft'om 1ast yeat'. Beef supp1 i es at'e expected to be

about the same as last year.

Only chicken broiler meat will be more plentiful than in fall 1981, Eget'tson

anticipates.

Wi th reduced supp1i es of meats, consumers wi 11 be purchasing at hi ghet'

pt'ices than in 1981, too. Pork, beef and turkey meat prices will all be highet'

than in 1981. Broilers should be about the same price as a year ago. But due to

expected inct'eases in supplies from now until the ho1 iday period, prices cou1 d

be seasonally lower for beef, pork and broil et' meat. As a resu1 t of normal

increased demand for turkey meat, seasonal pt'ices could move up from early

September levels.

II If more expenshe, meats consumers purchase will conti nue to be hi gh quality

and flavorful to plan enjoyable and tasteful holiday meals," Eget'tson concludes.
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THIS YEAR: MORE HOLIDAY FOOD SHARING

This year, as budgets draw tighter, holiday foods may be shared more than ever.

You may be participating in a civic or church project or perhaps just your family will

decide to share its holiday with others in this way.

You should choose nonperishable items, according to Mary Darling, nutritionist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension service. Items like instant

potatoes, canned cranberries, canned pumpkin and root vegetables, and dehydrated

rather than fresh milk are all good keepers.

Grapefruit, oranges, nuts, jellies and jams (either homemade or purchased)

make flavorful additions for variety.

Packaged roll mixes, rather than fresh breads, are a good idea, she says,

particularly if you are collecting for a group that is going to do the delivering

and you don't know how soon the foods will be used. Specialty bread mixes, such

as date bread, muffins, corn bread and gingerbread should be considered. Packaged

crackers, of course, keep well until opened.

Coffee, an expensive item, can be a treat. Think of tea drinkers, too, either

with packaged bulk tea or tea bags.

Puddings, either the dried package types that are prepared with milk,

or the tinned kind, including plum or date puddings, make good desserts.

Noodles, pasta, rice, dry beans and peas are all good keepers. Watch for small

cans of tuna, turkey, chicken or ham that don't need refrigeration, and be sure

to check the package for that sentence. These are all good additions to shared
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CHECK FRESHNESS OF TREE BEFORE BUYING

When selecting a Christmas tree, be sure it is one that will hold up

through the holidays. Examine it closely for freshness, recommends Carl

Vogt, forester with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

One way to test freshness is to bend the needles of the tree. If they bend,

rather than cracking and breaking, this indicates freshness. Bouncing the tree

stump firmly on the ground is another test. Some mature needles will normally fall,

but if an excessive drop results, look further.

When the fresh tree is taken home, cut off about 2 inches of the trunk

diagonally, place the tree in a water-filled stand and be prepared to add water

daily, as needed.

Place the tree away from radiators, registers, stairs and doorways. Don't

use inflammable ornaments on a tree. Use only Underwriter Laboratory approved

strings of lights. Discard any old frayed strings of lights. Plug lights into

an outlet clear of the tree yet easily reached.

If the tree is the least bit unsteady, anchor it to a window with a guy

wire so that it can't be toppled by young children or energetic pets.

Don't let wrappings pile up around the tree.

When disposing of the tree, it can be set out in the yard and used as a

bird sanctuary or feeder. When it is run through a wood chipper, it can

provide mulch for next summer's garden. It is biodegradable and will,

in time, return to the soil. II II II MP
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HOLIDAYS CAN HELP CHILDREN LEARN TO BUDGET TIME AND MONEY

"One of the most important thi ngs a parent can do for a chil dis to hel p them

see they canlt have everything they want," says Sue Meyers, family life specialist

with the University of Minnesotals Agricultural Extension Service.

Children need to learn to be wise, realistic consumers, she says. This is

especially important at holiday time, when there is a great commercial emphasis

on material goods.

"Parents can help by letting the child know what the situation is in their

family," says Meyers. "There is no point in having a child waiting for a home

computer to magically appear when all the family can afford is a baseball bat."

Meyers suggests letting the child know what the family pool of resources is at

gift-giving time. "You can explain that if the child gets the bicycle they want,

there will be no money for other things, but if they settle for some smaller toys

they may be able to have several packages. II

The same thing can be done with time, she says. "Let the child have a say in

how the available time is spent, and then be happy with their decision," she says.

For example, you could explain that there is one afternoon available, and ask the

child whether theyld rather make cookies, help decorate the tree or draw cards to

send to friends.

Children need to apply these skills to gift giving as well as gift getting,

says Meyers. Parents can help children use their money to purchase gifts wisely

or use their time to make gifts and provide services for others.
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SANTA CLAUS CAN BE ENJOYABLE STORY FOR CHILDREN

Every year, a few parents take time from their Christmas shopping and

planning to wonder what they should tell their children about santa Claus.

"This really isn't a major problem in most families, II says Ron Pitzer,

family life specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service, "but it deserves some thought. II

Pitzer recommends treating the story of Santa as a lighthearted part of

family Christmas fun. 'ILet children have fun believing in Sants, "he says,

II But don't make the story too 1i tera1 or force it on them. 'I

Some parents bring Santa to life, either at the local department store

or around the family Christmas tree when Uncle Fred dons a beard and red suit.

"This treatment is the one most likely to result in potenthl disillusionment,"

says Pitzer. "Sooner or later the child will be confused by seeing ten

different Santas downtown, or by recognizing the relative under the padding.

IISanta shoul d never be used as a weapon,'1 says Pi tzer. lilt is IIlIch

better to have no Santa at all than one who is a stern disciplinarian more

interested in finding fault than in good intentions."

Parents don't really need to be concerned about the day a child finds out

the truth about Santa Cl aus. liThe boundaries between fact and fiction are

always blurred and shifting for young children," he says. "They believe what

they wish."
- more -
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Pitzer explains that the discovery that Santa isn't real usually comes in

gradual stages. Achild may deny parts of the story, while holding onto

others. For instance, the child may say that Santa doesn't come down the

chimney (especially if their house has no fireplace), while insisting that he

lives at the North Pole.

"Children have great powers of self-protection," says Pitzer. "They

are easily able to believe two contradictory theories at the same time.

They can fiercely deny any hint that Santa is not real, while another part

of their mind knows that he's just a story."

When a child does ask if there is a Santa Claus, he or she m~ be ready

to hear the real story or may only want to clear up one point of the mYth.

Ask children what they think and take it from there.

If the child is ready to hear the truth, Pitzer says that parents can

make responses such as "Well, I suppose he isn't real, but I like to think

he is." TM s wi 11 remi nd the chi1d of the fun there is in pretendi ng.

"This is the time to tell your chil d what Christmas and Santa really

means to you," says Pitzer. "Replace the make-believe with a significant

reality. You might explain that Santa is a spirit of love and giving, of

wanting to do things for people you love and make them happy."

As older children stop believing in Santa, they can help the parents

carryon the tradition with the younger children. "This can be as IOOch fun

as believing in Santa," s~s Pitzer.

"Santa Claus is a part of our American Christmas tradition," says

Pitzer. "Let your child enjoy him."

* * *MP
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TIME CAN BE THE MOST IMPORTANT GIFT FOR YOUR CHILD
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"The most valuable gift a child can get is quality time with his or her

parent," says Ron Pitzer, family life specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"There have been many studi es on family time, and they consi stently show

that parents spend very little time with their children--often much less than

the children want.

"Items that involve parents' time can be good gift choices, because the

child will have something tangible, as well as the time and attention of the

parent," explains Pitzer. "If you give your children a game, play it with them.

If you give a book, take time to read it together. Even older children

often enjoy family reading-out-loud sessions.

"01 der chll dren might al so enjoy going to a movie, concert or restaurant

with you," he says. "Don't just give them a ticket. Promise to go with them.

"Craft items can be another good gift idea," suggests Pitzer. "Take time

to teach the necessary skills. Your child will gain knowledge, and you both

will have pleasant and productive time together.

"If it is necessary to plan time with your child into your schedule, then

do it," he adds. "You may need to refuse other engagements to be with your

children, and older children may need to plan for time with you. But this time

is vitally important to family life."
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BUDGETING FOR GIFTS CALLS FOR DECISIONS, INGENUITY

Gift giving should be a joy for the giver as well as the recipient. Planning

so the cost of gifts fits within the limits of the family bUdget can help make

this so, suggests Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension service.

She says that one way to avoid overspending is to make a realistic plan before

you begin to shop. Whom do you wish to buy gifts for? What type of gifts? What

would be the approximate cost? How much can you afford to spend? How much can

you afford in additional credit payments for gift giving? "If the approximate

cost and what you can afford to spend out of current and future income are close,

you need to monitor expenditures as you shop. Rut if the amount you wish to spend

is more than you have to spend, it's time to regroup, II Goss says.

"Perhaps, you should take a second look at the types of gifts you plan to

give. Are there less costly alternatives to what you planned to buy? Could you

buy jeans with a store label instead of a designer label? Perhaps the label is

important to the intended recipient," Goss says. "You may wish to talk about what

bUdget 1imits are for gifts for family members. Children enjoy searching catalogs

for thei r heart's desi res wi thi n a pri ce range. II

Not all gifts need to be purchased. Food or craft items are thoughtful gifts.

"Remember these have time and material costs. It doesn't help if you become

frazzled and have lots of unfinished projects and still have to buy gifts," Goss
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adds. "Hand cr"afted gifts take careful planning ahead of the gift-giving date."

6i fts of ser"Vi ces thr"oughout the year are often greatly appr"eci ated. Goss

suggests, for example, baby-sitting coupons for par"ents of young childr"en or"

window washing and snow shoveling for an older neighbor.

You might select gifts from things you already own. "Perhaps you have special

family items that would be appreciated by other family members. House plants

might be divided and shared with others. Home oreserved food can become a gift

if a ribbon is added," she concludes.

# #
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HELP CURB EXCESS EATING, DRINKING AT HOLIDAY TIME

Holidays are tradi tionally "hard times" for dieter-s or peopl e who are merely

trying to curb their eating and drinking.

For some, the ritual of preparing special holiday cookies, fruitcake or

whatever, may be satisfaction enough. They restrict themselves to making, but not

eating treats, according to Mary Darling, nutritionist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension ser-vice. She adds that it is important to

give away these homemade delicacies immediately to r-educe temptation.

When you ar-e the hostess, help people to control their food portions. II Suppose

a recipe says it makes 12 bars. Cut them into 24 pieces instead," she suggests.

Try to have choices available in both food and drink. Dieters can concentrate

on what is best for them. Perhaps it is the fresh vegetables (raw sweet potatoes

or rutabaga sticks make a nice change) and fruit cubes (per-haps with toothpicks

for pick up). But remember, she says, because ther-e are choi ces, you don It have

to provide twice as much food.

And donI t become a "food pusher-." The person who is always urging guests to

"have more" isn't doing anyone a favor. This just adds to a guest's disComfor-t-

mentally and physically. Respect the eater's wishes.

Many peopl e thi nk a meal fail s unl ess everyone "eats up. II This simply i sn It

true. Food is meant to facilitate sociability; sociability is not meant to

encourage overeating, Darling points out. The clean plate philosophy many of us
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grew up with is not bad, but the secr'et to accomplishing it is to take less

food when you start.

She also recommends staying with regular meal patterns during the holidays

to avoid becoming ravenously hungry. "Don l t go to a holiday par·ty or to the

grocery store extremely hungry. You will eat or buy too much."
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EXERCISING MORE, EATING LESS, FOR HEALTH
AND POCKETBOOK DURING HOLIDAYS

Trying to cut down on eating during the holidays especially? Remember to

exerci se, too.

Mary Darling, nutritionist at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service, has some easy suggestions to try.

"Reduce the size of the cup or plate you use." This can work at home or for

a hostess who knows that guests are just as conscious of this problem. Attractive

holiday paper plates might mean you put a little more money into the plate and a

little less into the food, feeding the eyes rather than the stomach.

Instead of a main meat course for a meal, think of serving casseroles which

combine protein and vegetables, she says. Chili or stew can also make a delicious

meal. Beans instead of beef can be the basis of a main course. "Homemade soup

and bread can also be a party meal. Serve a small dessert later," she recol1ll1ends.

Keeping up levels of activity during winter, coupled with proper eating, is

a good way to stay in good health and physical shape.

Don't be totally dependent on the out-of-doors for physical exercise--or,

for that matter, on the activities that depend on a car to get there. More

people are taking their exercise walking at the nearest shopping mall, where they

are protected from bad weather, have plenty of space and are seeing people and places.

Keeping a corner of the family room available with a jump rope and room to use

it, or an exercise bike, may be just what you need for some daily exercise. There

are lots of options; find the one that is best for you.
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TRADITIONS ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS

Holiday r'ituals and traditions can be a great strengthening factor for

families, according to Sue Meyers and Ron Pitzer, family life specialists with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension service.

"Minnesota has especially strong pockets of ethnic tradition," says Meyers.

"Many parents in the state take special pride in handing down to their' chll dr'en

the holiday rituals and activities their own par'ents taught them."

Meyer's al so poi nts out that famil i es often start their' own r'i tua1s. "These

can be little, humorous habits developed over' the years, or' mor'e serious activi

ties with gr'eat meaning for' the family,1I she says. "In any case, developing

shared tradi ti ons can be a gr'owth poi nt for' the family. II

Pitzer' explains that family traditions ar'e often based on the parents'

memories of holidays they enjoyed as children. "1 would encourage parents to

think about the meaning they want the holiday to have and to share the things

they enjoyed doing which will promote that meaning," he says.

IIRituals need to be placed in the curr'ent context of family life," Pitzer

continues. IIActivities that had meaning to the parents may not be appropriate

or meaningful to their children, Who have different experiences to draw on.
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"Holiday traditions have the most impact on a family if they ar'e clear'ly

defined and the reasons behind them are known," says Meyers. "They often

model the familyls values for the childr·en. Traditions can give a sense of

ethnic roots, show a family identity or stress religious beliefs."

"Traditions can be very important in giving a child the feeling of family

conti nui ty , II adds Pi tzer. II I tis hard for' young chil dren to gr'asp the idea of

thei r roots. Doi ng thi ngs that they know grandma and grandpa di d when they wer'e

little can make it all seem more real to them. II

However, holiday traditions can cause problems at times, says Meyers.

"People donlt tend to discuss holiday ideals before they mar'r'y," she explains.

"They just assume that everyone knows \tttlat Christmas is supposed to be like-

the way it was \tttlen they were growi ng up. II

Tr'ying to blend t~ sometimes very different ideas for' a holiday into one

new tradition can either be a growing experience or a stressful problem. liThe

important thing is to discuss your holiday expectations," says Meyer·s. "Try to

discover the things that are important to each person and be willing to try new

things."

Developing new rituals and carrying on with old traditions can be a very

meaningful part of the holiday experience. "They don't have to be big or

fancy," the specialists say. liThe key is to find things that the family enjoys

enough to repeat year after year."
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TIME AND HOLIDAY SEASON WAIT FOR NO ONE

The holiday season can be a hectic time with end of the year work pressures,

more contacts with family and friends, traditional family activities, and often

travel. All of these can overburden a person and take some of the joy out of

the season, according to Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with

the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension Service.

She suggests that this may be the year to review what parts of your usual

celebration have special meaning to you. IIAre there some parts for which you

spend time, effort and money because you always have, it1s expected, or it might

hurt someone's feelings if you didn1t? A family discussion might reveal there

are ways to expand or maintain the important events in your celebration while

eliminating some of the problems. II

She says traditions often change more slowly than family circumstances. For

example, having all the children and their families come home for a family dinner

can be a joy that turns into a burden as one grows older. Perhaps, it1s time for

a carry-in meal, a catered or restaurant meal, or a new location for the family

event. This year may be a year of less money. Travel, cards, gifts and

entertainment may need to be scaled back.

Who should organize and do the work to prepare for the holiday celebration?

Goss suggests outlining all the special activities and tasks. This may help
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family members share more equitably in the \ttOrk. "Doing some things as a

family group may add to their meaning," she says. "For example, sending holiday

greetings has several tasks--addressing, stamping, signing, adding written notes

and sorting. Depending on ages of family members, tasks could be split up. The

same hol ds true for gi ft buyi ng, home decorati ng and food preparati on. II

Some tasks are possible early. Goss mentions making special holiday foods

and storing them in the freezer, having quick meals in the freezer, making gift

lists throughout the year, purchasing gifts and storing them, and preserving

extra food for gifts.

"Some things you may just let go and not do during the holfday season. Decide

what is essential and must be done and what can just be eliminated or put off

until after the holf days, II she advi ses.
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HOLIDAY POISON PREPAREDNESS

The number of accidental poisonings will increase during the holiday season.

It usually does, but this year Minnesotans will be better prepared. There will

be a toll free number to call.

Lee SChultz, assistant extension safety specialist at the University of

Minnesota, said there are usually 10 percent to 20 percent more accidental

poisonings during the holidays. The strange part is that there is no single

cause which explains the increase, except that people seem to let their guard down.

Many situations can lead to a poison problem in the home. Holdiay delicacies

can develop toxins if left unrefrigerated. Infants will put in their mouths

everything from new cosmetics to old cleaning solutions that may be left around

at this time. House guests may not think about your inquisitive toddlers and

leave their personal medicines out.

Little ones on a visit to grandma's have been known to overdose on the aspirin

she keeps handy for her arthritis. Eight tablets are all it takes to make a

child acutely ill. Hennepin County alone logged 2000 aspirin overdose calls and

hospital visits for all ages in 1982.

Even the innocent-looking gifts can be poisonous. For instance the common

houseplant Dieffenbachia (Dumb Cane) has leaves that might be chewed by a child or

a pet. Internal swelling results and could block air passages in severe cases.
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Since children under the age of seven account for 85 percent of all

accidental poisonings. SChultz recommends a few precautions if you have tykes.

--Warn your house guests that you have an inquisitive child. and provide

them with a safe storage place for medicines.

--Plan to keep a closer watch on toddlers. knowing that there will be

distractions such as cleaning. decorating. cooking and attending to guests.

--Educate yourself to the dangers of poisons. whether from drugs. foods or

plants.

--Know what to do in the case of an accident.

In the case of emergency or for more information call the Minnesota Poison

Control Center. In the Twin Cities the number is 221-2113.

Brand new this fall is the Poison Center's statewide toll free telephone

number. 1-800-222-1222.

Dr. Richard Kingston of the Center says the symptoms for ingested poisons are:

--upset stomach;

--excessive drowsiness;

--nausea or vomiting;

--unusual odor on the child's breath (perfume. solvents. etc.);

--fever

--hyperstimulation (beyond normal holiday activity).

If you suspect it's a case of poisoning by inhalation. watch for headaches or

complaints of blurred vision. Also look for unusual stains on clothes (kerosene.

paint. etc.).

To underscore how dangerous this time of year can be. consider the mistletoe

that will probably hang in many homes. All of it is poisonous. but just one little

berry is enough to kill a 40-pound child.

- more -
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The Poison Contr'ol Center will be pr'oducing a booklet on toxic plants soon.

Watch for it.

To educate yourself about specific types of food poisons, go to your

libr-ary or check with your local county extension office.
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POINSETTIAS SIGNAL HOLIDAYS

In some parts of the world it is known as the eastern flower, lobster flower,

Mexican flame leaf, and Christmas flower, but chances are it's a poinsettia to

you.

Most evident during the holiday season, this plant has vivid, long-lasting

leaves and golden yellow flowers. Plants range from traditional scarlet red to

pink, to leathery white or even variegated. In tropical climates the poinsettia

can grow to treelike proportions.

The plant was introduced to the U.S. from Mexico more than 130 years ago

in good health and Deborah Brown, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, reinforces the following suggestions to keep it

that way.

--Keep the poinsettia in a room with as much natural light as it would take

to read fine print.

--Avoid drafts or excess heat from appliances, radiators and ventilating

ducts. Ideal temperatures should never be above 72 degrees F in the daytime or

60 degrees F at night to prolong bright colors of the bracts (the vividly

colored leaves).

--Keep the plant up and away from household traffic: that means protected

from children and pets.
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--Keep the plant in a waterpoof container to protect furniture. Water when

the soil is dry to touch and always discard excess water.

When the bracts fade, cut the plant back to 5 inches and repot it in fresh

soil to grow as a foliage plant. When it is warm enough in the spring, place

poinsettias outside. Temperatures below 50 degrees F should be avoided throughout

the summer. With cooler fall temperatures, plants can be returned to rooms with

natural light for 6 to 8 hours daily with 60 degrees to 70 degrees F night

temperatures. For reflowering during winter, avoid artificial light at night

starting OCtober 1.
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STARCH BLOCKER DIET PILLS OF DOUBTFUL SAFETY, EFFECTIVENESS

Imagine a pill that would let you eat all the pasta and bread you want and

still shed pounds. Sound like the answer to an overweight American's dream?

Pills claiming just such results were introduced to the public last year and

became instant hot sellers. The truth about the pills, however, is far less

spectacular than the advertising claims, according to Joanne Slavin, extension

nutritionist at the University of Minnesota.

She says that the pills, called starch blockers, contain a bean extract that

;s supposed to block starch digestion by inhibiting digestive enzymes. Without the

action of the starch-digesting enzyme in the system, starches will pass through the

body unmetabolized and will contribute no calories to the diet.

Slavin doubts the effectiveness of the pills. A rat stUdy done at the

University of Minnesota showed that animals that were fed the pills actually

gained more weight than rats fed an equal amount of food without starch blocker

pills. "Probably the rats were digesting the starch blockers and getting some

cal ori es from them," she adds.

The safety of the diet pills is also under question. When they were first

sold, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) received complaints from users who

suffered nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and stomach pains from the pills. Since

then, the FDA has gotten reports of starch blocker users being hospitalized for

severe constipation that resulted in a type of intestinal inflammation known as
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diverticul i tis.

Slavin reports that such complaints have caused the FDA to question the pills'

safety and to reclassify them as drugs because of their possible effect on normal

metabolic functions. The agency has asked manufacturers to stop selling the

starch blockers until their safety and effectiveness are known, but despite this,

the pills are still widely available.

Slavin cautions dieters tempted by the pill claims. In addition to being

questionable in their effectiveness, the pills could trigger health problems.

She adds, "Changing eating habits and behavior is still the safest and most

effective way to lose weight. Any diet that promises 'miracle' results without

changing a person's eating habits is pr'obably doomed to fail. II
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Beef supplies are expected to be more plentiful in grocery stores during the

next six months. It might be wise to restock the freezer during this time, since

such items as hamburger could be a very good buy. In contrast, pork prices are

expected to increase in the next six to nine months.

This is the view of Paul Hasbargen, economist in farm management with the

University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension service.

IIThere is a lO-year cycle in cattle and a three-year cycle in hogs,1I

Hasbargen explains, mentioning the peaks and valleys in market supplies and prices.

Cattle supplies that have been building are now leveling off. Beef producers

have been losing money and are selling off herds so that in the next six months

Hasbargen expects beef supplies will be above last year1s levels. With high

interest rates, farmers are cutting back on their herds to reduce the debt they

pay interest on. That means more animals will go to slaughter.

Pork prices have gone up recently. Hog farmers lost money last year so their

cutback on the numbers of animals and lower hog production means higher pork

prices for what does reach the grocery. Hasbargen says that increasing pork

prices will be experienced through the first half of next year.

Current beef prices, Hasbargen says, are historically quite low. Consumer

demand has been shifting away from beef. He attributes this to more unemployment

and the psychology of budgeting--people are serious about their budgets. Beef

prices have increased less than inflation, he points out. for some time consumers
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have been reluctant to eat as much meat as they once did. Cholesterol is still

a subject of controversy. While scientific evidence seems to point in both

directions, the repeated recommendation of many--to cut down on meat in the diet-

appears to have lowered the demand for beef.

The U.S. has limited trade in meat; some countries like Japan limit the amount

of beef they allow to be imported. As the U.S. dollar strengthens over European

and other currency, this has a negative impact on U.S. exports, too.

All this puts farmers in a severe financial crunch--probably the toughest

position since the 1950s, Hasbargen says. Farmers have a favorable asset-liability

ratio, but this doesn't help those beef producers and cash crop farmers who have

overextended their debt and have faced poor prices and returns. There will

probably be more foreclosures in the coming year, but the rate is still very low,

he emphasizes.

Nationwide, 60 percent of the farm family income is realized from off-farm

jobs. Either the husband, wife or children (and sometimes all of them) have some

off-farm jobs. In eastern and northern Minnesota, off-farm income is more

important than in agricultural areas of southwestern and western Minnesota.

Hasbargen says the size of the 1982 crop will have no impact on grocery store

prices in the next year. Even if there were early frosts cutting U.S. production,

or a slump in world production, it still wouldn't be enough to bring grain prices

up over the government loan program level until next summer. Grain supplies

produced in 1982 will not affect livestock prices until at least 1983.

The grains (corn, wheat, soybeans) stored in quantities in the U.S. are a

buffer against rising prices. High fuel cost and high interest in the face of low

grain and cattle prices result in severe financial strain on farmers. Yet, this

same stockpiling is helpful to consumers in holding prices down.

Those interested in a discussion of the agricultural outlook for the year

should contact their local county Agricultural Extension Service office for a copy
of the publication, "Ag Outlook for 1983, II Hasbargen concludes.
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GOVERNMENT PROGRAM PAYS FOR CORN STORAGE

The government grain reserve program pays for lots of storage, says Fred Benson,

farm management specialist with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural

Extension Service.

By now, farmers are either in or out of the program, based on decisions made

last June. But Benson1s storage cost figures should make you a little more

comfortable if you1re in the government program.

Benson calculated both overhead and operating storage costs, with and without the

government program. Under operating costs, he figured both nine-month and

three-year storage.

The bottom line looks like this: With the government program net storage costs

are almost 38 cents a bushel for nine-month storage, and less than 2 cents for the

three-year reserve storage program, after considering the 26.5 cents/bu government

storage payment. Without the program, nine-month storage costs are almost 44 cents

a bushe1'~r up about 6 cents; three-year storage costs are 57 cents a bushel. (see

table on following page).

II It I S important to remember that you pay interest only for the first year under

the government program, II Benson says. IIEven if you keep the corn in storage for

three years, you pay interest only on the first year. And the interest is not due

until the end of the third year, when you pay with cheaper dollars. That pays for

lots of storage, II he says.
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Benson's figures assumed a 10,OOO-bushel grain bin with aeration and six-inch

augering equipment. Operating costs included an interest charge on the corn, plus

a one-percent loss in and out of storage and one-tenth percent shrink per month.

Here are the figures:
CORN STORAGE COSTS, WITH AND

WITHOUT GOVERNMENT PROGRAM,
AND NINE-MONTH VS. THREE-YEAR STORAGE

With Govt. Without Govt.

OVERHEAD COSTS
Program Program

New Storage Structure, 70¢ 70¢
Cost/Bu

Interest Rate 12% 14%

Annual Cost as a
Percent on New Cost 14.8% 15.8%

Annual Overhead Cost/Bu 10.36¢ 11.06¢

OPERATING COSTS 9-Month 3-Year 9-Month 3-Year
Storage Storage Storage Storage

Corn Price $2.42 $2.771 $2.25 $2.25

Interest Rate 12% 12% 16% 16%

1st Year Cost 27.3¢ 41.2¢ 32.8¢ 45.3¢

2nd Year Cost2 6.0¢ 45.3¢

3rd Year Cost2 6.0¢ 45.3¢

Average Operating
Cost/Bu 27.3¢ 17.7¢ 32.8¢ 45.3¢

TOTAL COST/BU/YEAR 37.66¢ 28.06¢ 43.86¢ 57.06¢

Govt. Storage 0 26.5¢ 0 0
Payment

Net Storage Cost 37.66¢ 1.56¢ 43.86¢ 57.06¢
to Fanner

1 Includes 35¢ premium.

2 No interest charged on 2nd and 3rd year of commodity loan for reserve program.
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FARM GROUPS SHOULD LOBBY FOR STATE DEPARTMENT, TREASURY CHOICES

Important policy decisions affecting U.S. agriculture are made in the State

Department, Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Board.

"It's not in the U.S. Department of Agriculture \IA1ere these decisions are

made," says G. Edward SChuh, head of the University of Minnesota's Department

of Agricultural and Applied Economics.

"Every time there's an election and a new administration, farm groups spend

no end of time to infiuence appointments of the secretary of agriculture and the

undersecretaries in USDA. "But potenthlly, the undersecretary for economics in

the State Department has more influence on agricultural policies than anyone in

USDA."

If the person in this position understood agriculture and hos international

markets are its lifeblood, proposals like ending grain sale agreements to Russia

would be nipped in the bud by an internal memo, he says.

"Most of the political emphasis on selecting USDA appointments and farm commodity

programs is misguided. We hear a lot of rhetoric from farm groups about USDA and

farm progr'ams, but I've never seen farm groups get exci ted about key appoi ntments

in the State Department, Treasury Department or the Federal Reserve Board," SChuh

says.

"Agriculture is no longer an isolated industry. Decisions made in these other

agencies affect the livelihood of farmers, but agriculture has no input into these
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add one--farm groups

decisions, II he says. III can think of at least eight key positions in federal

government wher'e the administrator makes decisions that are very important to

agriculture. Agricultural groups need to use their influence to get people in

these slots Who understand agriculturels dependence on international trade and

monetary pol icy.

III think Secretary of Agriculture Block has done about all he can to try to

influence trade pol1cy--Il m not being cY'ftical of him. But key policy makers in

nonagricultural agencies need to understand agriculture before weill have

consistent policies that benefit farmers. Our agricultural groups also need to

fight policies that promote trade protectionism.

IIFor example, when we talk about asking Japan to voluntar'i1y restrict auto

imports to the U.S., we need to remember that Japan imports over $6 billion of

agricultural products from us every year. Trade is a two-way street. We can't

expect the Japanese to buy gr'ain and soybeans from us if ~ donlt allow them to sell

car's to us. But I di dn I t hear farm groups objecti ng. II

Schuh also coordinates community r'esource development pr'ograms for the

University's Agricultural Extension Service. His remarks were made at a recent

meeting of the Midwest Banking Institute at Morris, Minn. The Institute is a

training program for' rural bankers sponsored by banking associations of Minnesota,

Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana.
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FARMING: AN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY

Exports, markets, interest rates, budget deficits and international monetary
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conditions have a lot to say about how farmers ar'e doing.

But you will find little or nothing about these things in the latest farm

bill, says G. Edward SChuh, head of the Department of Agricultural and Applied

Economics at the Univer'sity of Minnesota.

"Agricultural groups spend a lot of time politicking on farm programs, USDA

appointments and other traditional lagricultural l programs," Schuh says. "But

we live in a dramatically different world now compared to 10 years ago. The U.S.

economy, and particularly agriculture, has become internationalized. That1s why

things like exports, budQet deficits, currency exchange rates and interest rates

are so important to U.S. farmers.

Many observers view weather as the main factor determining farm prices. Today

it's only one factor and even then probably overrated. It1s hard to anticipate

farm prices on the basis of guessing the weather. But predicting monetary policy

here and abroad, and predicting government policies in other countries, all of

which influence commodity prices, is even harder'. That1s why we need people in

key gover'nment slots--the State and Treasury Departments pl us the Federal Reserve

Board--who understand agri cu1 ture. II
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INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

U. S. agricultural exports increased fivefold from 1971-81 and more than

doubled in physical volume. Most of the growth came from countries with

centrally planned economies or from lesser developed countries, says G. Edward

Schuh, head of the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics at the

University of Minnesota.

lilt's ironic that we talk about embargoing sales to Russia, but that's

one of our major markets, II Schuh says. "0ur farm economy is in bad shape now,

but think of where we'd be without the tremendous increase in exports during

the past 10 years. Agricultural exports to centrally planned countries

increased 740 percent and those to lesser-developed countries 640 percent in

the last 10 years. II
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NONFARM EARNINGS KEY TO FARM SIZE

Remember the "structure of agriculture" debates during the Carter-Bergland

administration? One of the key discussion points was the Question of just how

large farm operations should be allowed to get.

But you can explain growth in farm size simply by the fact that farmers

expanded their operations with large marchinery and new technology to bring their

income close to what they could earn in the nonfarm sector, says G. Edward Schuh,

head of the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics at the University of

Minnesota.

"Large farm equipment has been available since the 1920s," Schuh says, "but

most farmers didn't use it since it wasn't economical then. The move to larger

machinery came when farmers had to enlarge their operations to generate more

production to make a living comparable to what they could earn in the nonfarm

sector.
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"This is another example of how 'nonfarm' issues, in this case wages in the

nonfarm sector, influenced agriculture. In agriculture, the important issues aren't

weather or the production capability of an individual farm. The issues affecting

agriculture are international and national in scope and involve government policies.

Farmers are forced to respond to them.

"When one looks at the world and U.S. economy of a decade ago and compares them

to today, they've affected the agricultural economy so much it's hard to recognize

as the same agricultural economy," he says.
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COUNTY NEWS PACKET

INDEX

--Realistic goals can reduce holiday pressures
--Gifts to buy? Planning can stretch budget, pleasure
--Giving gifts means giving part of yourself
--Seeking discounts? Take time to comparison shop
--Holiday giving brings returns of the season
--Are you a sharp consumer? Test your knowledge
--Make your charity dollars count
--Shopping in different places can add adventure, thriftiness to holidays
--Shopping outlet stores can exercise consumer skills
--Holiday toy safety
--Caution kids on electric gifts
--More potlucks are good for your economy
--Try fruits not fats for holiday desserts
--Package your holiday visit to a shut-in
--Holiday crafts can be fun for the whole family
--Involve kids in holiday decorating projects
--Try these simple decorating projects for holiday beauty
--Being organized will help you meet your goals
--Cyclamen needs moisture
--Jerusalem cherry likes cool nights
--Terrariums: miniature gardens under glass
--Temperature regulates Christmas cactus bloom
--Amaryllis reaches great heights
--New pesticide survey to contact farmers nationwide
--Goals for conservation tillage are many

Note to agents: The story IIBeing Organized Will Help You Meet Your Goals ll

(yellow paper) has been sent to all state high schools for possible use in
their student newspapers. Ifit appears that school papers in your area do
not intend to use it, feel free to adapt it to your column or newsletter needs.
Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories, check
them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie Schield,

CP 453 Coffey Hall.
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REALISTIC GOALS CAN REDUCE HOLIDAY PRESSURES
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"Holfdays can be a warm 'and happy time, but they can a1 so be a time of stress

and disappointment," says Sue Meyers, family life specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"What often happens," she explains, "is that people plan to do a lot of baking,

make all homemade gifts and carryon every family tradition they've ever had. This

goal doesn't meet with rea1ity--time pressure, jobs, social, re1igio~s and school

activities can make these p1 ans impossible. II

Meyers says the best way to avoid this frustration is to limit ideals to what is

realistically possible.

IIHave a family discussion about what you actually want from the holiday,1I she

advises. IILook at \\f1at can be done to enhance these goals, and make sure that you

aren't unconsciously blocking them. 1I

She recommends asking even the young chfl dren for input. IIPeop1 e often assume

they know what the child likes, but it can be surprising to ask them. Find out

what they like best and least about holidays, and take that into consideration when

p1anning. 1I

Meyers sees three main traps that people tend to fall into at holiday time,

which may be blocking the family's real goals:

1) II All thi s work I'm doi ng, even though you are not i nvo1ved, is because I

love you. II Homemakers, especi ally, can often get so wrapped up in the p1 ans and

- more -
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add one--realistic goals

work for the holiday that they become worn out and unable to enjoy the time

when it arrives. "Husbands and chil dren may get the message that it ' s better to

stay out of the kitchen and away from Mom during a hol iday," she says. "If the

family wants the holiday to be a time of togetherness, this feeling can be

damaging."

2) "lf you really cared a~o~t the family, yould give up your needs. '1 This

problem has lots of variations," she says. "A typical example is Thanksgiving

football on TV. Does the family spend the day talking together and eating pie, or

do they gather around the TV to cheer for their favorite team? Holidays can usually

be planned to meet the needs of everyone, if the family is willing to discuss and

compromise."

3) "If you love me, you'll eat a second helping. 1I Meyers says that American

holidays tend to include a focus on eating, possibly with harmful effects on

waistlines and pocketbooks. "Families need to remember that traditions and fun

don I t need to be either highly caloric or expensive,'1 she says.

4} Meyers says that the happiest holidays are usually those for which the

family has agreed on realistic goals and ideals to use the time. The best goals

allow enough freedom and flexibility for plans to change. "You can be sure that

the turkey won't thaw, or therelll be a snowstorm, or something somewhere wonlt

go according to plan,1I she says. The goal should also involve all the family

members who wish to be involved and take everyonels holiday likes and dislikes into

account.

"When you have developed ideals for the holiday," concludes Meyers, IIdon l t

worry about them. Let everyone in the family have the freedom to relax and enjoy

the special time. II
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GIFTS TO BUY? PLANNING CAN STRETCH BUDGET, PLEASURE

Heavy gift-giving months lie just ahead, but it may be that birthdays and

anniversaries stretch the gift season throughout the year for you.

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension service, suggest keeping family resources

firmly in mind when planning gift buying. "Looking across a year of occasions

when you plan to give gifts is a good place to start. There are always some gifts

you can't anticipate--showers and weddings, for example--but you can plan for most

occasions and set a budget for each."

II Remember, there are regular family needs such as clothing or home furnishings

that can be timed to serve as gifts,1I she adds. IIThis just requires foresight,

not additional money resources. 1I

Once you know how your gift-buying schedule goes, Goss suggests budgeting for

it. Some months may call for heavier purchases than others, so a small nest egg

could help get you through costly periods.

She stresses that many hard-to-buy-for persons on your list might appreciate

services or homemade items more than purchased gifts. "Try substituting time for

money when you plan your gifts,1I Goss says. "You might want to pledge a certain

number of visits or times out to eat for a person in a nursing home, so many

babysitting hours for a family with young children or so many blueberry pies for

the pie lover."

- more -
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add one--gifts to buy?

There are ways to economize on special occasions. If a family or group is

large, consider drawing names instead of buying gifts for everyone. Potluck or

round robin meals for birthdays or other holidays save expense and preparation

time.

For occasions when you send numerous cards, consider postcards as one way to

save, Goss suggests. Wrapping papers can also be recycled. And don't overlook

unusual (and cheap) gift wrappings in the form of Sunday comic sections in the

newspaper, used aluminum foil, road maps or tag ends of wallpaper or yard goods.

If you have the time and skills, consider buying a used item at a garage sale

or secondhand store and restoring it to gift-condition. Or you may want to

economize by buying a family gift such as a game or restaurant gift certificate

rather than individual items for each person, Goss adds.

"Make gift giving a joyful occasion for the giver and receiver," Goss recommends.

"Don 1 t kill the pleasure by deflating the family budget in the process."

# #
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GIVING GIFTS MEANS GIVING PART OF YOURSELF
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"We've all heard the saying that 'the only real gift is a gift of

yoursel f,' and I really believe that it's true," says Ron Pitzer, family

life specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"As we approach the gift-giving season, we need to look at the reasons

for giving gifts and the meaning we want them to have," he says. "Giving

creative and meaningful gifts will probably take some extra time, but it

can be rewarding and very enjoyable."

Pitzer is quick to point out that creative gift giving should not become

one more cause of holiday tens i on and stress. II Peop1e have enough demands

on them without adding guilt about giving gifts," he says. "Gift giving

should be looked at as a potential for productive family and personal time.

"Creative gift giving doesn't have to mean making creative gifts," he

says. liThe creativity can be in the method of presenting a purchased gift."

He suggests making or buying a card that will give the gift personal meaning,

packaging it in an unusual manner, or perhaps making a treasure hunt with the

gift as the final prize.

The gift can come out of interests or needs that the receiver has. lilt

can also come out of your own interests," says Pitzer. "Sharing a part of

yourself and things you like can be very special.

- more -
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"6i fts shoul d have a shared meani ng between giver and recei ver:' he

says. "That's why it's important to make them personal. A gi ft shoul d say

you think the other person is special, and you wanted to do something nice for

them.

"The receiver isn't the only one who benefits from the time spent

to make gifts special," adds Pitzer. "The giver gains more than the wann

feeling from having done something for someone else.

"For example, last year I1ty family spent a lot of time planning a gift

for the grandparents," he says. "This was valuable family time together.

If we hadn't been working on the gift, we probably would have been watching

TV or something; we would have lost the spirit of cooperation and family fun.

"Taking time to make a gift personal will force some creativity, even

from people who don't feel they are creative," he adds. "The skills they

gain will be useful on a daily basis."
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To offset the slowdown in buying, you will see an increase in the number of

discounts, cash incentives, coupon offers and rebates available. Dottie Goss,

family resource management specialist at the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension service, says this means it takes more time to comparison

shop. Consumers also need more information to judge what is the "best" buy.

"For major purchases, it becomes important to ask if there are discounts or

cash incentives available," Goss says. "Buying in volume when making smaller

purchases may offer discounts. The only way to find out if discounts are

available is to ask, in many cases. They mayor may not be advertised."

With credit costs higher, many retailers are willing to give discounts for

cash purchases. Here again, it is necessary to ask how much the discount would

be for a cash payment, she adds.
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HOLIDAY GIVING BRINGS RETURNS OF THE SEASON
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Along with the traditional tree and plum pudding, returning unwanted or

unwearable merchandise to the store seems to be an inevitable part of Christmas.

Dottie Goss, an extension family resource management specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, recommends you return unwanted

merchandise as soon as possible. Some stores won1t accept returns after 10 days.

IITry to bring back items when the store isn1t very busy, II Goss says. IIAvoid

closing times or the days when the store is having a large sale. If possible, bring

a sales receipt with you. Never wear or use anything that you intend to return. 1I

Some stores will only exchange one item for another; others will give you a

gift certificate of equal value. If a credit card was used in the original purchase,

some stores will just take the credited amount off the bill. If this is the case with

a gift item, you should make arrangements with the gift giver, Goss adds.

IISometimes you will find an item to be defective or broken. In this case, you

have a right to return it to the store," Goss says. "If you leave it at the store

for repairs, make sure to get a receipt, proving that the item was paid for. If

an item is too large to carry back to the store, telephone the manager. Keep a

record of the date when you called, who you spoke with and what they said. If you

have to call again, tell them about your first call."
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add one--holiday giving

Sometimes you'll have to return something by mail. Before sending it, write

a letter stating the problem and asking What steps you should take. Keep a copy

of the letter for your files, Goss suggests. When you actually return the item,

clear'ly state why you're returning it in a letter taped to the top of the package.

If you don't get an answer in two or three weeks, write again, this time

sending your complaint to the store's manager. If this does not suffice,

contact the consumer protection division of the Minnesota Attorney General's

office, 102 Capitol, St. Paul, Minn. 55155, (612) 296-6196.
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How much do you know about your consumer rights? Maybe not enough, suggests

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist at the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension service. The following quiz, prepared by the Federal Trade

Commission, lets you measure your savvy on some common consumer problems.

1. Your month-old dining room table has a wobbly leg. You check your sales

contract and discover you bought the table lias is." Does this mean the seller

won't have to fix the leg?

Yes. When you buy anything lias 1s, II the seller is not legally

responsible for repairs needed later. To protect yourself, read

contracts with an eye for lias is" clauses or other warranty disclaimers.

If you want warranty protection, make the seller put it in writing.

2. Your new washing machine spills water on the floor. The dealer's mechanics

have repaired it several times under the warranty, but it still isn't working

right. Your warranty runs out, and two weeks later it spills water again. Do

you have to pay for the repairs now?

No. If you complained about the problem during the warranty period and it

was not fixed properly, you're entitled to get it repaired. Your warranty

rights do not run out for the problems you complained about during the

warranty coverage.
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3. Your credit card is stolen without your realizing it, so you don't report

it missing. You get a bill for $1000 worth of goods you never bought. How much

do you owe?

$50. If a credit card is stolen or 'lost and used before you report it

.missing, the maximum you owe is $50. After you report the card missing,

you aren't liable for any purchases made by the unauthorized user.

4. A debt collection agency keeps pestering you about a bill you owe. You

want to pay the bill but are currently unemployed. Can you stop the collector

from calling you?

Yes. If you write the debt collector a letter saying "Stop bothering me,"

the collector must stop calling. Of course, this doesn't erase your debt.

You still owe the money.

5. Your monthly credit card bill has an error. Should you write or call the

company to correct the billing mistake?

Write a letter. While a phone call can resolve problems swiftly, you are

not protected under the law unless you send the company written notice of

the error. Protect yourself with a phone call and a letter.

6. Today a salesperson came to your door and sold you $200 worth of encyclopedias.

Now you've decided you don't need the books. Can you cancel the contract?

Yes. There is a three-day cooling off or cancellation period on most

door-to-door transactions totaling $25 or more. You can cancel by signing

the cancellation form the seller is required to give you. Mail it to the

address given for cancellation any time before midnight of the third

business day after the sale.

7. You signed a health spa contract at the local spa and now, a day later,

decide you aren't interested. Do you have three days to cancel?

No. You usually do not get an automatic three-day cooling off period for

sales made at a merchant's regular place of business.

- more -
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8. To buy a new car you will need to borrow money. What's the most important

question to ask when dealing with credit officers?

Ask what the annual percentage rate (APR) is. The rates banks charge for

loans vary greatly. The lowest APR is usually the best credit buy, but

take into consideration the amount borrowed and the time allowed for

repayment.

9. You were recently divorced. Your credit cards are all in your ex-husband's

name. Will it be difficult to establish your own credit rating?

No, not according to credit laws. Just contact all present and past

creditors and tell them you want the accounts reported in your name.

Creditors must then carry accounts which you were permitted to use or

for which you are liable under your name as well as under your ex-husband's.

10. Your neighbor claims his car gets 25 percent better gas mileage with a

new fuel line attachment and oil additives. Do these products actually save

much gas?

Of the fuel tank devices and oil and gas additives that have been tested

so far by the Environmental Protection Agency, none has reduced fuel

consumption significantly.
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Too often, we make donations to charities or groups without much thought

about how this fits into the family budget or what it contributes to the overall

good of others, says Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with

the Univer'sity of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "With inflation

you may have fewer dollars to give, so you want them to do as much good as

possible. 1I

Fi rst make a deci si on about how much you pl an to shar'e wi th other's, Goss

suggests. How much can your famil y affor'd? When shoul d the contri buti ons be

made? Some groups have fund drives at specific times that may not be a good time

for your' family to contribute, but most gr'oups will accept contributions any

time. If the charity needs contr'ibution information for planning pur'poses, you

could make a pledge to give at a later' date.

She adds that each family needs to set up criter'ia to use in deciding when to

gi ve. What types of activi ti es do you wi sh to support? Which organi zati on can

most effectively carry out those activities? In evaluating a char'ity, ask about

1ength of operati on, obj ecti ve of the pr'ogr'am, geogr'aphi c ar'ea, number and

kinds of per'sons ser'ved, organizational contr'ol, sources of income, r'atio of

progr'am ser'vice spending to administr'ative costs, tax exemption status and

availability of an independently audited tax statement. The char'ity itself

should be willing to provide you with this type of information.
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If your holiday shopping list is 9rowing longer While your budget remains

unchanged, it may be time to explore new places to shop. Dottie Goss, family

resource management specialist for the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension service, says food shopping may be more economical at a food cooperative

or warehouse store.

Food cooperatives generally offer lower prices by selling in bulk and having

members contribute their labor. Customers do their own packaging in many cases.

Warehouse-type stores often display items in the boxes and customers mark the

prices and bag their own groceries. Many chain stores are adding generic label

foods to their shelves. These items carry plain labels and no advertising. The

food may not be of uniform appearance, but it's equal in nutrition to brand-labeled

foods and sells for lower prices, Goss adds.

Food outlet stores also provide savings on selected items. Bakery outlets are

the most common. Inquire when the store shelves are stocked to obtain the freshest

products. These stores usually have day old or outdated items at considerable

savings.

Buying products at the farm or farmer's market in bulk quantities usually

reduces cost. Goss says that in some cases, prices on small quantities of fresh

produce at the farmer-'s market are quite comparable to prices in the supermarket."

"Comparison shop your local market to determine if savings are available," she says.
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Outlet stores for clothing and fabric can also save money, according to Goss.

There are books that list the names of such outlets in different parts of the

country. Friends can often supply the names and locations of outlet stores in your

area.

The distribution centers of national mail order firms frequently offer good

values on furniture and appliances. Because these items are usually kept several

years, consider discontinued models or styles. Slightly damaged goods may serve

your needs and would cost less. For appliances that are major energy users, check

for energy labels, Goss advises. It may be less expensive over the lifetime of

the appliance to pay more for an energy-efficient model. Shopping at a surplus

store may mean more time looking for what you need, but the savings can be

considerable.

If you are in the market for secondhand goods, you'll find many outlets.

"Shopping at secondhand stores, thrift shops, railroad salvage, flea markets,

auctions, pawn shops and garage sales takes some spirit of adventure," Goss

says. "It also may require considerable searching if your needs are specific.

However, if you can afford the time and enjoy the chase, secondhand shopping can

yield recreation and dollar' savings."

CP
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SHOPPING OUTLET STORES CAN EXERCISE CONSUMER SKILLS

The outlet store is one possible source of merchandise at reduced prices,

says Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Many kinds of merchandise, ranging

from furniture to bread, are sold at outlet stores, and they may offer savings

for careful consumers.

Some outlet stores are open a few times a year to get rid of over production.

Others are open seven days a week. Goss warns that it's a good idea to call before

going shopping. Outlets frequently change hours, move or close down.

"Don't expect outlet shopping to be like going to the local department store,"

she adds. "They may have only one type of item for sal e such as shoes or

sweaters. Generally, there will not be a full range of colors, sizes or styles

available. There mayor may not be dressing rooms for trying on clothing. Most

outlets do not accept credit cards and some won't take checks. The merchandise

may range from top qual ity with no defects to seconds or f1 aws."

She cautions shoppers to examine merchandise carefully to determine if any

defects will make the appearance or utility unsatisfactory. Terms used to

describe the items are useful in evaluating merchandise. Seconds, irregulars

and flaws mean you should look for holes, pulled threads, scratches or mis-sizing.

Overcuts, overstock and overruns are used to describe surplus or extra

merchandise. Cancellations, closeouts and discontinued describe merchandise no

- more -
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longer being produced. Mill ends describes the end of rolls of fabric or

carpet. Samples may be salesperson's samples or showroom samples. These are

often small sizes.

"Go to an outlet store with well-defined needs so that a low priced but

impractical item for you does not result in an impulse buy," Goss says. Know

how to judge the quality of the item you need. There may be little label

information or salesperson assistance. Take size information and a tape measure

with you. Most of the merchandise you buy won't be returnable, so be certain

you are making the right choice.

She concludes that it takes time and effort to shop at outlets, but savings

may range from 20 to 80 percent. Comparison shopping is always a good idea.

It can help you maintain familiarity with prices and quality of merchandise

at other stores.
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The joy of a new toy can become pain pronto if the gift was selected

carelessly. The mirrors can break, as can some types of brittle plastic. Shirp

metal edges and sharp points are always a danger to little tykes.

"Be a label reader" suggests County Extension Home Economist-------
• Look for and heed the age recommendations, such as----------

"not recol1lllended for chil dren under three. II Look for other safety 1abel s i ncl udi ng:

IIflame retardant/flame resistantll on fabric products and "washable/hygienic

materi al s" on stuffed toys and doll s.

reminds us that the labels for potentially dangerous---------
toys must warn the consumer under regulations set by the Consumer Public Safety

Commission. For instance, toy caps and cap guns can produce noises that can damage

hearing, so the law requirtes this label on the box: IIWARNING - do not fire closer

than one foot to the ear. Do not use indoors."

These warnings, recommendations and cautionary notes have been agreed on for

the consumer's safety only after extensive legal debates. It would seem foolish

for gift buyers to ignore the words that can make them a smart shopper, not to

mention the possible pain a careless choice might mean to a child.

Electrical toys must carry labels assuring proper electrical construction and

maximum surface temperatures. Those with heating elements are recommended only for

children over 8 years old. Cautionary notes will say the toy should be used under

adult supervision.
# # #
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CAUTION KIDS ON ELECTRIC GIFTS
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Many youngsters will receive gift appliances for the holidays.

"Caution them to develop safe habits" says Wanda Olson, extension specialist

in household equipment. "An electt'ic cut'ling iron, hair blower or hot comb

left plugged in near the tub or sink vanity, can easily be knocked into the water."

The situation can be dangerous even when the appliance is turned off.

Keep the hot sut'face away from plastics or clothing that melt or catch fit'e.

Give appliances plenty of space and a safe resting place while they cool

down.

It seems that common sense precautions are often forgotten amid the joy of the

holidays. But it doesn't hurt to remind the youngsters of the safety rules that

older folks take for granted. Olson recommends reading the instructions for

any gift. Be sure also to read the notes of caution.

# # #
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MORE POTLUCKS ARE GOOD FOR YOUR ECONOMY
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"Can I bring something?" guests frequently ask, and some party planners are

reluctant to accept this suggestion, but perhaps in today's economy there should

be more potluck get-togethers.

Isn't variety the spice, after all? Don't be reluctant to make a suggestion

on what to bring, says Mary Darling, nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. How many times have you gone to an actual potluck

and without any advance sign-up, the distribution turned out just fine--the right

amount of main dishes, salads, desserts.

Modifying recipes is possible for economy, too. "You can reduce the amount

of nuts or chocolate chips used in recipes--or omit them entirely," she says.

Improvise as you go along. You may find your changes are just as tasty and the

money savings are better for you, too.

Holiday parties with co-workers should be something everyone can afford to

attend. Maybe the result will be a choice of events, one a potluck, another at

a favorite restaurant--options for each person's budget.

CP
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If you want fewer fats in your holiday eating, consider fruits.

These might be especially appealing during the holiday season, when

overeating can be a temptation, says Mary Darling, nutritionist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

She says fruit desserts can be as elegant as flaming peach melba, or as

ordinary as a fresh apple. Fruit can be marinated in wine, made into fruit

ices, baked in dried fruit compotes, molded in gelatin or served over

meringues or angel food cake. Lot-fat yogurt on fruit is tasty, too.

Baked items can vary in fat content. Compare recipes and avoid the

richer products. Use small servings and avoid eating these routinely. Make

them a special occasion. Baking with vegetable oil rather than butter or

shortening will change the type of fat in the diet, but not reduce the total

fat significantly, she says. If you substitute, use about 3/4 cup of oil for

a cup of solid fat. The quality of the baked product will be different because

oil coats the fiour particles instead of providing the layers of fat that give

pastries their flakiness.

Avoid chocolate and coconut and use ice cream and sherbet in moderation,

she suggestions. Avoid whipped cream and whipped toppings. Although there

may be half the fat content in nondairy and whipped toppings, all have calories.

So when you use any, make sure servings are small.

CP
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Who hasn't an older friend, living alone, whom they might visit oftener

if the fr'iend didn't insist on stir'r'ing around and preparing food for the visit.

This time, let them know what you are doing in advance, suggests Mary

Darling, nutr'itionist at the University of Minnesota's Agr'icultural Extension

Service. Put the cups in a basket or' box, include cookies or' whatever you have

as a little snack for both of you, and ask them to put on the teakettle when

you arr'ive. Or', if it is easier' for them, bring the cups of coffee or tea in a

thermos. For' a festive look, add a small, live flower if you can get it ther'e

without fr'eezing in cold \feather. Paper napkins can serve as table "cl oth ll and

napkins.

For thi s same per'son, or' anyone of any age l1vi ng alone who cooks, she

suggests a cookbook for that holiday gift answer. Cookbooks can usually be

found to fit the person. Thumb thr'ough fir'st, she suggests, and check the

ingredients to see that these are within their budget and easily available. And

be sur'e the pr'int in the book is a style and size that is easy to read. This

can be an inexpensive, yet ver'y pr'actical gift, she notes.
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IIHolidays can be a great opportunity for families to be involved together,1I

says Carol Shields, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

IIShared activities are very important to family 1ife, and hol idays can

be a focal poi nt for thi s, II she says. IIThey can provi de a chance for parents to

indirectly teach values and set patterns for their children, and working together

will help each family member clarify their own values.

liThe whole family learns new skills and grows in creativity as well ,II she

adds. IIAnd of course, it's just plain fun."

Shields says that holidays often bring large family groups together, and

the younger children may be bored. IIThis is a great time to plan craft

activity,'· she says. IIFor example, while some family members are watching

Thanksgiving sports on TV, others could be doing a wide variety of

Christmas projects. 1I

Crafts make family gatherings into memorable occasions. IIAn item made

during a family event will keep the memories fresh by reminding you of the fun

you had,1I she explains.

Holiday crafts can become meaningful family traditions that are looked forward to

with pleasure from year to year. The items made with other family members can

gather meanings and memories of their own.

- more -
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add two--fami ly cr'afts

"This is impor'tant as children gr'ow and move away from home," she says.

"Havi ng your' own speci al decor'ati ons to take along can hel p ease the strai n of

your' fir's t holiday on your' own. II

Shields says that family cr'aft possibilities ar'e almost limitless. Here

ar'e a few suggestions:

--Tr'ya summertime kite-making par'ty. "Everyone in the family will love

it," she says. "They can exer'cise their' cr'eativity by making and decor'ating

the kite and have the fun of helping each other and then flying it together.

Most adul ts don I t take time to go out and fly a ki te wi thout an excuse. II

--Fall is apple season and a good time to make applehead dolls. "With a

1ittl e imagi nati on, these doll s can become gifts or' tr'easur'ed heir'l ooms,'.

Shields says. Dr'ied weeds, nuts or' other' plant mater'ials ar'e r'eadily available

for' other' fall pr'oj ects.

--She says that homemade br'ead dough or' cl ay decor'ati ons ar'e fun for' the

whole family, from adults down to the ver'y youngest child. This craft has

the advantage of being ver'y easy and utilizing readily available mater'ials.

--Puppets can be made out of any mater'i al s that ar'e at hand and can

be an exciting use of family cr'eativity. Shields suggests making puppets and

then wr'i ti ng and stagi ng your own puppet show. "Par'ents wi 11 be sur'pr'i sed at

how tal ented thei r' ki ds can be, and they may 1ear'n thi ngs about what the

childr'en ar'e thinking that may not have come out any other' way."

Holiday puppet shows can become a family tradition, with everyone having

a par't to pl ay.

# # #
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INVOLVE KIDS IN HOLIDAY DECORATING PROJECTS
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II And r'emember to gather' fl ower"s, for they are food for' the soul. II

Flowers, dri ed weeds, 1eaves, gour'ds and dozens of other' garden and for'est

i terns can pr'ovi de for a hol i day decor'ati ng bonanza, suggests Kl ar'a Peter'son,

4-H youth development specialist at the Univer'sity of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension ser"vice.

She recommends involving childr'en in holiday decor'ating projects. IIEven very

young childr'en can be involved in decor'ating by giving them a few colorful gourds

and colored foliage to ar'r'ange in a simple basket,1I Peterson says. IIAdd a few

1eaves or cl uster's of wheat ar'ound the basket and add candl e cups or" tall candl es

in hol ders to fi ni sh the desi gn. II

She str'esses that center'pi eces and other' hol i day decorati ng items need not

include fancy container"s or' expensive mater·ials. Childr'en often see with a fr'esh

per'spective \'klen looking for' simple household items that will hold attr'active

anangements.

Baskets, tr'ays, \\{)oden or' cer'amic bowl s, old cr'ocks, tins and pieces of

dr'iftwood all look festi ve when gr"ouped wi th fall vegetables, weeds or flowers,

Peter'son adds.

Check your" gar"den for' str"aw flower's, Celosias, Chinese-lanter'ns, dr'y ir'is

pods and other dry or easily dried plant materials.

- mor'e -
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add one-involve kids

"Take a walk with the kids to nearby fields or vacant lots," Peter'son

suggests. "You l ll be amazed at all the \'«)nder'ful dried things that are there-

dar'k brown cur"ly dock, mil kweed pods, grasses. Anythi ng that doesn I t shatter

when pi eked can be used for a var'i ety of decorati ng pr'oj ects. II
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TRY THESE SIMPLE DECORATING PROJECTS FOR HOLIDAY BEAUTY

Holiday centerpieces and decorative arrangements needn't be elaborate or

expensive to add a festive touch to your home. Klara Peterson, 4-H youth

development specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service, says that children can have fun and feel creative with a few simple

garden items as the basis for a nice arrangement.

She offers these tips for simple arrangements that children would enjoy

creating.

* Hollow out a small pumpkin or squash for a container. Put a small

plastic container inside for water or use florist foam or plastic foam for dried

flowers and weeds. Colorful chrysanthemums along with brown curly dock, wheat or

other grasses look nice together. Cattails are also seasonal favorites.

* A flat piece of driftwood makes a good base for an arrangement including

miniature corn, colored leaves and gourds.

* Try a low-rimmed basket or wooden bowl as a background for small acorn

squash, gourds, colorful onions, sweet potatoes or other fall vegetables. Wheat

and oats tucked in among the vegetables fill in extra space and serve as a nice

addition to small, low candle cups.

* Straw flowers combine nicely with wicker baskets or rustic looking crockery.

An older child might want to experiment with this flower arrangement.

- more -
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Materials: 15 yellow straw flowers with wire stems
15 orange straw flowers with wire stems
a few stems of br'own curly dock
gr'asses, \\tleat or rye
styrofoam or' fl ori st foam
fl ori st tape
tin snips

Cut a piece of thick foam to fit the basket or crock. Fasten it with
f1 or'i st tape. Styr'ofoam may be cover'ed wi th sheet moss to make it more
"na tur'al."

Cut the stems of five yellow and five or'ange straw flower's very shor't.
Arr'ange these ver'y close to the foam base.

Cut five yellow and five or'ange stems 4" long. Ar'r'ange them around the
Y'im of the basket. Extend some over the rim to cr'eate depth.

Cut the r'emai ni ng stems 8" long and scatter' them all over the basket.
Cut the stems of gr'asses, wheat (or r'ye) and cur'ly dock ali ttl e longer
(9-10") and scatter' them as accents all over' the ar'r'angement.

Peterson says that maki ng hol i day center'pi eces wi 11 be good practice for'

children who ar'e learning to coordinate color's. "Consider the color' of the

tabl eel oth, di shes, napki ns, candl es and candl eho1 der's when pl anni ng what to

use," she advises. "Simple color' schemes ar'e usually best. One color'

(monochr'omatic) or neighbor'ing coloY's (those next to each other' on the coloI"

wheel) are almost cer'tain to make attr'active ar'r'angements. Let your'

imagination go and have fun with mater'ials you have. YoulY'e almost certain to

gain a pleasing ay'y'angement fY'om your efforts."
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III have to go to \t«)rk after school on Monday and Wednesday, babysit wi th my

little sister on Tuesday, and pr'actice for the team on Thursday and Friday--when

can I go to the libr'ary to Wl"ite this paper,?11

In this sor't of situation, decision-making and organizational skills become

ver'y impor'tant. IIBeing or'ganized takes lear'ning and practice like anything else,"

says Juanita Reed, 4-H Youth Development specialist at the Univer'sity of Minnesota.

1I0r'ganization is the method in which you attack a pr'oblem, and ever'yone has to

develop theil" own styl e. II

Or'ganization is basically planning ahead and making a system for' meeting your

goals. It can r'elate to anything fr'om being able to find your' favor'ite sweater

after not \'eadng it all summer' to being able to Wl"ite an IIA II paper' in school.

Whi 1e ther'e is no IIbest ll way to be organi zed, the key is to develop a

systemati c way of doi ng thi ngs. You can pl an for' keepi ng differ'ent ki nds of

clothes together in different places, or for keeping track of how you spend your

money. You may need to set aside a cer'tain amount of time for' pr'acticing or'

studying each week, or' make r'ules for yourself like II no TV until I r'ead two

chapter's in my histor'y book. 1I These are all systems for' getting things done.

A fir'st step in getting or'ganized is setting pr·ior'ities. Taking the time

to actually Wl"ite out lists will be helpful her'e. Make lists of things that you

need to do and things you want to do. Number them in ter'ms of what can wait, and

- mor'e -
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add one--being organized

what needs to be done soon. Then give yourself reasonable deadlines to get

things done. Don1t try to do everything all at once; consider how much time you

have and how you want to use it.

A small calendar can be a useful tool in getting organized. Besides keeping

track of when you need to be in a certain place, you can use it to plan priorities

for each day. Write notes like II math test tomorrow," or IIBob's birthday next

week--get a card. 1I Looking at this type of list will cut down on the times you

have to say II I forgot. II

When you have decided which priorities you want to meet, think of all the

possible ways you could meet them. Anything that will help you do this is a

resource. "Time and money are cOl1ll1only considered resources," says Reed, "but

everyone has many others, and each person has a unique set of resources. 1I Your

talents, such as being athletic or being a good listener, and skills you have

developed, such as playing tennis or writing stories, are all important resources.

Friends and family can be very helpful in meeting your goals. And your own energy

can be the most important resource of all.

Being creative is important in meeting your goals. Resources can be traded

and plans made to meet goals that first seemed impossible. For example, if you

have little money, but quite a bit of still and a little time, you can meet a

goal that seemed too expensive by doing some of the work yoursel f. "A well

organized person is able to make use of a lot of resources to do what they want

to do," says Reed.

Whatever the problem you are trying to solve, being organized will save time,

energy, and money while helping you do more of the things you want to do.
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One holiday plant that is becoming increasingly familiar, the cyclamen,

uses lots of water and needs to have more added each time the soil surface

appears dry.

Describing the habits of the plants, which usually flower in pink, red or

white, Deborah Brown, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says they require full sunlight and night

temperatures from 50 degrees to 60 degrees Fahrenheit to survive in good health.

Like the poinsettia, this holiday plant can be carried over from one

holiday season to the next, but homegrown plants are seldom competitors with

those grown by a commercial greenhouse.

After the cyclamen flowers during the holidays, allow it to die down. Then

repot the fleshy corms in June with the top of the corm above the soil line,

she suggests. Grow outdoors in summer shade. It will bloom during winter and

spring if it grows properly. In the winter it prefers a south or west window.
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JERUSALEM CHERRY LIKES COOL NIGHTS
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Jerusalem cherry is a holiday plant which should be purchased when full

of fruit--usua11y red and sometimes yellow in color.

According to Deborah Brown, horticulturist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, it will last longer with a night

temperature of 50 degrees Fahrenheit. It needs moist soil and bright sunlight.

Soil that is too dry or gas that is escaping in the home may cause the fruit

and leaves to drop.

Fruits on this plant are attractive, but are not to be eaten.
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TERRARIUMS: MINIATURE GARDENS UNDER GLASS
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For plants that flourish in high humidity, terrariums or miniature gardens

enclosed in glass, are ideal homes.

Cacti and succulents that grow in dish gardens also do well in terrariums,

according to Deborah Brown, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

The container for such a terrarium could be a fish aquarium, brandy glass,

bottle or something similar. It should have a piece of glass on the top as a

removable cover.

Soil should stay moist, but not boggy. The terrarium will do well in bright

light but never direct sunshine. When excessive moisture collects on the inside

of the glass, the removable glass top will be useful in ventilating the terrarium.

It is important to keep plants with similar growth rates in the terrarium.

Overgrown plants will be needing pruning, she advises.

The number of plants and their size will be governed by the size of the

container. Some native plants to consider include, dogtooth violet, foam flower,

small ferns, hepatica, native mosses, wild strawberry, and wintergreen.

Protected species should be obtained from a licensed dealer. Among the cultivated

plants are African violets (miniatures) baby's-tears, boxwood, English ivy

(miniatures), ming aralia, palms (small varieties), spreading clubmoss, sweet

box, and Peperomia.
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TEMPERATURE REGULATES CHRISTMAS CACTUS BLOOM
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Temperature control is the secret of good bloom on a Christmas cactus,

advises Deborah Brown, horticulturist at the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension service.

All species like bright light during winter months. With a night temperature

of 55 degrees F they will continue to form flower buds throughout the winter.

With a night temperature of 65 degrees F they will bloom during the shortest

days only, and with a night temperature of 70 degrees F they will not bloom

despite the day length.

Blossoms grow out of the ends of cactus1ike leaves, but unlike other cacti,

the Christmas cactus likes constantly moist soil except a for short period in

the fall.

In summer, plants can be set out-of-doors in a sheltered spot away from

direct sunlight. Watch to be sure rabbits and squirrels and other wildlife don't

find them succulent chewing and do damage to the plants.

She suggests bringing plants inside before freezing temperatures are

expected. Bloom will be best on plants that are slightly pot bound, she says.
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AMARYllIS REACHES GREAT HEIGHTS
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A gi raffe of a p1 ant, the amary11i sis gr'own from a bu1 b that is often a

gift at holiday time. The secret to maintaining it is to keep it gr'owing after

it finishes blooming, says Debor'ah Br'own, hor'ticultur-ist with the University

of Minnesota's Agr'icu1tur'a1 Extension Ser'vice.

The amar'yll is shoots up swiftly to gr'eat hei ghts, thus the campar'i son wi th

the tall-necked cr'eatur'e. Mu1 ti pl e bell-l ike blooms at the ver'y top of the sta1 k

usually open a few days apar't. They ar'e star't1ing1y co10r'fu1 in the r'eds, oranges

and pinks.

Thi s p1 ant tends to become top-heavy and will r'equi re a str'ong stake for'

suppor't or' pot and all will over'tur'n.

Br'own says it appreci ates full sun wi th a ni ght temperature above 60 F. As

soon as fr'ost danger is past, the plant can go into the gar'den in a semishaded

spot. It is pr'efer'able to )"emove it fr'olTl the pot although this is not essential.

Bulbs should be brought indoors in the fall before there is danger of frost.

Store them in the basement with r'oots cover'ed with soil. They will be ready for'

for'ce blooming again about Januar'y 1, when dormancy can be broken by water'ing.
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NEW PESTICIDE SURVEY TO CONTACT FARMERS NATIONWIDE

Enumerators from the Minnesota Agricultural Statistics Service will

interview a cross section of Minnesota farmers this OCtober as part of a

nationwide program to determine 1982 levels of specific pesticide usage.

Carroll Rock, Minnesota agricultural statistician in charge, points out that

the information will be valuable in assessing the economic importance of

continued use of selected pesticides. He adds that all responses will be

confidential. Regional and national summaries will be published.

The USDA estimates that U.S. farmers spend nearly $3 billion yearly for

pesticides to raise crops, poultry and livestock. The results are well known:

they yield the world's highest levels of productivity.
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GOALS FOR CONSERVATION TILLAGE ARE MANY
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Farmers may have several goals when they use conservation tillage. Some

consider it a way to reduce their costs or save time. Others look at it as a way

to reduce soil erosion. For conservation tillage to control soil erosion, it

must result in considerable surface residue when the erosion hazard is the

greatest, says C1if Halsey, extension conservation specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The greatest water erosion hazard exists generally from the time spring rains

start in April until the new crop protects the soil about the middle of July.

The greatest hazard for wind erosion is usually during April. If there is enough

residue left on the surface during these periods, there will be enough protection

during the preceding winter.

Halsey adds that the amount of residue cover left on the surface is usually

expressed as the percentage of the ground still covered by it. The amount of

protection from raindrop and runoff erosion as well as wind erosion is proportional

to the percentage of the soil surface covered.

liThe greater the percentage of ground covered, the less the erosion, II he says.

liThe minimum percentage suggested for Minnesota is 30 percent of the ground

covered for water erosion control and for wind erosion control on 10ams and

finer-textured soils. At least 40 percent ground cover is recommended for wind

- more -
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protection on sandy soils. Thirty percent ground cover will reduce soil erosion

to about 40 percent of what it would be with bare soil. Fifty percent ground cover

will reduce water erosion to about 20 percent of what it would be otherwise. 1I

The amount of residue left depends on the kind of crop previously grown, its

yield and how the farmer tills the soil. Moldboard plowing buries most of the

residue regardless of the crop and leaves the soil nearly bare.

Halsey says there is relatively little IItough ll residue left after soybeans,

sunflowers, sugar beets or potatoes are harvested. Customary tillage breaks up

the residue and buries much of it. One light disking or injecting ammonia on a

60 percent cover of soybeans can reduce its cover to 20 percent or less. After the

next year's crop has been planted, there is very little residue left on the surface

to protect the soil.

High yielding corn, however, produces much residue in the form of leaves and

stalks, which may cover 85 percent or more of the surface. The average tandem

disking will leave 60 to 70 percent of the ground still covered with stalks. But,

if the farmer chisels the field also and then disks or cultivates to incorporate

prep1ant-incorporated herbicides, by the time the new crop is planted next spring

there will be very little residue left, Halsey warns.

IIIf the goal is at least 50 percent ground cover after next year's planting,

there should be no tillage after soybeans. One disking and one light chiseling

is enough after high-yielding corn," he says. A few farmers may still have 50

percent cover after corn if they use a strip-till system, and even more with a

no-till system.

If the goal is somewhat less cover, perhaps 30 percent cover after planting

on wet cold soils, one disking and one heavier chiseling should be enough after
corn. One chiseling or disking after soybeans is too much.

- more -
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County extension offices have a folder containing simple tables and a

graph for estimati ng the effects of ti 11 age on the amount of r'esi due 1eft after

tillage. Ask for' Extension Folder 477, IIEstimating the Effects of Cr'op Residue

Mulches on Soil Erosion by Water,.11
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'SEWING BY SATELLITE' CONFERENCE SET FOR TWIN CITIES

A seminar for professionals on trends in home sewing and fabric technology

will be held at the Bloomington Marriott Inn November 6. It will feature a live

hook-up via satellite with sewing industry experts in New York as well as seminar

participants in 25 other cities.

Sherri Johnson, extension textiles and clothing specialist at the University

of Minnesota and moderator for the local conference, says the day-long session is

intended primarily for teachers, extension agents, home economists, professional

sewers and clothing retailers although anyone with an interest in fashion design,

textiles and clothing construction might find the conference helpful.

Included on the day's agenda are a fashion show, panel discussions with noted

fashion designers, tips on sewing with today's fabrics, an update on fiber

technology and instructions on new fitting techniques. Speakers will include

representatives of major pattern companies, sewing machine manufacturers, notions

companies and fashion magazines. Participants will be able to ask questions of

the experts in New York via two-way audio communication. The speakers and panelists

will be shown on a larger-than-life size screen as they make their presentations

and answer questions.

Fee for the conference, which lasts from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., is $45 for those

registering before Oct. 22 and $55 ror later registrations. The fee includes
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a resource guide for participants to keep.

The teleconference is sponsored by the American Home Sewing Association in

cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture Extension Service, the U.S.

Department of Education and the American Home Economics Association.

To obtain registration forms, contact the American Home Sewing Association,

1270 Broadway, Suite 1007, New York, NY 10001.
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VOTERS HAVE STAKE IN RAILROADS

Source:

Writer:
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Should railroads get the same breaks highways and airports have for years?

Voters will be asked to decid~ November 2 as they vote on Constitutional

Amendment 4.

The wording on the ballot is: "Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended

to provide for state bonding authority for the improvement and rehabilitation of

rail road faci 11 ti es?"

Jerry Fruin, transportation specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricul tural Extension senice, says that if voters say "yes" it coul d save

dollars for taxpayers in the long run. Making use of rails for shipping could

take some of the trucks off the roads. That's the key justi fication in a "yes"

vote since costs of road maintenance will be less if railroads aren't abandoned.

Voter apathy can defeat good measures--it has before, Fruin says. To pass,

a majority of those voting in the election must vote "yes" on the amendment.

A "no" vote or failure to vote on the amendment counts against it. Rural areas

in Minnesota will be especially hard hit if this amendment fails.

Passage of the amendment would put railroad bonding on the same basis as

highway and airport programs, currently supported by bond sales. Bonding would not

be a gift. The state and shipper group is paid back from funds collected by

increased car loadings. Any bonding for rail rehabilitation and repair would first

have to have legislative approval.
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Over the next 10 years, 225 rural communities could lose railroad services.

Passage would be a force toward turning this around and improving economy in

the state, Fruin concludes.

-- l
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INDEX

--Housing as investment kill may be over (1st in series)
--Home ownership for shelter or investment? (2nd in series)
--Too many houses in the future? (3rd in series)
--Housing is our. most valuable capital resource (4th in series)
--Plan ahead for winter power failures
--Preventing ice dams
--Home siding: not for energy savings
--Correct insulation bypass problems before insulating
--Being prepared for emergencies can make winter driving much safer
--Safety precautions are necessary when using kerosene heaters
--Can cheese help prevent tooth decay?
--Cut weed control costs, but don't cut corners
--Contour farming still needed
--New computerized system tracks wheat scab, other pests
--Fertilizers--in brief ••.
--Follow university recommendations on secondary, micronutrients
--Get the most from fertilizer dollars
--Grain prices may increase due to monetary policy
--Manage income taxes via reduced acreage program
--On-farm microcomputers tested for accuracy
--Grain storage conference set for Dec. 9-10

Note to Specialist: If you would like a copy of the above news releases,
check them and send this cover sheet, with your name and campus address, to
Evie Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.
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The following are news releases sent out by Communication Resources during

September and October but not included in the monthly news packets:

--International Ag Seminar set for Sept. 12-14
--Chlorine won't remove nitrates from water
--1982 farm income prospects may follow 1981 trends
--Increased activity of bats concerns homeowners
--Rural development grant proposal sought
--Ag trade lecture Sept. 21
--Take a close look at fertilizer costs
--Northfield 4-H volunteer leader honored
--Rural development strategy depends upon local letters

--Rural road system outdated
--In brief ... too many rural roads
--Agriculture needs good roads
~-Unit trains cause more wear on second roads
--Vehicle weight laws must be enforced
--Railroads changes could hurt some small towns
--Timber sales can result in tax benefit
--Voters have stake in railroads

NOTE: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories, check them
and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, t~ Evie Schield,

453 Coffey Hall.
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First in Series

HOUSING AS INVESTMENT KILL MAY BE OVER

The American dream of owning a home may be no more than a dream for many

Minnesotans.

But what is the IIdream ll of home ownership? It may be a place of your own,

free from the landlord's rules. Or it may be a lifestyle of suburban lawns, large

lots and neighborhood schools.

But for many people housing is an investment--a chance to build up wealth in

periods of inflation. IIIn the 1980s housing won't be the investment bonanza that

it was in the 1970s, II says Bi 11 Angell, housing speci ali st wi th the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

IIYoung people who are able to enter the housing market will still find home

ownership attractive,1I says Angell. But interest rate changes, income tax trends

and population changes probably signal the end of quick investment killings from

housing.

What made housing a hot investment in the 1970s? There are at least three

reasons, according to housing specialists Michael Johnson and Bruce Hall of Cornell

University: rapid growth in income tax liability, favorable mortage interest rates

and the demand for single homes by IIbaby boom parents ll in the 1950s and

1960s--followed by their children in the 1970s.

As marginal income tax rates increased, income tax subsidies increased for

owning a home, as opposed to renting. And this lowered the real cost of buying

Univenity of Minnesota, U.S. Departm8ntmg{Ag~iculture, and Minnesota Counties Cooperating
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more house (for investment purposes) than yould normally purchase to live in.

Before the 1970s, tax subsidies for homeowners had been relatively constant. But in

the 1970 1 s, inflation led to major increases in marginal tax rates--lowering the

housing price to people in higher tax brackets.

"Housing has increasingly become a tax shelter," Johnson and Hall wrote in a

recent publ ication. "Mortgage interest deductions became a major part of tax

deductions in the 1970s. As investment advantages of 'levering l a home purchase

by making small downpayments became more obvious, owner-occupied housing became

a major part of itemized deductions."

Interest rates on housing are crucial in two ways, Johnson and Hall say. First,

lower mortgage interest rates mean lower monthly costs for the housing investment.

And second, if mortgage interest rates don't fully reflect inflation in the economy,

the home buyer has lower costs than with other investments.

"Inflation far outstripped rises in mortgage interest rates in the early

1970s," Johnson and Hall say. This caused negative "real" interest rates--lenders

were subsidizing borrowers to take their money. "It ls not surprising that

investment demand for housing was so strong during this period," the Cornell

specialists say.

"Furthermore, many homeowners found their old, existing mortgages gave them

an unexpected boost in real income. Their housing costs fell, relative to the

costs of other qoods and services, and this made housing look like an even better

investment. II

Demographic factors made housing more attractive as an investment. During the

1Q50s and 1960s, the demand by young, expanding households (baby boom parents)

fueled a strong demand for housing. But as the 1960s came to a close, smaller

family sizes became more common, and young adults formed separate households at a

younger age. The trend to more households per capita continued to strengthen

demand for housing through the 1970s and into the 1980s.
- more -
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Demographic pressure on the housing market helped sustain the belief that

owning a home was a riskless investment. People thought there would always be

a willing buyer any time the owner decided to sell, Johnson and Hall say.

"All these trends worked in the same direction--strengthening the importance

of housing as a store of value. The historical importance of housing as shelter

became less important."
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Second in Series

HOME OWNERSHIP FOR SHELTER OR INVESTMENT?

Many Minnesotans have been IIsmartll investors. They've invested in homes--and

seen the investments outstrip the stock market, bonds and other investments.

But those days may be over, says Bill Angell, housing specialist with the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service. Angell says that although
.

people will, continue to find investments in homes attractive, the next decade is

not going to be like the 1970s.

IIFirst-time house buy~rs are the key to the housing market, II Ange) 1 says. IIIf

first-time buyers are frozen out of the-housing market due to high prices and

interest rates, it mea~s that people who own a hou~e can't 'buy up' unless

there's tremendous population migration to the area. There's no one there to buy

the house they want to sell. II

The slow housing market is more than a temporary situation. Trends in

income taxation, financing and demand for housing signal' an end to the days when
--

you could buy a house and rest assured you could sell it a few years later for

a hefty profi t.

Recent reductions in income tax rates increase the after-tax cost of housing,

according to housing specialists Michael Johnson and Bruce Hall of Cornell

University. Income tax reduction makes it less advantageous to 1I1everagell a house

purchase with a large mortgage and small downpayment. That's because the
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government picks up a smaller share of the interest cost.

"Another factor is the 1975 introduction of a large standard deduction as an

alternative to itemizing," Johnson and Hall wrote in a recent article. Increases

in standard deductions have decreased tax advantages of ownership, mainly for lower

income households.

Costs of borrowing money for home mortages have risen sharply. New borrowers

may face fixed-rate mortages with higher inflation premiums built in--as protection

for the lender against future declines in the value of money. Or, adjustable

rate mortages are written which go up or down, depending on inflation.

"Either way, the result is an end to SUbsidizing borrowers by penalizing

1enders, II Johnson and Hall say.

Another factor contributing to the demise of housing as investment is large

increases in investment yields of other investments for the average homeowner.

"Marginal potential home buyers may now find it more advantageous to rent, or

to buy smaller houses and use saved downpayment money to buy money market

certificates, IRA's or other investments," they say.

Trends in income taxation and financing both dictate a decline in the relative

value of housing. And if more people who have purchased housing for investment

rather than she1 ter opt to leave the market, lithe f1 ight from housing investments

will drive down house prices even further," say Johnson and Hall.

Demographic trends also signal an end to rapid increases in house values. In

the 1970s, a decline in household size came at the same time that numbers of

adults available to form households was rising. The result: more households per

capita and strong demand for housing. "The trend to smaller families may continue,

but it's mathematically impossible for the average household size to fall below

one person per househol d, II Johnson and Hall say.

liAs we approach this household size, the rate at which new households form must

decline. And as this rate falls, the rate of increate in demand for housing must

also fall." # # #
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Thi rd in Seri es

TOO MANY HOUSES IN THE FUTURE?

By the end of the 1990s we could have too many houses in some parts of the

country. And the resulting "house closings" could be just as disruptive as the

school closings of today, say Michael Johnson and Bruce Hall, housing specialists

at Cornell University.

"The baby boom will soon be housed. We're now in a 'baby bust' period and

after 1990 the trend is clear," Johnson and Hall wrote in a recent publication.

"After 1990 the young adult population stagnates, then declines. If we insist

on housing everyone today in the housing they want--single dwelling homes--we run

a risk of house closings by the end of the 1990s."

It's more disruptive to have decling populations within two neighborhoods than

to have declining enrollments within two schools, they say. "As school enrollment

falls, school service areas can be boadened to serve the same average number of

students in fewer schools. But if two neighborhoods have empty houses, it's much

harder to consolidate the areas.

"As a result, both neighborhoods may deteriorate. This problem could be

especially severe in areas with large amounts of rental housing. But by the

year 2010, the same trends will be affecting the owner-occupied market," they say.

Bill Angell, housing specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service, doesn't look for the "house closing" scenario to be widespread

in Minnesota. "I think that's an extreme that won't happen. Chances are very low
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that weill have that situation statewide in the near future. But in local

housing markets, there may be some serious problems. We're already seeing it on

the Iron Range, due to the employment situation," Angell says.

Angell says demand for housing in Minnesota is far outstripping the rate at

which new housing is being built. "We're seeing increasing demand for housing,

especially for smaller dwellings including condominiums," he says. "Right now

we're building only about half of the housing units that we need to meet the

current level of demographic demand," Angell says.

Another factor that will blunt the "house closing" possibility is remodeling

of larger one-family houses into units occupied by two or more families and in

the future, reconverti ng these houses back to one-family use. "We're seei ng a

lot of subdivision in Minnesota," says Angell. "Larger, older homes are being

legally subdivided into condominiums. But what's also happening is that suburban

houses are being subdivided into rental units--and most of it is being done without

permi ts.

"Aside from legal aspects, it's very oractical to convert a suburban split-

entry rambler into two equal units. They're much easier to convert than two- or

three-story homes," he says.
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Fourth in Series

HOUSING IS OUR MOST VALUABLE CAPITAL RESOURCE

Many homeowners lIinvested ll in houses hoping to cash in large capital gains when

they sold. Many of them will be disappointed, say Michael Johnson and Bruce Hall,

housing specialists at Cornell University.

IITrends in family size, number of families to be housed and changes in financial

markets suggest rough times to many families who may never realize their expected

capital gains from home ownership,1I Johnson and Hall wrote in a recent publication.

They say the housing future may bring large capital losses, or at least smaller

capital gains for existing homeowners. IIHomeowners are a powerful constituency

and they have formidable allies in the housing industrY,1I Johnson and Hall say.

But it may be a mistake to try to prevent the downturn in the worth of housing

investments, they add. IIIf home ownership and not wealth through owning a home

is the American dream, then price reductions will help make ownership affordable

again.

IIWe must decide if our goal is to encourage ownership for shelter or to

encourage ownership as a way to shelter wealth. If housing for shelter is our

goal, we need policies to target incentives to households that aren't homeowners--

and to those households that wouldn't be homeowners without government help.

liThe best course for the American housing dream is to let it compete on a

fair--but not preferential--level for society's scarce resources.

- more -
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add one--housing is our most

lilt's not in the nation's best long-term interest to view housing primarily

as investment and only secondly as shelter. The income tax, financial and

demographic trends dictate strong market pressures to reverse these priorities and

set them on the right track. We should let the market work. Otherwise we run the

risk of a far bigger housing problem in just a few years," the Cornell housing

special ists say.

But Bill Anqell, housing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says, "In my opinion, a pure "free market" approach

to housing or to any sector of the economy is a myth.

"I agree with re-ordering housing priorities so housing is primarily shelter

and not an investment. But with our present policies, industries are receiving

accelerated depreciation and preferential tax treatment while increased federal

spending, including for defense, is indirectly increasing local property taxes.

What's happening is that a choice has been made to develop certain segments of

the economy at the expense of the others.

"Housing stocks represent the largest capital resource we have in this country.

We need ways to improve maintenance and efficient use of our housing stock. This

means recognition of this fact in tax and other public policies. To say housing

should compete on a 'free market' basis is begging the point. The free market

concept exists only in theory, and theory is imperfect in real world application.

"We simply cannot afford to prolong a housing market that traps owners in a

home they can neither afford to sell nor maintain and freezes out first-time

buyers. Older homeowners are caught between increasing property tax, heating

and maintenance costs and the inability to move to a less costly house without

enduring historically high 'real' interest rates."
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PLAN AHEAD FOR WINTER POWER FAILURES

Anytime power goes out it's a problem, but when it goes out during the cold

winter months, it can cause panic.

Frozen pipes are serious enough, but the danger of hypothermia is also present.

"Have a plan ready so that the panic of a sudden outage isn't when you consider

the problem," says Bill Angell, extension housing specialist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. When people panic, it's easy for them

to overlook things like gas stoves and kerosene heaters that are right in front

of them, he says.

One of the first things to plan for is a way to retain whatever existing heat

remains after the outage. Cover doors and windows with blankets, cardboard or

newspapers, and closs off rooms that do not have plumbing in any of the walls.

Use rolled towels to seal the bottom of the doors to these rooms and to the outside.

Any insulation, weather caulking, etc., will be added insurance protection from the

weather in addition to the usual savings, says Angell. Roger Peterson, extension

residential energy specialist at the Univerity of Minnesota, also stresses the

importance of this "heat-holding time" and adds that increasing the heat-holding

time of a house through procedures such as insulation is part of good preparation

for power failures.
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add one--plan ahead

Use supplemental heat sources, but keep some precautions in mind. Appliances

such as gas stoves and kerosene heaters are unventilated, and a window to the

outside needs to be kept open about one inch for each 10,000 Btu. Be especially

careful not to use such appliances in a closed room where someone is sleeping.

Fireplaces can help heat the area immediately surrounding them but can speed

cooling in outlying rooms, according to Peterson. He adds that since rooms with

fireplaces do not usually contain heat, fireplaces can help prevent hypothermia

but not protect plumbing.

Retaining heat and supplemental heat sources can delay freezing, but if

you think room temperatures may go below 40 degrees F, prepare to close down the

house. This means that the fresh water system, power or fuel to water-using

appliances, the drainage system and the hot water heating system will all have

to be shut down. Power systems have to be shut down or disconnected, and pipes,

hoses and tanks will have to be drained.

Take the time and effort now to plan for winter power outages, and a potential

dire emergency may be no more than an inconvenience.
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PREVENTING ICE DAMS

Ice dams take a heavy toll on Minnesota homes. Roughly half of homes

inspected by the Minnesota Housing Department have roof problems, and many of the

problems are a direct result of ice dams, according to Lewis Hendricks, University

of Minnesota extension forest products specialist. Visible damage such as

cracked plaster or stained and blistered paint are bad enough, but other extensive

damage can remain unseen. Soaked insulation, sidewall moisture and rotting wall

cavities or general failure of roofing materials can add up to a large bill for

the homeowner. During a hard winter, physical damage can average $1,500 per living

unit where it occurs. The cost to homeowners is not exaggerated, according to

Hendricks. If anything, the estimates are conservative, he says.

Ice dams are formed when melting roof snow runs to the roof edge and freezes.

The "dam" resulti ng from the freezi ng runoff hol ds more water on the roof,

where it too will freeze.

Heating cables, "roof rakes," and other quick-fix approaches may net a lot of

money for dealers of such equipment, but they are not the answer, says Hendricks.

Far better is a combination of ventilation and insulation, he says.

Ventilation by itself can contribute to heat loss, and insulation alone will

trap more hot air below the roof and compound the problem, according to Hendricks.

But the combination of the two is a cost-effective, long-term solution, he says.

- more -
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add one--preventing ice dams

The solution involves a "cold deck rooL" To maintain a cold deck roof, the

attic ceiling must be kept within 10 degrees F of the outside temperature. At

least one square foot of ventilation needs to be provided for each SQuare foot of

ceiling, and Hendricks adds that "you can't ventilate too much."

The goal is to have a sweep of colder air entering through the soffit,

moving along the roof rafters, and exiting through a ridge vent near the peak of

the roof. With adequate insulation that's correctly installed, ventilation can

keep the roof cold and the house can be tight and dry, says Hendricks.

* * * *
VENTILATION ADDS TO SUMMER COMFORT TOO

Even during hot summer weather, evening temperatures in Minnesota are usually

no higher than the 170s. But lack of air movement in the attic can trap hot

air and keep the house too warm for sleeping until early morning hours. By

properly ventilating the house to prevent ice dams, the residents have the added

bonus of a cool house in the summer. The ventilation helps flush the day's hot

air out, drawing cooler evening air in, according to Lewis Henrlricks, University

of Minnesota extension forest products specialist.
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HOME SIDING: NOT FOR ENERGY SAVINGS

Like many homeowners, you may be thinking of investing in home siding. If

you do, be sure you do it for the right reasons, cautions Roger Peterson,

residential energy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. Siding can protect the outside of your house and improve

its appearance without frequent painting, but it cannot help you conserve energy,

despite some advertising claims.

Peterson says that false energy-saving advertising claims may be encouraging

some homeowners to invest between $2,000 and $6,000 for vinyl, aluminum or steel

siding. The annual sales of vinyl siding alone have topped one billion dollars,

and that figure is steadily increasing. Aluminum siding is even more popular.

"No type of siding can insulate your house or lower yc>Ur fuel bills," Peterson says.

liThe Federal Trade Commmission has taken action on three separate occasions to prohi

bit false and deceptive energy-saving claims made for steel, aluminum and

vinyl siding."

Siding is frequently sold with thin panels called "backer board" or "drop-in

panels." Siding used with these additional panels will provide only a very

small energy-saving benefit. Do not confuse them with true insulation products,

he adds.

According to Peterson, a homeowner can obtain some insulation benefit from

-more-
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add one--home siding

siding if it is installed over large sheets of foamed plastic made of polystyrene.

polyurethane or polyisocyanurate. These products cost more. but they have a

measurable insulating value or "R-value." which must be disclosed. R-value (the

"R" stands for resistance) measures the insulation's ability to resist the flow

of heat from a warm room to the cold outside. The higher the R-value. the better the

insulating power.

"There are. of course, other economical ways to conserve energy in your hOrle.

You Might consider caulking and weatherstripping. insulatinq your attic or improving

your furnace's efficiency." he says.

More information on how to choose insulation by R-value is available from the

Federal Trade Commission. Distribution Branch. Sixth and Pennsylvania N.W .•

Washington, D.C. 20580.

###
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CORRECT INSULATION BYPASS PROBLEMS BEFORE INSULATING

You may not visit your attic often, but it's a cinch that some of your expensive

winter heat is visiting there. Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist at the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service says that warm air passes

up through most types of attic insulation, "filtering" it but not stopping its escape

route.

For insulation to do its job, Peterson suggests that all cracks and holes from

rooms and walls below must be sealed. "If the bottom layer of your attic insulation

is dirty in spots, this is a sure sign that air is passing through. Research has

shown that even two feet of insulation does not stop the movement of air," he adds.

He suggests finding and sealing most air leaks to your attic before insulating.

It will be easier to work on sealing these leaks before you have piles of insulation

to move around. Hire an inspector with a heat-sensing camera to locate the leaks,

or do the inspection yourself, concentrating on the tops of interior walls, chimneys

and closets.

To correct the problem of escaping warm air, open-topped walls can be stuffed

with large pieces of batt insulation and sealed with plastic or plastic foam

caulked down across the opening.

Smaller openings such as those around electrical wires, pipes or plaster gaps

can he sealed with foam caulk, silicone caulk or tightly packed with fiberglass

-more-
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add one--insulation problems

sealed with silicone caulk.

Peterson adds that the space around a chimney is often responsible for air

leakage into an attic. Any gaps should be stuffed tightly with noncombustible

material and sealed with silicone caulk. For gaps of more than a half-inch,

you may need to caulk strips of aluminum, sheet metal or asbestos board into the gap.

To further control your loss of warm air up inside walls, Peterson suggests

adding rubber gaskets behind all electrical switches and outlets. Caulk cracks

along door and window frames, floor and ceiling moulding and light fixtures.

Recessed light fixtures pose a fire hazard as well as a common air leak spot.

Peterson advises homeowners to remove such fixtures, rewire and install a surface

mounted fixture, and plaster over the old opening as tightly as possible.

###
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BEING PREPARED FOR EMERGENCIES CAN MAKE WINTER DRIVING MUCH SAFER

"Winter driving is different from driving during the rest of the year.

Situations that may be merely annoying in the summer can be dangerous in the

cold weather,1I says Bob Aherin, safety specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Aherin recommends some basic car maintenance before snows get deep.

Brakes should be adjusted; tires should have deep treads; the exhaust system

should be checked for leaks; the battery and ignition systems should be in

good condition; lights should be working correctly, properly aimed and

clean; and the wipers and defroster should be working well.

Emergency equipment should be carried in the trunk all winter, especially

on long trips. Aherin recommends the following items: a tow chain, snow

shovel, sturdy scraper, sand or salt, car tool kit, flashlight and extra

batteries, fiares, first aid kit, a sleeping bag or several blankets, candles

and matches, and a supply of nonperishable, high calorie food (such as candy,

canned nuts, raisins, etc.)

If you are trapped in your car by bad weather, some basic steps should

always be followed:

1. Stay in the car. IIEvery winter you hear about people becoming lost

and beina injured or killed by the cold," says Aherin. lilt is very important

not to panic and go wandering around in the snow. 1I

- more -
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add one--precautions

2. Keep a window cracked. Aherin says that freezing, wet snow can

totally seal oxygen out of the car.

3. Avoid carbon monoxide poisoning. Run the engine and heater sparingly,

and only with a window open. Make sure that snow has not blocked the exhaust

pipe.

4. Exercise occasionally. IIDon l t remain in one position. It's

important to clap your hands and move your arms and legs vigorously from

time to time to keep circulation going," advises Aherin.

5. Don't sleep. If more than one person is in the car, take turns

sleeping. If you are alone, stay awake.

6. Turn on the dome light at night to make the car more visible.

Aherin says that people stranded without a winter emergency kit can make

use of car parts. IIHubcaps or sunvi sors can be substi tuted for a shovel;

seat covers can he used as blankets; and floor mats can be IJsed as insulation

or for a wrap-around," he says. "Burni ng eng; ne oil ina hub cap can provi de

heat and create smoke visible for miles. And don't forget to sound the horn."

"The key to safety in winter drivinq is being prepared," concludes Aherin.

IIAnd if you should become trapped, stay with the car and don't panic.

l
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ARE NECESSARY WHEN USING KEROSENE HEATERS

As the weather turn cooler, Minnesotans begin to think about keeping their homes

warm in winter temperatures. Kerosene-fueled heaters seem to be a popular way to meet

this need, accordinq to Wanda Olson, household equipment specialist, and Bob Aherin,

safety specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe actual cost savings are questionable, and careless use can be dangerous,1I

says 01 son. IIKerosene heaters must be used with caution. II

Fire is one potential hazard of using kerosene heaters. "Many of the newer

models have safety features, and are UL (Underwriter's Laboratories) tested for

safety, but the consumer still needs to carefully follow recommended safety

procedures,1I she warns.

"Another concern is the effect of kerosene heaters on the home air quality," adds

Olson. liThe Minnesota Department of Health has found that the air pollutants given

off by kerosene heaters exceed health standards even when used in a space larger than

it was designed to serve. Using unvented kerosene heaters can cause health

problems. 1I

Aherin says it is critical that the size of a heater be based on the room it

will be used in. The Energy Division and Minnesota Department of Health recommend 4

square inches of ventilation area for each 1000 BTUs/hour of heater capacity, or

opening a window about 2 inches for the average heater, he says.

-more-
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add one--safety precautions are necessary

In an average conventional home, fresh air enters through cracks around window

and door openings at the rate of about one air exchange per hour. In tightly

weatherstripped homes or in small enclosed rooms, the air exchange may not be enough

to keep pollutant levels low, and more than usual ventilation should be provided.

Olson recommends these practices for using kerosene heaters:

--When purchasing a heater, look for: the UL label; a heater with a low center

of gravity to make accidental tip-overs unlikely; heavy-gauge steel with features

such as double walls or protective grills to quard against contact burns; and a fuel

gauge to prevent over-filling or unnecessary refilling. Some of the newer models

have fuel tanks that can be removed for refilling and a flame "snu ffer" that retracts

the wick when the heater is tipped.

--Limit the kerosene heater to supplemental heating, and attend it while in use.

--Provide adequate ventilation. Open a window about two inches for an

average size heater.

--Locate the heater 3 feet away from combustible surfaces, such as walls,

furnishings, draperies, newspapers and clothing.

--Locate the heater out of traffic areas.

--Don't allow children or pets to come in contact with the heater.

--Don't use flammable aerosol sprays or liquids such as hair sprays, deoderant,

paints and finish removers near the heater.

--Use l-K water-clear kerosene only. Beware of 2-K kerosene, which is also

clear, and never substitute fuel oils, diesel or any type of gasoline.

--Store kerosene out of the house in a tool shed, garage or other outbuilding.

Allow the unit to cool before refilling, and fill out of the house.

--Allow room, when refilling, for the kerosene to expand as it cools.

--When you refuel, check the heater for leaks and excess carbon on the wick. Fuel

leakaqe could cause a fire and excess carbon indicates a need for additional ventilation.

--Equip your home with smoke detectors located in hallways and near bathrooms and

home exits. # # #
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CAN CHEESE HELP PREVENT TOOTH DECAY?

An old maxim may be due for revision: An apple a day may help keep the dentist

away--but a hunk of chedder may do even better.

Agricultural Experiment Station researchers Howard Morris and Susan Halambeck,

in cooperation with the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry, are investi

gating the possibility that cheese can help prevent tooth decay.

Morris explains how they became involved in the study: "There's been some

indication that cheese helps to inhibit or block or have some effect on dental caries

(decay) in rats. Dr. Charles Schachtele and his associates were interested in

investigating the effect on humans. So, they devised miniature pH electrodes that

could be fitted to human teeth."

"They came to us for hel p, and we tol d them cheese isn I t just one type; there

are groups of cheeses that have different characteristics."

So, the scientists tested cheese types ranging from cottage cheese to havarti to

cheddar. Each cheese was tested for its ability to cause changes in plaque pH for 30

minutes after having been eaten. In the tests, aged cheddar, aged monterey jack, and

swiss cheeses did well--they were actually anticariogenic. Gouda, brie, blue, and

mozarella were noncariogenic. Cream cheese, feta, provolone, and young cheddar were

not effective.

Morris says, "Preliminary results indicate that, in general, aged cheeses

- more -
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add one--can cheese help

inhibit dental caries. This seems to have something to do with the cheese blocking

the acid production which is related to caries."

Now, the researchers are trying to determine why ripened cheese has this effect.

"Our contribution is to try to figure out what in the aged cheese does this," Morris

says. Ills it one chemical in the cheese, or a group of chemicals? Or is it

somethin~ to do with the physical qualities of the cheese? Our first guess is that

it may be the oleic acid--about one-third of all butterfat is oleic--that is

released from the fat during ripening."

To test that hypothesis, Halambeck has added oleic acid to cheese for testing.

IIlf this doesn't work, we're going to investigate some amino acids," Morris says.

The researchers are also going to culture acid-producing bacteria from the

mouth, and add various compounds isolated from cheese to the medium in which they are

cultured to try to see what inhibits the bacteria's growth.

Parents, children, and dentists alike will be interested in the results, which

may indicate a new and tasty way to help reduce tooth decay. The cheese industry

would be glad to hear about it, too.
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CUT WEED CONTROL COSTS, BUT DON'T CUT CORNERS

You may be able to cut costs and still have a good weed control program.

"Precision tailoring of weed control practices to specific field situations

requires some management," says Gerald R. Miller, agronomist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe dollars saved can help in a tiqht money situation," Miller says. Here

are some suggestions:

--Don't cut corners on weed control. "Despite high herbicide and fuel costs,

your investment may be returned several times through reduced crop losses due to

weeds, II Mill er says. In fi ve years of Un ivers i ty of Mi nnesota tri a1s at three

locations, chemicals plus cultivation compared to cultivation alone increased

corn yields 28 bushels per acre and soybeans eight bushels per acre.

"And if you don't use herbicides you risk losing a crop or having yields

reduced below economic production levels. This can happen if there's heavy weed

growth in rainy weather when fields are too wet to cultivate," Miller says.

--Scout your fields and identify the weeds. Then select herbicides for

those specific weeds instead of using a shotgun approach.

--Map the weed locations in the field. You may be able to treat only parts

of a field. Perennial weeds like Canada thistle, quackgrass and nutsedge are

expensive to control. But you usually find them in patches.

- more -
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add one--cut weed control costs

"Scattered clumps and individual weeds can be spot treated or cut. For

scattered weeds, hand cutting at $4 to $8 an acre is cheaper than many herbicide

applications," Miller says. You may want to consider hiring some high school

students.

--On the weed map, include soils information like texture, organic matter and

pH. "Use labeled rates of chemicals for your specific soil situation," Miller

advises. But don't exceed recommended rates for a given soil condition.

"Excessive rates are expensive and can cause crop injury," Miller says.

"You can save money by adjusting rates to different soils in the field instead

of treating the entire field uniformly. But cutting rates below recommended

levels could result in poor weed control."

--Chemical mixes usually cost more than single herbicides. Use mixtures

only if you need them to control more kinds of weeds or to improve weed control

over varying soil conditions. In some fields, one herbicide may be sufficient.

--Buying the "cheapest" herbicide may be more expensive in the long run,

Miller says. Based on performance information, select a herbicide that will

control weeds on your soils without risking crop injury or carryover problems.

--Compare prices of different formulations and brands on the basis of cost

per pound of active herbicide. "Some of the new formulations may be easier to

handle, but weed control is the same for the same herbicide," Miller says.

IIReconsider some older herbicides like 2,4-0 and atrazine. They're

available from several manufacturers and are competitively priced, II Miller says.

--It's usually cheaper to tank mix herbicides than to buy prepackaged

mixtures. But there are exceptions. Compare the cost per pound of active

ingredients. In addition, tank mixing lets you adjust rates to your specific

conditions.

--Don't waste money on additives that you don't need. Most formulations

have the needed additives. Check the herbicide label to see if you need to use

a surfactant or oi 1• - more -



add two--cut weed control costs

--Consider band applications of overlay preemergence or postemergence

herbicides. They may work for annual weeds and will cut costs hy one-half to

two-thirds. With ridge-planting systems, band applications may work since the

ridging operation kills weeds in the middle and covers weeds in the row.

--A once-over sweep with a harrow, rotary hoe or cultivator may do the job

and be cheaper than another chemical treatment.

--Apply postemergence chemical s when the weeds are small. "Thi sis when

they're most susceptible," Miller says. "Yield returns are much better from early

weed control. If you leave weeds for more than three to five weeks after

emergence you'll have reduced yields--even if weeds are controlled for the

remainder of the season. 1I

--Incorporate soil-applied chemicals only where it's essential for assuring

performance of the chemical. Some chemicals must be incorporated; others offer

the option of incorporation or surface application. "Increased fuel costs have

made additional tillage operations more expensive,1I Miller says. If dry weather

results in poor early weed control, harrowing or rotary hoeing after the crop

and weeds have just emerged is cheaper than incorporation tillage operations

before planting.

--Consider a light tillage operation just ahead of the planter--possibly

in a tandem hookup. This will kill weeds that have germinated and reduce weed

pressure. It will also improve herbicide performance. Some herbicides work on

germinating seeds but don't kill weeds that have already germinated.

--Try to avoid extra trips over the field by applying herbicides and

fertilizers together. Or, use multiple hitches to apply chemicals, till and plant

at the same time.

--Consider rotating crops to get more competition with weeds or to permit use of

cheaper herbicides. "In thistle-infested fields, 2,4-D and dicamba can be used in

small grains or corn more economically than bentazon in soybeans," Miller says. In

fields with Jerusalem artichoke, early seeded wheat suppresses the artichoke.
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CONTOUR FARMING STIll NEEDED

Did you have some rough-riding rills to cross when you combined your crops

this fall? Did you have to go around new and bigger gullies? Now you're going

to plow and fill them all in and the field will be just as smooth as evert right?

And it will be just as productive t too? IINot necessarily SOtll says C1if Ha1seYt

soil conservationist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

The smallest eroded soil particles t fine silts and clayst are gone from the

field forever, along with the attached nutrient elements and organic matter.

lIyou lost some of your fertilizer money and the humus that helps keep the soil

open and uncrusted so water can soak in for your crops, \I Hal sey says. The

coarser silts and fine sands settled out at the bottom of the hill t perhaps

burying crops. Or this part of the soil may be in the road ditch or culvert to

increase the chances for flooding part of your fields or causing a road washout

next year.

Halsey adds that many farmers abandoned contouring and contour strips as

they got larger tillage implements, cropped more land t or changed to more row

crops and less hay. Soil erosion has increased considerably on sloping fields

which are now mostly row-cropped.

- more -
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add one--contour farming

"Even conservation tillage by itself cannot reduce soil erosion below

acceptable levels on steeper fields. Contour or cross-slope tillage should be

an important part of croppi ng systems on sl opi ng 1and," he says.

Contouring is effective because the ridges and channels left by tillage

are mostly on the level. They detain runoff so that more of it filters into

the soil. When runoff is reduced, it also is slower and soil erosion is much

less. No-till farming reduces soil erosion but may not reduce runoff on compacted

or tight soils because there are few channels to hold water.

"Compared to up-and-down-hill tillage, contour tillage will reduce erosion

by 50 percent on gentle to moderate slopes of 3 percent to 8 percent steepness."

Ha1sey advi ses. " These slopes shou1 d not be longer than 200 feet for the moderate

slopes and 300 feet for the gentle slopes for contouring to be effective. On

steep slopes, 17 percent to 20 percent grades, contouring is much less effective;

soil erosion is reduced by only 20 percent and only on slopes less than RO feet long."

Contouring is effective for gentle to moderate rainfall events. During very

heavy rainfalls, the runoff spills over the ridges and may cause ri11ing all the

way down the hill. The longer the slope, the more likely this will happen.

If the topography of the field is very uneven, absolute contouring may be

impractical because of very sharp turns and point rows. However, working the

land and planting crops across the slope wherever possible will help to control

soil erosion, especially if done with conservation tillage which leaves

considerable residue on the surface, Halsey says. "This is the time to do

contouring for next year's crops. II

Technical assistance and cost-sharing for installing contour farming are

available at soil conservation and Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation

Service offices.
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NEW COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM TRACKS WHEAT SCAB, OTHER PESTS

A new computerized crop pest monitoring system helps researchers at the

University of Minnesota track plant pests nationwide and then predict chances

they'll harm Minnesota crops.

Many plant diseases and insects progress from the southern part of the U.S.

to Minnesota, then move northward through the state. The computerized system will

eventually let researchers recommend timing of pesticide applications and other

control measures to coincide with the expected arrival of the insect or disease.

The Minnesota effort is part of a national program called the National

Cooperative Pest Survey and Detection program. It's coordinated by USDA's Plant

Protection and Quarantine Division, Animal and Plant ~ealth Inspection Service.

Sponsors include the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station,

the Crop Pest Management program and the Minnesota Wheat Council.

In addition to the data collected from the extension Crop Pest Management

Program, researchers like plant pathologists Paul Teng and Jim Baumer enter data

from Experiment Station field plots. Data is also collected by the Minnesota

Department of Agriculture.

Teng is part of a six-person advisory committee that's organizing the service.

"This year it's a pilot program, with 15 states involved. It will expand to 32

states next year. Eventually, it is anticipated that every state will be

- more -
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add one--new computerized system

in the program, II he says.

Here's how the disease and plant pest monitoring system works:

1. Researchers, extension pest management scouts and others check fields for

disease and insect activity weekly--sometimes more often. That information (it

could be on wheat scab, rust or leaf flight) is then entered on standard data

transmission forms. Information on the history of each field is also collected

to help researchers understand how different cropping practices affect specific

pests. About 45 wheat fields are monitored weekly, and about a total of 500

fields of corn, soybeans, potatoes, sugarbeets and sunflowers are also monitored.

2. Data from the forms is fed into microcomputers at the Crookston and

St. Paul Experiment Stations.

3. Then it's fed to the University of Minnesota's main computer for long-term

storage and report generation.

4. The University of Minnesota computer transmits the information to the

national computer located in Ft. Collins, Colorado. Information is processed at

Ft. Collins and can upon return be accessed by researchers and extension

specialists in Minnesota or other states.

In the future, new hand-held computer terminals purchased with Wheat Council

funding will speed the process of data acquisition, Teng says. "A field scout or

researcher can plug information on crop pests into the computer when in the field,

and, when reaching a telephone, can send the data back to the central computer.

A farmer who has a computer could access the pest monitoring system and get the

i nformati on the same day'" he adds.
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FERTILIZERS--IN BRIEF •••••

Lime Recommendations. You don't usually need lime if soil pH is above 5.7

unless you're growing alfalfa in the rotation. "If you need lime, use dolomitic

lime since it has both calcium and magnesium," says Bill Fenster, soils specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Some other states have been promoting their calcitic lime in Minnesota and

getting premium prices for it. They say many of our soils need the calcium and

magnesium balanced. This is NOT the case," Fenster says. In some cases magnesium

deficiencies have been induced from calcitic lime.

* * * *
Fertilizers. Many companies promote fertilizer products as "more available"

than those you can get from the local fertilizer dealer. But don't fall for this

line, advises Bill Fenster, soils specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

"By state law the nutrients claimed in a product must be available to the

plant. The best advice is to buy fertilizers you need. Consider the cost, ease

of handling, service and available equipment.

"The major problem is with some companies that are selling liquids by the

gallon instead of by the ton. As a result, they are able to charge three to four

times what the product is actually worth," Fenster says.

* * * *
- more -
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add one--ferti1izer in brief

Soil Additives. "There are dozens of soil additives being sold in Minnesota.

But few, if any, have proven valuable to the farmer from a nutrient standpoint,"

says Bill Fenster, soils specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.
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FOLLOW UNIVERSITY RECOMMENDATIONS ON SECONDARY, MICRONUTRIENTS

Before you buy fertilizer with secondary or micronutrients, make sure University

research has shown a response to these nutrients in the area you farm in.

Bill Fenster, soils specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service, offers these guidelines.

--Magnesium is not recommended on medium and fine textured soils in Minnesota.

University trials have not shown a response to magnesium on these soils. However,

many soil testing labs recommend magnesium.

Fenster says there have been only a few cases of magnesium deficiencies in

Minnesota, and all of them were related to coarse textured, low pH soils. Affected

crops are alfalfa, potatoes and corn. If alfalfa is in the rotation, Fenster

recommends using a dolomitic lime. IICalcitic lime can induce a magnesium deficiencY,1I

he says.

If you are growing corn without alfalfa in the rotation and have low magnesium

levels, Sul-Po-Mg or K-Mag are good sources to use.

--The soil test for zinc is very accurate. Apply zinc if it's needed, Fenster

advises. Most of the time there will be zinc deficiencies only on high pH, heavy

textured soils in western and south-central Minnesota. The only crops affected are

corn, alfalfa and sugar beets.

- more -
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add one--follow university

--Copper is recommended only on organic soils when you're growing small grain,

and then only if the soil test is low. However, there are many recommendations

made for copper in western and southwestern Minnesota on soils that don't need it.

--Iron problems in Minnesota are found only on poorly drained, high pH soils

where soybeans are grown. "But responses to applying iron have been very

inconsistent," Fenster says. liThe best safeguard against iron chlorosis is to

plant soybean varieties with good resistance."

--Manganese is not recommended anywhere in Minnesota. The only response in

Minnesota has been in "rare" cases on peat soils, Fenster says. However, some

laboratories recommend manganese.

--Boron deficiencies have been observed only on coarse textured soils with

alfalfa. Research shows there is no response to any other crop, except for some

vegetable crops.
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GET THE MOST FROM FERTILIZER DOLLARS

Get the most from the money you spend for fertilizer and lime, advises Bill

Fenster, soils specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

--Follow University recommendations for nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

Make sure recommendations of private soil testing laboratories don't exceed

University recommendations. And, be wary of recommended secondary and

micro-nutrients if there has not been a response from University research in your

area.

--You probably can't afford premium grade fertilizers. IIThey're promoted with

the idea that just small amounts of minor elements will safeguard against any

possible nutrient deficiency,1I says Fenster. IIThis is a luxury that farmers can1t

afford in these troubled times,1I he adds.

--Use the nitrate-nitrogen test for corn in western Minnesota. The nitrogen

needed for corn in western Minnesota will often be less than if only the yield

goal and previ ous croppi ng hi story are used. II In western Mi nnesota many soil shave

a pool of stored nitrogen that should be taken advantage of,1I Fenster says.

The nitrate test has some value in eastern Minnesota, even though it's not

a recommended test for making nitrogen recommendations. If nitrate tests in

eastern Minnesota are excess of 150 lbs. per acre, the nitrogen recomendation

- more -
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(based on croppi ng hi story and yi el d goal) can be reduced by one-hal f. "Thi scan

save you $8 to $15 an acre, II Fenster says. But remember--the ni trate test is not

recommended on sandy soils.

--If soils test medium to high in phosphorus and potassium, research shows

you'll get no further yield increases by broadcasting more P or K. University

recommendations may still recommend moderate amounts to maintain these levels.

"But if you have a financial problem you can get by without applying more P or K

for at least two years without any yield reductions," Fenster says. "But if you

can get a starter response, use starter fertilizer regardless of soil test, he

says.

--If soils test low to medium in P or K, you can save fertilizer costs by

applying a starter rather than broadcasting large amounts of P and K. "The uptake

efficiency is higher when you band instead of broadcast," Fenster says. This is

especially true with phosphorus. This means you apply less fertilizer, and there

should be little if any yield reduction. This practice is only recommended if

the farmer has real money problems and should not be considered a long-term

solution.

--University research has never confirmed the need for sulfur on medium and

fi ne textured soil sin Mi nnesota. "No sul fur is recommended regardl ess of soil

test values on medium and fine textured soils. There was $13 million worth of

sulfur sold in northern Iowa last year, and it was wasted, according to Iowa

State University research. You don't need it in southern Minnesota, says Fenster.

On coarse textured soils, apply sulfur if the soil test is low. This area is

mostly in central and north central Minnesota.
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GRAIN PRICES MAY INCREASE DUE TO MONETARY POLICY

A continued policy of "easy money" could lead to hiqher grain prices in the

next year, says Paul Hasbargen, economist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe easier monetary policy translates into higher grain prices for two reasons,"

Hasbargen says. IIFirst, interest rates have gone down. This means it doesn't cost

as much to store corn, soybeans and wheat. There's less reluctance on the part of

buyers to fill up grain bins.

IISecond, when the world's money supply is increased we see a rapid

translation to higher commodity prices. Money is a basic item in world trade

and more of it causes prices of commodities like metals, grains and oil to go Up.1I

In the short run, the easier monetary policy will be a plus for American

farmers since it can help prices move up from their harvest lows. IIBut if the

easier money policy is continued for too lonq, within a year and a half we could

get back to double digit inflation and higher interest rates," Hasbargen says.

Hasbargen cautions farmers not to expect large price increases from easier

monetary policy. "There are at least two negative factors. We have large

carryover stocks of corn, soybeans and wheat. In addition, the dollar is stronger

now than it has been for the past 12 years. And a strong dollar is a negative

factor for increased exports."
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MANAGE INCOME TAXES VIA REDUCED ACREAGE PROGRAM

The 1983 Reduced Acreage Program (RAP) is an ideal income tax management tool,

according to Paul Hasbargen, economist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

"Given current low grain prices and high rental payments for setting cropland

aside in 1983, I expect almost all farmers will see it to their advantage to sign

up for the 1983 wheaT and feed grai n programs, II says Hasbargen. liThe program al so

offers farmers an excellent tax management tool to shift income into either 1982

or 1983."

r1any crop farmers are looking at very low or negative farm earnings for 1982.

Family personal exemptions of $1,000 per person plus the standard deduction of $3,400

equal s a $7,400 "tax free" income for a family of four. If a zero income is

reported, this is lost forever.

By signing up for participation in the 1983 government programs, a farmer with

only 100 acres of corn could get a government payment of over $7,500 at sign-up

time today. Such action could save this "tax free" income which would otherwise

be lost.

An added bonus would be a larger "earned income credit" payment from Uncle

Sam than he otherwise would be entitled to. (Even the farmer with a loss can obtain

a small payment from Uncle Sam by electing to pay social security taxes on $1,600

of income).

-more-
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add one--manage income taxes

However t Hasbargen cautions those farmers with high earnings in 1982 to ask

their ASCS office to delay early payments until January. For example, hog

producers in 1982 are looking at the highest earnings since 1978. They can opt to

delay receipts of their payments into 1983 when income tax rates will be lower than

this year.

So before signing up for the 1982 crop set-aside program in either wheat or feed

grains, Hasbargen urges farmers to consider the income tax implications. Your

decision on when to receive early payments can be important from a tax standpoint.
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ON-FARM MICROCOMPUTERS TESTED FOR ACCURACY

An accuracy test of on-farm microcomputers shows that "you probably don I t

have to worry about their accuracy," says Earl Fuller, economist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Fuller says its "natural ll to question accuracy of microcomputers given their

low cost and small size compared to big machines that have been around for a

long time. He and graduate research assistant Alvero Soler decided to test the

accuracy of microcomputers on some of the most difficult farm applications they

could think of.

IIWi th very di ffi cul t problems you shoul d use double prec is ion, II Full er says.

"lf you do, you'll match the accuracy of the University's large machines. Those

that operate on a 6502 chip rather than a Z80 have slightly less accuracy, but

it's still plenty for most applications.

How software is written and the kind of data you use will make a difference.

II It woul d be easy to over-general i ze the po i nt we're tryi ng to make, II says

Fuller. IIBut if you're worried, you don't need to delay a purchase. Just do

a few check runs to veri fy accuracy. II
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GRAIN STORAGE CONFERENCE SET FOR DEC. 9, 10

Elevator operators and pesticide applicators who treat stored grain with

chemicals should attend a pest management course on the University of Minnesota's

St. Paul Campus Dec. 9-10, 1982.

Minnesota law requires that all restricted-use pesticides be applied by

or under the supervision of licensed certified applicators. It's illegal if

you're not licensed.

There are 900 elevators in Minnesota, and most of them fumigate grain.

But only about 200 people are expected to attend the stored grain pest

management course, says Gene Anderson, program development specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe course is for elevator and pest control people who treat stored

grain," Anderson says. The conference will include control of insects, rodents

and fungus diseases."

Quality of stored grain is important due to record amounts of carry-over

grain being stored on farms and in elevators.

University specialists say pests destroy grain and lower quality. There

are non-chemical methods of pest control. However, chemicals are often

necessary and they are highly toxic and dangerous. That's why people who apply

them are required to have a state license.

For registration information, contact Gene Anderson, Office of Special

Programs, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Tel. 612/373-0725.
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COUNTY NEWS PACKET
INDEX

--Does winter bring too much togetherness?
--Time to one's self is essential
--Shared decisions: important to family life
--Joining ranks of unemployed requires regrouping
--Time--a problem for unemployed
--Home energy index tells how efficient you're becoming
--Using soil nitrogen efficiently
--What makes wheat varieties nitrogen efficient?
--When do you harvest wheat?
--Scab, black chaff diseases
--Hardy new Northern Sun forsythia withstands severe winters
--Timber sales can result in tax benefit
--Snow patterns give clue to plantings
--Government corn program gives $56 per acre advantage
--Common sense can be the biggest help in removing snow
--Creosote is a danger watchword when heating with wood
--A few safety rules can make outdoor fall activities more enjoyable
--Making holiday decorations is IIkids l playll
--A few safety habits can make snowmobil ing more fun

Note to Agents: The story IIA Few Safety Rul es Can Make Outdoor Fa 11
Activities More Enjoyable ll (yellow paper) has been sent to all state high
schools for possible use in their student newspapers. If it appears that
school papers in your area do not intend to use it, feel free to adapt it to
your column or newsletter needs.

Note t~~cialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories,
check them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie
Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.

* * * * SEE ATTACHED LIST * * * *
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The following are news releases sent out by Communication Resources during
September and October but not included in the monthly news packets:

--International Ag Seminar set for Sept. 12-14
--Chlorine won't remove nitrates from water
--1982 farm income prospects may follow 1981 trends
--Increased activity of bats concerns homeowners
--Rural development grant proposal sought
--Ag trade lecture Sept. 21
--Take a close look at fertilizer costs
--Northfield 4-H volunteer leader honored
--Rural development strategy depends upon local letters
--Rural road system outdated
--In brief ... too many rural roads
--Agriculture needs good roads
--Unit trains cause more wear on second roads
--Vehicle weight laws must be enforced
--Railroads changes could hurt some small towns
--Timber sales can result in tax benefit
--Voters have stake in railroads

NOTE: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories, check them
and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie Schield,
453 Coffey Hall.
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Winter stress, cabin fever, seasonal work, job loss, enforced retirement--

these can all contribute to more togetherness than many of us can handle easily.

"In all these situations, there is a need to talk about what's going on.

It's not the time to just grit the teeth and say nothing," says Ron Pitzer,

family life specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Someone needs to take the initiative to talk, he points out. And it is not

the time for a "you" message, Pi tzer says. Starti ng off with "you" immedi ately

puts the listener on the defensive. Starting with "1" doesn't. When talking to

someone you know well, the "1" message will pull the listener toward you, he

says.

Listening is a large part of weathering stressful times which everyone is

hound to have. Listening can be just that--it doesn't have to mean giving

advice. Sometimes just hearing--1etting someone unburden their problems--can be

~nough. "0ften you will be thanked for listening and then you will be baffled

because you don't think you've been so helpfu1."

Most prohlems can be worked through with some support, hut perhaps not at

1ne precise moment. "What is neederl is someone who can accept us at that moment

and, with mental handholdinq, can express caring and feeling," Pitzer says.

- more-
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add one--togetherness

Studies have shown that men who dealt best with unemployment were those who

received the most support from family and friends, Pitzer says. When someone

needs to work through job loss (Pitzer notes that emotions stirred up are

similar to grief), it might be a family member or a co-worker whose presence is

most he1 pfu1 •

Pitzer says the "you'll find another job •.. they will rehire you" messages

aren't very helpful just then. "Listening is much more effective."

But this kind of listening, sharing and talking can't just be turned on at

crisis time and off during the rest of life. It is something that has to

develop and qrow, Pitzer advises.

# # #
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It is more than just lI all right ll to have time to one1s self--it is essential

for mental health, says Ron Pitzer, family life specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

IIIf you are going to be an adequate wife or husband, there needs to be time

to restore one's self--time away from the family, some amount of solitude,1I says

Pi tzer.

Each of us needs to establish connections outside the home. It's perfectly

understandable that a mother with several younq children likes to get away

occasionally. Perhaps her valuable time away is also valuable time for father

to be with the children. Another option, Pitzer says, is hiring a babysitter

occasionally or finding a cooperative babysitting service which allows you to

give as well as receive free sitting services.

II It's better for the chil dren to be away for hal f a day now and then with

someone else,1I he says.

If there is more than one room in a house, it should be possible to become

enqrossed in activities others are not involverf in. IIHe should make sure t.here

is time to get away from that household unit,1I Pitzer concludes.
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One-person decisions don't work well in a family. All members need to

participate in the thinking that becomes the basis for a decision.

IIDon't just give the rest of the family members the bottom line," says

Ron Pitzer, family life specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agri-

cultural Extension Service.

A farmer may have agonized over some decision for months, but if he only

shares it with his wife and family by makinQ an announcement of what he has

decided to do, he isn't going to have it warmly accepted, Pitzer says.

Parents do this all the time, he explains. They don't want to burden the

rest of the family, and they don't want to appear indecisive. Somehow that's

wrongly equated wi th bei nq weak.

Meanwhile, as all this is going on, it is obvious to the rest of the family

that a problem exists when one member seems preoccupied, isn't eating well or

has restless nights. It just can't be a very well kept secret.

Every member of the family team needs to be dealing with the options for a

good decision all along. Parents can be wrong about children not having a

contribution to make in these discussions. Except on the most technical deci-

sions, children may bring a new light to a problem--a creative perspective from

their point of view that could be helpful, says Pitzer.

Besides, children need training in how to make decisions and the best way to

gain this is to see the process work right in their own family.
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With one family meMber not working or working shorter hours there is less money

and more family member time available.

It is a time to examine what was purchased with dollars, how much of it is really

essential and what creative ways can be found to scale down, but keep a similar

lifestyle.

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist for the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, has some suggestions on how to go about

this.

Beqin with an analysis of the situation. What benefits were lost when the

paychecks stopped? Is the change in employment long-term or short-term? Will the

job previously held return again? When? Will you or someone else be likely to get

it? Can you shift roles in the family so some other family members earn more

income and the unemployed do More home production? Can children earn money that may

help their own and family needs?

Insurance, especially medical insurance, may haVE: been among the benefits

received as long as there was a job. Immediate action needs to be taken to continue

such a policy for six months, as state law permits, so that a policy can be purchased

later at a qroup rate.

Dealing with on-qoing expenses with less income takes immediate attention. Most
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families need to generate a record of how they currently spend their money. The

checkbook, tax records and memory will help produce this. It is a good idea to keep

a running account of day-to-day expenses for a week or two to identify expenditures

not paid by check.

Find resources outside the framework of the family that could be helpful.

Ask at your former place of employment about benefit replacement and counseling

which might be available. Begin to collect this information before you need it.

Inquire in the groups you belong to--church, clubs, union, etc. Are there programs

to help persons in your situation? Check telephone directories and call public and

private groups that provide services to individuals or families. Find out their

eligibility requirements. look to relatives for the types of financial and moral

support they could be willinQ to provide.

Are there some assets that could be liquidated? And at what financial cost?

Plan for more than one situation. For example, what would the plan be if you find

new employment before unemployment benefits run out? What if this doesn't happen?

Having less money is frustrating and creates problems for everyone, but hiding

from the problems won't help. lilt is better to tackle the problem head-on when the

paycheck stops. The family has skills, assets and time that they can use in many

ways to improve the si tuati on, II Goss says.

Take an active stance. Decide what bills you can pay and what ones will give

problems. What will be the consequence of paying or not paying certain ones? What

about making partial payments? Talk to all creditors, even the ones you can pay in

full, so that they will know your situation. "They do not want you to default and

go bankrupt," she says.

Look at every expenditure in terms of "necessity." A phone, for instance, may

be a necessity, but perhaps not the type of service you currently have. Scale down

- more -
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wherever possible. Many families find it helpful to discuss each planned

expenditure and to weigh needs and alternatives with as much information as

possible.

Some switches in present practices can help, too. Switch from eating out to

home entertaining with potluck meals. Visit public parks, and museums rather than

paying for entertainment. Switch to qeneric and local label merchandise. Cut down

on book and magazine purchases and read them instead at the local library.

Substitute used for new items. That can apply to clothinq, furniture, gifts--almost

anything imaginable. Barter is another avenue. There are formal barter clubs, and

newspapers have barter columns. Try reducing costs by sharing--carpooling to shop

or job hunt.

Some things may have to be out of your life for the time being--hot showers, com

fortable room temperatures, more expensive food items, new clothing, replacement of

appliances, purchased haircuts, gifts, paid recreation.

Use a positive apporach, Goss emphasizes. The situation is one with possibili

ties and choices for the family to make. This also helps the unemployed person see

the value of past efforts and the strong support in the curent situation.
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Working at a job sets the daily clock for most of us. It gives set times

and a fixed number of hours around which to intersperse other activities of our

lives.

"Time pattern shifts are difficult for most of us," says Dottie Goss, family

resource management specialist for the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. A change like jet lag or daylight savings time disrupts time

patterns, but imagine the effect of the time void on one who is unemployed or in

retirement.

Lack of fixed time responsibilities may present problems for family members

as well. Achange in one member's patterns may disrupt others' patterns as the

control and direction of life seems to he "on hold."

The unemoloyed person may want to share some of the routine household tasks.

But people used to doing these tasks may not want help. They may not like an

interruption in established routine. Sharing a task often brings up suggestions

for changi ng methods, ma teri a1s or fi ni shed products. IIThese may not be as

welcome as the person I'lakinq the suggestion expects," Goss says.

In today's society people are often defined to others by what work they do.

The unemployed may find it difficult to define themselves. It can be a blow to

the ego to be asked, IIWhat do you do?" And at a time of unemployment this is

magnified.
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Establishing some time patterns should help deal with being unemployed, she

suggests. Getting up at a specific time, establishing specific times to make

phone calls or see contacts and write letters in reference to jobs is helpful.

Set both beginning and ending times.

This can help prevent both boredom and despair. Find some activities that

are useful to you, your family or society. These might include home repairs or

maintenance, taking classes or self-study, or volunteer work in the community.

Volunteer work should be carefully selected, especially if it could be useful in

keeping or getting in contact with potential employers. If volunteer work is

used to build or diversify skills, careful choice is important, too.

IIRecognizing that time shifts are difficult can also be helpful ,II she says.

Talking to others who are experiencing similar time-use shifts can often turn up

useful ideas.

# # #
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HOME ENERGY INDEX TELLS HOW EFFICIENT YOU'RE BECOMING

When winter hits Minnesota, the heating and electric bills can be as nasty as

the weather. If you would like to know how your home compares in energy use to

others in th~ state, or how to compare your energy use next year to this year, you

should start now to calculate your home energy index, says Roger Peterson,

residential energy specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

The index is based on a six-month period of wintery weather, from November 1

to May 1, he explains. "Read your fuel and electric meters on both dates, do a

few simple calculations, and the result is a rating of your household energy con

sumption. The rating is in Btu's (British thermal units), so oil-heated homes

can be compared to gas or electrically heated homes. If you miss one of the meter

reading dates by a few days, don't worry. The meters are not ticking off energy as

fast at the start and end of the indexing period, so a few days are not critical."

A home energy index is useful if you sell your home after adding insulation,

weatherstripping, caulk, solar panels, a new furnace or other energy-saving

improvements. Peterson says that ho~e buyers are looking for energy efficient homes

and often will pay a higher price if the efficiency is well documented.

Peterson says the severi ty of the weather, as measured by "degree-days", is

account~d fOI in the index. Since the weather is a big factor in pushing home fuel

-more-
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use up or down, you need to properly adjust the fuel used each year to know how

your house rates in the long run. To run an index on your home, Peterson suggests

obtaining Extension Folder 563, Your Home Energy Index, from your county Agricultural

Extension Service office or from Publications Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall,

1420 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108.

###
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Before long you may be very interested in varieties that give you a

respectable yield with little or no nitrogen fertilizer. A big hike in fertilizer

prices might mean you'd accept a variety yielding slightly less if it required

less fertilizer.

Experiment Station researcher Gary Malzer with the University of Minnesota

wants to see if some plant root systems are more efficient at taking up nitrogen.

Soil moisture is also a big factor in root system development and use of nitrogen

by plants, Malzer says.

Era is a very good extractor of water from the soil. That may be why it's

also good at extractinq nitrogen from the soil.

Malzer's qoal is to help plant breeders determine traits with superior

nitrogen characteristics. Developinq varieties that are more nitrogen efficient

could lead to fertilizer recommendations pp.qged to the variety planted. Although

researchers are "just scratching the surface" with this goal, he has some

interesting results from this year's research.

At the Crookston station, three experimental lines yielded 61, 63, 65 bushels,

respectively, with 60 lbs. nitrogen. With 120 lbs. N, yields were 74,76 and

67 bushels. An increase of two to five bushels for 60 lbs. nitrogen is not

efficient. But the 13-bushel increase isn1t bad.

- more -
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"There was one variety that went down six bushels per acre when we went

from 60 to 120 lbs. N," Malzer says.

An experience that Malzer and wheat breeder Bob Busch had last year helps

explain the complexity of developing new varieties.

"We had one line that yielded 52 bushels with no fertilizer nitrogen and

S6 :\jsil\:~h ",;Ul 120 lbs. This would have been a great line to pursue from the

standpoint of nitrogen efficiency. But Bob had to throw it out as a possible

variety release due to low protein content," says Malzer. IIBut if we could

identify the trait that made that line so efficient, it would be great to

incorporate into other lines," he says.

High yields without nitrogen may indicate efficiency. Or, they could mean

there were high residual nitrogen levels in the soil.

CP
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WHAT MAKES WHEAT VARIETIES NITROGEN EFFICIENT?

Wheat breeders work to develop hi gher yi el di ng vari eti es. IIBut they face a

stiff challenge to get high yields without sacrificing grain protein content,1I

says Bob Wych.

Wych and coworker Steve Simmons are Experiment Station crop physiologists

with the University of Minnesota, who are working with wheat breeder Bob Busch

to define traits that will lead to high grain protein yield or percent in future

varieties.

IINitrogen is essential for building grain protein. This means that new,

higher yielding wheat varieties must provide even higher quantities of nitrogen

to the grain just to maintain present protein levels,1I Wych says.

IIWe need to ask where this additional nitrogen will come from, II Wych says.

"Itls expensive--both in dollars and energy--for wheat to take nitrogen

directly from the soil ,II he says.

Wych and Simmons say it should be more efficient for the plant to IIrecycle"

nitrogen that has already been taken up. IITranslocation of nitrogen from

vegetative p'ant parts such as stems or leaves to the grain is one way of re-using

nitrogen for grain protein production,1I Wych says.

He and Simmons are tracing the process of nitrogen translocation from

vegetative plant parts to the grain. They measured the nitrogen in various parts

of the wheat plant to determine where nitrogen comes from for grain protein
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production in current varieties. They also measured the amount of variation

in nitrogen translocation that exists among current varieties.

Era, for example, is not efficient at nitrogen translocation but is very

efficient at drawing nitrogen from the soil. Other lines may be more efficient.

If these lines could be crossed to develop a variety with both types of

efficiency, we could potentially have higher yields with less fertilizer.
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How do you decide when to harvest wheat? You might ask 10 farmers and get

10 different answers.

The ideal time is when kernels reach 100 percent maximum dry weight, says

Bob Wych, Experiment Station researcher who is working on a "visual indicator"

study.

Direct combining and application of dessicants require precise timing as the

wheat plant approaches maturity. The trick is to harvest or apply chemical

dessicants as soon as kernels reach maximum dry weight, but before you run into

shattering and other problems.

Wych has found that kernels are at 95 percent of maximum weight when the fiag

(top) leaves have lost all green color. "And that's one week before kernels reach

their maximum dry weight," he says.

Another aspect of their research is a re-examination of the relationship

between kernel dry-down and arrival at maximum kernel dry weight. They've found

that grain moisture percentage is a poor indicator of maximum kernel dry weight.

"Moisture percentage varies tremendously with different varieties, years or

seasons and environmental conditions like dew and rainfall ," Wych says.

Wych and coworkers found the best two indicators of maximum dry weight are

complete loss of green color from the glumes and first appearance of the pigment

strand in the crease of the kernel.
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Wych is cooperating on the project with John Wiersma at the Crookston

station. They're currently working to develop practical guides so farmers can

estimate date of maximum grain yield.
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Some wheat scab was found in Minnesota experimental plots and other fields

by University of Minnesota scientists. However, the problem was minor compared

to scab problems on winter wheat in Kansas and Nebraska.

"We found a fai r amount of scab at the Crookston Research Center, II says Jim

Baumer, Experiment Station plant pathologist who's doing wheat disease research

that's partially funded by the Wheat Council.

"Right now it's not a big problem for Minnesota wheat growers to worry about,

although scab problems could be severe in some years," Baumer says.

liThe more corn that's grown in wheat areas, the more chances there are for

scab problems on wheat," Baumer says. The same fungus that causes stalk rot

of corn causes wheat scab. Baumer thinks the Fusarium fungus that causes scab

could also be harbored in sunflower residue.

lilt doesn't look like spraying with systemic fungicides is the answer. In

our plots at Crookston, there was no control from spraying. 1I

Baumer says that present varieties show no consistent resistance to scab.

"Last year we had a few varieties that we thought were more resistant, but this

year they had more scab than those varieties that some people thought were more

susceptible last year," he says.
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"The weather and date of planting--not resistance--are what determine

whether you may have scab problems," he says. "If it rains at flowering, and

the fungus is present, then you'll get scab."

Baumer and wheat breeder Bob Busch are getting some wheat lines from

Argentina, Brazil and Mexico that may have some resistance to scab. "These are

going to be put into the breeding program. If we find that scab has simple

resistance--one or two genes--lt's possible that about seven years from now we

could have a scab resistant variety," he says.

Baumer says bacterial leaf blight wasn't found in wheat during 1982, although

it was a wet year, which seems to encourage the ~isease. In 1980, there were

bacterial blight problems on wheat in West Central Minnesota.

But Baumer and coworkers again found black chaff, another bacterial disease

that some people confuse with bacterial leaf blight. "Black chaff is becoming

more of a problem in Minnesota. The disease has been around for a long time,

but it was probably controlled by mercurial seed treatments. "These have been

banned, and the seed treatments that are now available don't control black chaff.

"We saw more black chaff this year than in the past few years. That was

1arge1y due to the un usua11y wet weather ," he says• The di sease is seed born,

so you'll probably get black chaff the following year if you plant infected seed.
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HARDY NEW NORTHERN SUN FORSYTHIA WITHSTANDS SEVERE WINTERS

A new Northern Sun forsythia will be appearing in Minnesota and other areas

this spring, despite recent winters of record-breaking severity. Those planning home

and commercial landscaping should ask for this cultivar at Minnesota nurseries this

spring, noting that it is specifically recommended for use where common Forsythia

intermedia cultivars are not reliably hardy. Watch for its clear yellow flowers

to produce a spectacular display very early in the spring, even following winter

temperatures of 30 degrees below zero.

Northern Sun1s hybrid origin includes the Korean species Forsythia ovata and,

apparently, ~ europaea. Originally grown from seed received in 1957, it has since

been propagated asexually. Appearing in late April, before the medium green

foliage, flowers exceed three-fourths inch in length and one inch in width.

University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum Researcher Harold Pellett reports

plants have reached an ultimate height and spread of 8 to 10 feet.

This large vigorous forsythia is especially well suited for shrub borders and

screen and bank plantings. Plants should receive full sun to encourage free

flowering. Try renewal pruning to keep the plant shorter and more compact. Ap

proximately one third of the older stems can be removed immediately following bloom,

to encourage the growth of new shoots from the base. Northern Sun is adaptable

to a wide range of soils and is not unusually susceptible to serious pests or

diseases.
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Investment tax credits are available to land owners selling timber, and this

provision merits careful exploration, since it can translate to considerable

federal income tax savings.

Because timber is a long-term investment, under various circumstances the

Internal Revenue code allows timber income to be treated as a capital gain,

according to Carl Vogt, forester with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service. This applies if the seller is not in the timber business and

has been in possession of the timber for a year before selling.

It is important to keep good records; have a management plan; and seek help

from a consulting forester, a competent accountant or tax advisor, or your

county extension office.

Some of the tax provisions apply to the owner of a contract right to cut

timber, not just to timber land owners.

To report this there are separate income tax forms (T forms) to submit along

with your federal income tax return.

Here is a comparison of timber sales with both depletion and capital gains

credits based on the 1981 tax table:
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Taxable income Tax Savings

Without depletion or capital gains $ 43,640 $11,647 $ ----

With depletion only* $ 35,879 $ 8,347 $ 3,290

With capital gains only** $ 35,812 $ 8,325 $ 3,312

With depletion and capital gains* $ 32,712 $ 7,156 $ 4,481

* Must use T Form to substantiate depletion.

** Must use Schedule 0 (Form 1040).
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Watch the snow-drifting patterns during the first winter in a new location,

whether in town or on the farm, to decide where to locate trees and shrubs for

the best winter protection for your house and other buildings.

That's the suggestion of Harold SCholten, forester with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

II It's hard to say how much energy can be saved by pl anti ngs, II Schol ten says.

He has read figures promising from 30 percent to 17 percent savings on home

heating costs and he prefers to avoid this kind of prediction.

But if windbreaks are planted to prevent drifting in driveways or at

entrances to buildings, they can result in less snow shoveling or plowing with

the tractor. IIThat's certainly saving human energy and gasoline,1I he remarks.

Prevailing winter winds in Minnesota usually blow from the north and west.

However, some came from the south and east last year, so they can change, Scholten

mentions. IIConifers are better windbreaks than broadleaf hardwoods,1I he says.

Needles stay on all winter and make a dense buffer. In rural areas the inside

row of a shelterbelt should be 100 feet from the house and include at least four

rows of conifers. IIThese should be planted at least 20 feet apart,1I advises

Scholten. When planted closer, trees eventually die as a result of the shade of

crowding. There is only so much moisture available and more room and moisture per
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tree means longer life and healthier trees.

In town there might he room for only one row of trees as a she1terbe1t. This

will depend on neighboring houses and how plantings will fit within the entire

area.

For quick-growing deciduous (leaf-shedding) trees, silver maple and poplar

species grow rapidly. But silver maple takes so much crown space for the uppermost

part of the tree that it can crowd out neighboring trees. And since poplar

die out eventually, he mentions green ash as a species to consider because it

is long-lived and requires smaller crown space.

But none of these provide better protection than the conifers. "Besides,

there is more choice in conifer species than in hardwoods," he says.

Consider Siberian larch, tamarack, Norway spruce, northern white and eastern

red cedars. Siberian larch has a narrow crown and dense twig arranqement with

soft needles growing in tufts. It can grow in alkaline soils. Siberian larch

is just beginning to be grown (from seed) in Minnesota so it may be hard to find,

but Scholten expects it to become more popular. Norway spruce is the fastest

growing and most deeply rooted system of spruce. It grows well in the southern

half of Minnesota. Eastern red cedar should not be grown where there are apple

trees as it is alternate host for cedar apple rust.

For best long-term effectiveness, plant the conifers at least 20 feet apart

in rows spaced 18 to 20 feet apart. Alternate or stagger the trees between

adjacent rows.

- more -
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If a shrub row (outside next to the main she1terbelt) is planted, consider

Tatarian honeysuckle as a favorite species to stop snow. Idea11YJ these n~ed

to be 60 feet to the windward of trees so that the snow dumps in a snow catch

area before it gets to the trees. Caraqana (Russian peashruh), Zahels honeysuckle,

cotoneaster, glossy buckthorn and Persian lilac are other shruh row

possibilities.

She1terbe1ts can be planted in the fall, but spring is the best time, he

concludes. This gives them an entire growing season to become estah1ished.

CP
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GOVERNMENT CORN PROGRAM GIVES $56 PER ACRE ADVANTAGE

Corn producers stand to make about $56 an acre by signing up for the

government's 1983 Reduced Acreage Program (RAP), according to calculations by

Fred Benson, economist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Benson's calculations for nonparticipation assume a corn yield of 130 bushels

per acre with an expected price of $2.30 per bushel. These are October, 1982

expectations for 1983 crop prices.

Gross income would be $300 per acre with cash expenses of $170. That leaves

income over cash expenses of $130 to pay the banker, landlord and give you some

family living expenses.

With the qovernment program, the loan price is $2.65, target price is $2.86

and the deficiency payment is 21 cents per bushel. Assumptions are an expected

yield of 135 hushels per acre and an ASCS yield of 125 bushels. The yield

assumption is higher with the program since farmers typically divert their least

productive land. The diversion payment on 10 percent of the corn acreage base is

$1.50 per bushel times your established yield.

Figure total returns per acre using the government program by following these

three steps:

1. An expected yield of 135 hushels per acre times .8 gives you 104 bushels.

Multiply that times the $2.65 loan price and you get $286 per acre.

- more -
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add one--qovernment corn program

2. The ASCS established yield of 125 bushels times the deficiency payment

(.8) provides another $21.

3. You also get $19 in diversion payments (10 percent of 125 bushels, or

12 bushels, times $1.50).

Add the three totals together and you get $326 per acre. Subtract cash

expenses of $140 and return over cash costs is $186, or $56 more per acre than

what you might expect by not participating in the program.

More information is available from county ASCS offices.

CP
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COMMON SENSE CAN BE THE BIGGEST HELP IN REMOVING SNOW

Removing snow is a normal part of winter, but forgetting a few common sense rules

can cause a tragedy, according to Bob Aherin, safety specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe important thing when shoveling is to know your own limitations," says

Aheri n. "Every year some peopl e forget thi s and overwork themsel ves, causi ng sore

muscles t falls and heart attacks." He says that overexertion in winter is often

linked to decreased levels of exercise, since many people don't exercise as much when

the weather turns cold.

"Pay attention to what your body is telling YOU," he recommends. "lf you start to

feel weak t sweat excessivelYt feel very warm or get dizzYt it's time to take a rest

break. II

Snowblowers can save time and energYt but Aherin cautions against careless use.

"lt l s important to remember that the beater is moving quickly and can cause an

injurYt" he says. "Don't ever try to unclog it or get your hand t anTI or foot near

the beaters or discharge chute when the motor is running."

Aherin says that snowblowers should not be operated over gravel or loose stones t

but he says it's important to be sure that no one is close enough to be hit by stones

or bits of bark that the blower may toss up.

CP
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CREOSOTE IS A DANGER WATCHWORD WHEN HEATING WITH WOOD

Creosote is a sticky, tarlike substance that builds up on inside chimney walls

when wood-heating appliances are used. It is volatile and can cause serious fires,

according to Bob Aherin, safety specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Aqricultural Extension Service.

Aherin says it is important to make monthly chimney inspections if the stove or

fireplace is used regularly. "Look up the chimney carefully," he says, "and if you

see more than one-fourth inch of creosote, clean the chimney thoroughly with a good

chimney brush or other device designed for cleaning chimneys."

Usinq properly seasoned wood is important in keeping creosote levels low. Aherin

explains that all woods produce some creosote during combustion, but green or wet

wood results in more creosote buildup than properly aged wood. Depending on the type

of wood and drying conditions, wood should be cut and split, then dried for 12-18

months before use.

"Usinq a wood-heating stove on a low fire with the damper down for a significant

amount of time encourages creosote buildup," says Aherin. "A hot fire with the

damper open ~,houl Ii be bui It ina stove every other day and all owed to burn for at

1east 20-30 minutes. r:himney checks shoul:1 be done on a more regul ar basi s as well. II

"Hood but" ns at a hiqher temperature than aas or oil. For this reason, Aherin

stresses the importance of following safety instructions when installing a wood

heating appliance. Proper clearances must be allowed between the appliance and

-more-
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add one--creosote is a danger watchword

combustible materials t including walls t ceiling and floor (note that sheetrock on wood

framing is considered combustible). Stovepipes and connections must be installed

correctly and checked carefully.

IIFrom a fire safety standpoint t II says Aherin t II chimneys can be the most "important

part of a house. 11 Along with regular inspections for creosote builduPt chimneys

should be checked for cracks in mortar t loose bricks and clearance from combustibles.

Chimneys should not be constructed outside of the house unless they are enclosed to

prevent excess coolinq of the chimney. They top must be at least 3 feet above the

roof and 2 feet higher then any obstruction within a lO-foot radius. There shoulrl

never be more than one appliance connected to a flue.

Aherin says he prefers masonry chimneys. He points out that in Minnesota pre

fabricated metal chimneys have had a significant number of failures t resulting in

serious house fires. If a chimney fire does occur t temperatures inside the chimney

can exceed 2000° F. Any chimney can be damaged by these temperatures t but metal ones

have been found to be especially prone to failure after a fire has occurred.

It is estimated that approximately 60 percent of the major home fires in the last

two years occurred as a result of heating with wood-buring appliances,1I concludes

Aherin. IIThey can be an econonmical t efficient way to heat your hornet but be aware

that they need the most attention t time and maintenance of any heating system. II

Correct installation of woad-burning appliances is vital to safe operation.

Aherin says that t in general t wood stoves should be at least 36 11 from combustibles t

and the stove connector pipe should be at least 18 11 from combustible walls and

ceilings. Venting should be through an approved class A masonry or factory

built chimneYt and only one appliance should be connected to a flue.

- more -
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add two--creosote

"If a combustible rnater-ial near your wood burner o~· connector pipe is too

hot to hold you hand to, a serious and potentially dangerous condition exists,"

says Aheri n.
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A FEW SAFETY RULES CAN MAKE OUTDOOR FALL ACTIVITIES MORE ENJOYABLE

"As autumn and cooler weather approach, many people enjoy spending time

outdoors hiking, hunting, collecting nuts and plants to dry, or just enjoying

the season," says Wayne Carlson, 4-H youth development specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Carlson says that outdoor activities can be safer and much more enjoyable

if a few common-sense safety rules are followed.

Jim Kitts, subject matter specialist for the 4-H Shooting Sports project,

explains that safety ought to be a part of everyday living.

liThe goal should be to develop a safe life-style, which involves being

aware of your surroundings, being alert and having enough information to make

good decisions," he explains. IIFor example, when you cross a street you look

in all directions, and check to be sure that the light is green and no cars

are coming. This is collecting the information you need, to decide whether it's

safe to cross. 1I

Carlson and Kitts say that everyday habits you develop wi" carry into

outdoor fall safety as well. They recofllmend that beginning hunters take a

firearm safety course, such as the 4-H program or the DNR course required

for minors wanting a hunting license.

Here are some of their other suggestions for ensuring that you have a

safe and enjoyable outdoor experience:

-more-
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add one--a few safety

_~void hypothermi a. "Peopl e forget that more deaths occur due to expo'.:.ure

when the temperature is above 32° than when it is below," says Kitt.s. "You

don't have to freeze your body like a block of ice. All you have to do -is

lower your body temperature a fairly slight amount to feel the effect~ of cold."

Kitts says that hunters, or anyone who plans to be outdoors in cool fall weather,

shoul d dress appropri ately for the temperature. "Dress as if you were goi ng

sk i i ng," he suggests. "Use 1ayers that can be removed or added as needed, rather

than one bulky jacket."

Kitts also suggests wearing a hat. "The old saying that when your feet

get cold, you should put on a hat is true," he says. "A very large per'centage

of body heat is lost through your head."

Dress for safety. "During the big game hunting season, anyone in the fie1:i

is required to wear blaze orange or bright red clothing covering their torso-

upper body, arms, and hands. If a hat is ~'Jorn, it rnust be of these colors

as well," says Carlson. "This rule applies even if you aren't actually hunting

big game."

Kitts says that while there are no legal requirements in other hunting

seasons, it is wise to wear colors that don't occur in nature, making yourself

more visible to others hunting nearby.

Carry a compass and survival kit. "There is always the possibility that

you may become lost," says Kitts. "The first rule in this situation is not to

panic, and you will be able to be much more calm if you are prepar.ed." He

suggests learning some basic orienteering techniques, especially the use of a

compass. He also recommends carrying a survival kit, which can be purchased

in most sporting goods stores, or compiled from directions in many books on cool

weather outdoor activiti es. The kit shaul d incl ude the basic items n9cessary

for survival if you become lost, such as matches, high f-'nefgy foods (l.e., candy

-more-



add two--a few safety

bars), a lightweight dnd \"Jarm blanket (i.e., one made of mylar), ani materials

to start a fire without matches (a flint and steel wool, for exampl~).

IIYour best safety equipment can be your own COl11illOn sense,1I says Carlson.

IITake a little time to plan ahead, and your experience vdll be much more

enjoyable. II

# # #
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Along with the holiday foods and family gatherings this season, find some time

to spend with your children decorating your house for the occasion, sugests Klara

Peterson, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agriculture Extension Service. The excitement of creating something simple but

beautiful will add to everyone1s enjoyment of the season.

"Buy an armful of greens when you buy your Christmas tree," Peterson suggests.

Or prune some small branches from your large evergreens in scattered spots, taking

them from the inside where it doesn't show. Large shrubs, such as yew, arborvitae or

juniners, al so are very useful as greens and can be arranged wi th flowers and fruit."

She offers these ideas for attractive centerpieces that young children will

enjoy heloinq to make:

-Arrange an assortment of nuts and cones (or bri ghtl y wrapped candy) ina wooden bowl

over White pine, fir or arborvitae (white cedar) branches. Shiny red apples also

look great!

-Arrange d few pine and spruce branches in a large basket. Scatter a few shiny

glass balls on top of the greens (satin balls look nice, too). Red, gold, and

bllle look great. Let the children select the colors they like.

-If you have a low basket with handle, tuck in a few greens and scatter small ribbons

of l~ inch wide red velvet, tying them around the branches.

-more-
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add one--ho1iday decorations

Older children will enjoy making a door swaq or a more elaborate table centerpiece.

Here's how to begin on two more elaborate decoratinq projects:

Door swag

Cut four to six 18- to 24-inch long red pine houghs. Place some of the boughs

upriqht and some pointing down. Wire the stems together ab0ut two-thirds of the way

up. The bow will cover the wire. Arrange two to three shorter white nine, cedar

or fir branches on top and wire to the red pine at the same place. This will fill

in any gaps.

Cut two 10- to 14-inch pieces of l~-inch wide red velvet ribbol. Wire the flat

end of a large pine cone to the end of each ribbon. Attach ribbons with wire where

the boughs are wired together.

Make a full bow of 2-inch wide red velvet ribbon. Attach with wire, covering the

area where boughs are fastened together.

Table Centerpiece

Start with a round or rectangular piece of plastic foam for a base. Lay spruce

or fir branches nearly flat on top of the foam. Cut short 4- to 7-inch branches of

white or scotch pine and spruce. Stick them upright into the foam to give height.

Wire cones, or glass or satin balls, and stick the ends into fJam so decorations

are nestled among the greens. Arrange one, three or five 12-inch long candles that

harmonize with the table setting, and stick them into the plastic foam.

Dry evergreens are very flammable so be very cautious about lighting the

candles.

# # #
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A FEW SAFETY HABITS CAN MAKE SNOWMOBILING MORE FUN
. -

IISnoWl11obiling is one of the most fun-filled, fastest growing winter sports in

America, but the snowmobile is so deceptively simple to operate that it can be haz-

ardous if you are the least bit reckless, inattentive or uninformed about your

machine," says Wayne Carlson, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of

Minnesota1s Agricultural Exytension Service.

Jack True is an extension agricultural engineer who has helped with the snow-

mobile safety program. He says that enjoyment and safety denend on knowledge of the

machine. lIyou have to remember that help May not he near if prohlems arise,1I he

explains.

True recommends readi~g and following recommendations in the owner's manual.

Before starting, True recommends making a check of the machine to be sure that the

throttle, brake levers and starting controls work properly, the track is clear, and

there is enolgh gas for the planned trip.

'Nearinq the correct clothing and eye protection is vital. IIprobably no other

sport has you outdoors for such long periods of time and exposed to subzero tem-

peratures at hi gh rates of speed," he says.

r·1i nnesota has mil es of qood snowmohil e trail s. True says these are the safest

places to rid~. However, on or off the trail True and Carlson recommend some prp.

cautions to b~ followed:
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add one--safety habits

--Fixerl objects such as rocks and stUMpS can be hidden under a blanket of snow.

Low-hanging or fallen branches can also cause accidents or head injuries. Watch

carefully for them.

--Slamming into barbed wire fences, guy wires froM power poles and cables or

chains across roads have led to serious accidents and death. Be especially cautious

of these hazards when traveling at night.

--Lakes and streams offer tempting, wide open snowmobiling.~m'/ever, they can

also be very dangerous. Hidden springs and currents can cause thi1 ice, which may be

covered by a blanket of snow. Water on top of ice and under snow ,:an cause slush in

which your machine can easily become stuck. It is nest to check with local residents

before riding out on unfamiliar ice.

--Collisions with cars are among the most common causes of serious and fatal

snowmobile accidents. If you have to cross a road, always approach at a 90 degree

angle, come to a full stop, get off your machine and check both ways before pro-

ceeding. Local and state laws may regulate riding smowmobiles on roads.

--Snowmobiling at night can be delightful, but reduced visiblity means it is. -

also the most dangerous time. Be sure the lights are working, slow down and avoid

unfamiliar terrain. Carry a flashlight for emergencies.

--One of the most important things to learn is the cruising range of the machine.

Large distances can be covered in a relatively short time, and finding yourself

stranded with an empty fuel tank can be danqerous as well as annoying.

Carlson feels it is important for snowmobilers to be courteous, as well as

safety-minded, drivers. "SnoWlllobiles are not universally loved," he says. "Riders

need to try to dispel the bad imaoe the sport has by following local regulations,

driving only in approved areas and using common sense driving etiquette."
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CONTROL WEEDS IN FALL FOR SPRING-SEEDED SMALL GRAINS

A new herbicide label has been granted for fall application of trifluralin

(Treflan) to control foxtail in spring-seeded wheat, durum, barley and flax.

Treflan granules are better than liquid for fall applications, says Oliver

E. Strand, agronomist with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension

Service. This is especially true if granules are applied to fields with

considerable plant residue on the soil surface, or to stubble fields.

Incorporate the herbicide with a disk, field cultivator or similar implement

at three to four inches deep and four to six mph within 24 hours after application.

A second incorporation is required before planting in the spring. This should

be shallower than the first, to insure even distribution of the chemical and destroy

any emerged weeds.

Achisel plow may be used for incorporation on the first pass only. Wheat,

durum or barley should be planted about two inches deep next spring. Flax should

be seeded no more than one to one-half inches deep after the soil warms up in the

spring.

Using fall-applied Treflan for small grains can cause a stand reduction next

spring. However, slight stand reductions usually do not reduce yields, Strand says.

Another herbicide, triallate (Far-go) can be fall-applied for wild oat control

in fields to be seeded next spring to barley, durum wheat or spring wheat. Research

shows that fall applications of triallate are frequently more effective than
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add one--control weeds

spring applications. Again, the granular formulation is preferable to the

liquid for fall application.

Triallate should be applied within three weeks of soil freeze-up but before

snow cover to minimize herbicide breakdown this fall. The liquid formulation must

be incorporated in the fall and the granules should be incorporated in the fall

for best results. A single shallow tillage pass with a flexible-tined harrow or

similar implement is adequate for fall incorporation. Give the soil a shallow

working in the spring before seeding (no deeper than three to four inches).

Use one lb/A (one quart) of the liquid formulation for spring or durum wheat

and/or one and one-quarter lb/A for barley. Fall applied Far-go granules should be

used at one and one-quarter to one and one-half lb/A (12.5 to 15 lb/A of the 10

percent granules) for spring or durum wheat or barley. Use the lower rate on

coarse-textured soils and higher rate on medium- and fine-textured soils.

Spring applications of trifluralin (Treflan) and triallate (Far-go) may be

tank-mixed and applied in one operation. But for fall applications, these two

materials should not be mixed because crop injury can occur.

Research indicates t~at it is also best not to apply both herbicides in

separate applications in the fall. It appears best to apply one or the other of

these materials in the fall, depending on whether wild oat or foxtail is most

threatening. Then control the other weed problems with spring treatment.

Other considerations are wind erosion hazards for the field in question. Fall

incorporation of these herbicides can smooth out the soil surface and increase

the likelihood of severe wind erosion over winter.

Also, herbicide performance may be reduced somewhat by fall application if

spring planting is delayed by wet conditions. In addition, fall rates of these

herbicides are usually higher than spring rates, so therefore herbicide costs may

be increased. However, these disadvantages may be offset by drier fall field

conditions, permitting application that may be more difficult in the spring.
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MINNESOTA 4-H MEMBERS SELECTED FOR 4-H CONGRESS

Thirty-nine Minnesota 4-H members have been selected to attend the 61st

National 4-H Congress Nov. 28--Dec. 2 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

They were selected by the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service for outstanding achievements in 4-H projects. The Minnesota delegates

will be honored at a recognition dinner in Minneapolis, Nov. 26.

With the theme, 114-H Pathways to the Future,1I the week-long educational

program features workshops, assemblies, field trips and recognition events.

During the week, 279 scholarships totaling $259,000 will be awarded in 40 4-H

project areas.

In personal development workshops, delegates and experts will discuss

topics like computers, grooming, handling emergencies, health and nutrition,

stress, pos;'tive thinking, decision making and selling yourself. Delegates

also will meet with 700 leaders of business, industry and education who will

be attending the annual event in the Windy City. In addition, eight outstanding

4-H alumni will be honored in the National 4-H alumni recognition program.

Dr. Stanley P. Sahlstrom, Provost, University of Minnesota, Crookston, is a

national alumni winner.

Attached is a list of Minnesota delegates and chaperones.
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1982 rUNNESOTA 4-H CONGRESS TRIP WINNERS

ADDRESS
SPONSOR
COIl'lPANY

Brown
Carver
"hippewa
Chi ppevla

Crow Hino
Da kota
Fi llmore
ri llmore

Goodhue
D.oodhue

Nancy Turbes
Toni Wickenhauser
Susan Boettcher
Dale Kurtzbein
I)avid Kennedy
.Jane Oui nne11
Sara Pease

Jeanette Strai n
Ka thv Raker
neb Luhmann

Rt.l, Box 171, Soringfield 56087

Rt.l, 12920 County Rd. 1S3, Col oqne 55322
RR.3, Box 252, Montevideo 56265
Rt.2, Box 90, r1ontevideo r,fi265
Box CJ7, Peollot Lakes 5f.~·7?

RR.?, Box 109, Northfield 550S7
RR. 1, Box 91, Hykoff 5S990
RR.l, Box 5S, Chatfield 55923
RR.2, Rox 243, Kenvon 55946
RR.3, Rox 22A, Goodhue 55027

Citizenship The Coca-Cola Company

Entomo1Oqy Mobay Chemi ca 1
Achievement liN Farm Bureau Fed.
Field Crops MN 4-H Foundation
Forestry Int'l Paper Company
Fashion Revue Simplicity Pattern Co .
Clothin Coats &Clark Inc. &

gE,I, duPont deNemours ? Co. Inc.
Vet. Sci. MN Vet. fled. ~,ssoc.

Food-Nutrition General Foods CorD.
Li ves tock 1111 Li ves toc k Breeder's

Assoc.
Kandiyohi

Lac Qui Parle

!1cLeod

"cLeod
Meeker
Norman
r'orman
f10rman
Pine

II Dol k

1,1 Pol k

~af'1sey

Ramsey
~edllOod

RedllOod
Redwood

Rice
Rice

Rice
Scott
Sherburne
Sibley
Sibley
Swift

Todd

I"abasha
I,adena
Io/atonl'lan
Watonwan

Connie Frost
Donna Froaner

Greg Bussler

Kei til Quas t
Gary "oen
,John '1erki ns
'li ke Petrv

Kent Rocks tad
"e'l Damann

'1i ke ,Jacobson
Paul Kuzni k

Euoenia Anthony

Todd Sether
"a rv Ei schens
Gl en McKav
Kurt Netzke

Krista '10e11er
Jenny Reuvers

Ed na Thayer
11ary 'lajerus
l1a rk Rerni no
Scott Kuehn
Larry Pfarr
Dion Harste

Chervl Sch~lanke

Arny Starz
Janice HorsaQer
LeRoy Heckman
,lay Knaak

~t.3, Willmar 56201

RR.l, Box 32, Marietta 56257

Rt.l, Box 17, Brownton 55312
RR.3, Hutchinson 55350
RR.3, Rox 216, Litchfield SS355
RO.. ?, Ada 56510
QR.?, ,!Ida 5651"1

RR.l ,Ada 56510

Rt.l, Grasston S5030

N.W. Fxoeriment Station, Crookston 56716
3"10 Stuart, Crnokston Sfi716

8 Sunset Lane," I')aks 5S1]f)

719 Grandview Ave.W .• Roseville 55113
R~. 1, Tracy 5f.175

RD.?, Box 48, Redwood Falls 56283
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Writer: Sam Brungardt
612/376-8182

Note to Editors and News Directors:
Dates have been set for the following events at the branch stations of the
University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. You may want to
list some or all of the events on your calendar of coming events or have a
reporter attend.

UPCOMING UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION EVENTS

date

Nov. 30, 1982

Dec. 7, 1982

Dec. 7, 1982

Dec. 8, 1982

Dec. 9, 1982

Dec. 10, 1982

Jan. 11, 1983

Jan. 13, 1983

event, station, place

SHEEP DAY
Northwest Experiment Station
Crookston, MN

DAIRY DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

BEEF CATTLE FEEDERS DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

BEEF CATTLE FEEDERS DAY
Southwest Experiment Station
Lamberton, MN

BEEF CATTLE FEEDERS DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

BEEF CATTLE FEEDERS DAY
Northwest Experiment Station
Crookston, MN

SWINE DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

SWINE DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

- more -

Contact

Bernard Youngquist
218/281-6510

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620

Wallace Nelson
507/752-7372

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Bernard Youngquist
218/281-6510

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620

Les Lindor
612/589-1711
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date

Jan. 20, 1983

Jan. 25, 1983

Feb. 1, 1983

Feb. 2, 1983

Feb. 3, 1983

Feb. 3, 1983

Feb. 23, 1983

Feb. 24, 1983

March 15, 1983

March 15, 1983

March 16, 1983

March 29, 1983

June 28, 1983

event, station, place

WINTER CROPS AND SOILS DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

WINTER CROPS DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

DAIRY DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

BEEF COW-CALF DAY
North Central Experiment Station
Grand Rapids, MN

WINTER CROPS DAY
Southwest Experiment Station
Lamberton, MN

LAMB FEEDERS DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

WINTER CROPS AND SOILS DAY
Northwest Experiment Station
Crookston, MN

BEEF COW-CALF DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

DAIRY DAY
Northwest Experiment Station
Crookston, MN

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

DAIRY DAY
North Central Experiment Station
Grand Rapids, MN

AREA HORTICULTURE DAY
Southwest Experiment Station
Lamberton, MN

SUMMER CROPS AND SOILS FIELD DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

- more -

contact

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620

Joseph Rust
218/327-1790

Wallace Nelson
507/752-7372

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Bernard Youngquist
218/281-6510

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Bernard Youngquist
218/281-6510

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620

Joseph Rust
218/327-1790

Wallace Nelson
507/752-7372

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620
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date

June 29, 1983

July 14, 1983

July 20, 1983

July 21, 1983

Aug. 31, 1983

Sept. 13, 1983

Sept. 14, 1983

Sept. 15, 1983

4D, 4FC, 4H, 4L, 1A,
FBII, PII-P, DPMP, CAS
SNI -II

events, station, plac~

SUMMER CROPS AND SOILS FIELD DAY
Southwest Experiment Station
Lamberton, MN

SUMMER CROPS AND SOILS FIELD DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

SUMMER CROPS AND SOILS FIELD DAY
Northwest Experiment Station
Crookston, MN

HORTICULTURE NIGHT
North Central Experiment Station
Grand Rapids, MN

HORTICULTURE NIGHT
North Central Experiment Station
Grand Rapids, MN

FALL CROPS AND SOILS FIELD DAY
West Central Experiment Station
Morris, MN

FALL CROPS AND SOILS FIELD DAY
Southwest Experiment Station
Lamberton, MN

CORN AND SOYBEAN DAY
Southern Experiment Station
Waseca, MN

- 30 -

contact

Wallace Nelson
507/752-7372

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Eugene Miller
218/281-6510

Joseph Rust
218/327-1790

Joseph Rust
218/327-1790

Les Lindor
612/589-1711

Wallace Nelson
507/752-7372

Richard Anderson
507/835-3620
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MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

--Stress--it hits rural and urban
--Manage farm related stress
--Thinking positively is key to coping with stress
--Anticipating stress can be helpful in coping when it comes
--Research findings on stress and married women
--Stress can add up to distress
--N-Serve most cost efficient on coarse textured soils
--House plants can cure kids' winter doldrums
--House plant projects help kids combat cabin fever
--Using cooling water from electrical plants for irrigation
--Swine day programs set for January

Note to Specialists: If you would like a copy of the above news releases,
check them and send this cover sheet, with your name and campus address, to
Evie Schield, 453 Coffey Hall. Also, see attached list of releases sent out
by Communication Resources during November but not included in this monthly
packet.
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

December 3, 1982

STRESS--IT HITS RURAL AND URBAN

Source:

Editor: l

Ronald L. Pitzer
612/376-3851
Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Stress--there seems to be enough to go around for everyone.

The quantity and type may differ in rural and urban life, and while

it is hard to live with, experts say it would be even harder to live

without.

Stress, as the dictionary describes it, is a mentally or emotionally

disruptive or disquieting influence. To be under stress is to be subjected

to pressure or strain.

It's a subject under current consideration by many support groups and

conferences. A report on stress and work was the result of last year's

Minnesota Governor's White House Conference co-chaired by Hamilton I.

McCubbin and Ronald L. Pitzer, both at the University of Minnesota.

McCubbin is head of Family Social Science and Pitzer is family life

specialist with the Agricultural Extension Service.

The report quotes a national survey General Mills conducted which

looked at attitudes toward the interrelation of work and family life. It

showed that working mothers feel the most stress of any family member

because they juggle work and family roles. The theme heard most often

voiced the fact that they have no time for themselves.

Financial stress varies from family to family. One group might find

being in debt stressful. For another it could be lack of savings.

Page 1 of 4
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Unemployment or underemployment, overextended credit, and a simple lack of

knowledge could produce financial stress for families at all socio-economic

levels.

To curb stress, it is apparent that families need to adjust

lifestyles to their income, to develop money management skills and to

reconcile values and spending.

The report cites self-help groups such as Debtors Anonymous as well

as community-based credit unions and financial education services~ saying

more of these services are needed, especially in rural areas.

Consider stress as it affects the farm family. (A farm family is

defined as one raising crops or livestock as the largest share of its net

income.)

Actually the stress of running a business can create conflict within

the family. Some of the major tension can result from women feeling left

out of a male-dominated business. A usual business day means responding to

eight hours of authority, but in the family farm business the supervisor is

there 24 hours. Role confusion can be the result. Parents may be treating

adult offspring and in-laws like children. Sisters and brothers who are

supposed to be equal really may not be.

All of this can brew into anger over such things as who will inherit

the farm. Any breakup in a farm family might make it economically

impossible to continue the farming operation. Inheriting land is apt to be

the only way to begin a farming career. If land is split up among several

people, continuity in the farming operation will be lost.

Yet, a farm family with a high level of internal tension is still

less likely to break up than a nonfarm family with similar tension~ the

report states.

Issues of authority and control can be the most obvious sources of

tension in a farm operated by several generations. At some point (as the

young approach late teens or early twenties) a shift must Occur from the

subordination of childhood to the farm partnership of adulthood. When this

Page 2 of 4
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doesn't occur and the younger person is involved, but not really involved,

stressful interaction occurs.

Retirement can be more stressful for some farm family members than

others. 'If older members insist on helping, after the farm operation has

been turned over to someone younger, and an accident occurs, guilt piles up

on the younger members. All this equals stress.

Farming decisions are large ones. Should available cash, often

scarce, be spent or saved? There are constant decisions about what should

go back into the enterprise and what is needed for daily living. One

person sees purchase of a computer as essential to staying in business,

while another views it as an expensive toy.

Weather can be a source of stress in farming. While it can delay

planting and harvesting, it can also make or ruin a crop.

Any daily work never interrupted by a vacation, sabbath or a holiday

of some type can be very stressful. Dairying falls into this category--a

seven-day- a-week type of farming. Unless a family member or neighbor can

substitute occasionally, this can become very stressful.

Seeing parents do daily work on the farm provides children with role

models. In many ways the average farm child may feel more useful than a

city child.

Farming offers no sick leave or sick leave pay. Work injuries can

occur more often than in many other careers.

Early stress warning signals that someone may be 'running on empty'

can be fatigue that persists, feeling tired on rising in the morning, loss

of efficiency, loss of enthusiasm, aches and pains that persist, feelings

of isolation, or a tendency to withdraw and not share problems with a

significant person in your life.

The report calls exercise an antidote to stress and burnout. It

quoted a California study saying persons might expect to live longer with

four connections: spouse, church membership, good friend, and community

involvement. All stress studies show a need to talk problems out with

Page 3 of 4
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someone, whether it be a family member or an old crony.

Working hours must be kept in order. There are times when everyone

has to work long hours to see the job through, but keep in mind the

following statistic: seven of 10 people in coronary units had been working

60 hours a week or more before their attack. It's a reminder that

individuals need to consider how much time to allocate to their work and

plan ways to break away from it before it becomes too stressful.

Preventing stress and burnout also means keeping a sense of humor

about the job--plus wholesome detachment from the job in nonworking hours.

This can be difficult if the family home and the workplace are one and the

same--as they may be for the farm family. Good advice then is to restrict

farm business to one room rather than having the entire living space double

as a business space. Or, as an even better option, have an office in one

of the outbuildings rather than in the home.

tl IF IF

MP
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Source: Earl Fuller
612/373-1145

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

MANAGE FARM RELATED STRESS

Agriculture promises to remain highly unpredictable, extremely

demanding and stressful.

There are no quick, easy ways to deal with stress, but you can try to

manage it. "It's important to remember that you only live once," says Earl

Fuller, farm management specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

For example, Fuller says it may be advantageous to have some

"overcapacity" in machinery to get planting and harvesting done fast. This

can improve chances of profits.

The excess machinery capacity could reduce stress by helping you get

the crop planted and harvested fast. But remember that you're assuming a

risk. "If the weather won't cooperate during planting and harvesting,

don't let the stress ruin your life," Fuller says. You have to accept

these risks as part of doing business.

"It's especially important to share critical decisions with the

spouse," Fuller says. Professionals who work with farm families list these

steps to help manage stress:

--Keep physically healthy. Get adequate rest, eat properly and get

regular physicals from the family physician.

--Avoid medication unless it's prescribed by a doctor.

--Seek professional help from clergy, physicians or mental health

workers if personal problems do get out of control.

Page 1 of 2
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--Take a vacation. Getting away from the farm--or the prob1em--for

even a few days can help you see things in a new light. You may even come

home with some solutions.

--Share your problems with your "adversaries." Avoiding the banker

or feed dealer when payments are due just adds stress. A meaningful talk

may lead to solutions for both parties.

--Set realistic goals. Unrealistic goals can lead to failure.

Continued failures cause high stress levels and depression.

--Develop good relationships with neighbors. There are advantages to

losing a bit of independence and gaining some good friends.

--Make a plan to enjoy farm life. Build an out-of-the-way picnic

area or develop a wildlife area on marginal land for the family's

enjoyment. Other ideas: stock the pond with fish; enjoy hunting.

--Eliminate hazards from homes and farms. Faulty equipment,

unshielded hazards and careless use of tools can lead to high-stress

situations.

--Use caution when borrowing money. Weigh the advantages of each

major investment in comparison with the long-range financial, physical and

mental burdens it will place on the family.

--Use professionals to help you make farm business decisions. Use

people like county agents, vocational agriculture instructors and other

professionals as sounding boards for your ideas.

MP
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Source: Joan M. Patterson
612/376-8135

Writer: Jennifer Obst
612/373-1579

THINKING POSITIVELY IS KEY TO COPING WITH STRESS

Some families thrive on stress--they grow stronger and closer

together. Some families fall apart under stress. Joan M. Patterson,

research associate with the University of Minnesota's Family Stress and

Coping Project. says that coping. like stress. is a very complex thing. and

people and families handle it in different ways.

"Some people under stress end up physically ill and seek medical

help. It's a much more legitimate way to get help in our culture.

Sometimes people's physical symptoms are a cry for help in another form.

In a lot of families you can be physically sick and be accepted and cared

for. but you can't be psychologically ill," she says.

Patterson says that some things that individuals will do to cope with

their problems can make things worse for the family. "One good example is

the use of exercise. Exercise is a very good way to cope with stress, but

when it's carried to extremes--so that one member of the family spends all

of his or her time jogging, for example, that can put more stress on

relationships.

"Any individual coping strategy carried to excess can become

problematic. Our efforts are to encourage 'balanced coping, '" she says.

Balanced coping means developing several coping strategies.

Strategies such as knowing your goals and values. finding pleasure in work.

counting your successes. and simply learning to laugh all help you cope

with stress.
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But one of the most important coping strategies, Patterson believes,

is the development of healthy perceptions. "There's a lot of research that

indicates that the way that people think about things makes a lot of

difference in the way they cope. It seems to be the first step in coping.

Do I see this as a challenge, or a disaster? Is this an opportunity for me

to grow--or is this going to destroy me?" she says.

It's not really a pollyanna attitude, she believes. "You can't think

everything is great. On the other hand, if you think everything is

horrible and not controllable or manageable, you're not going to get

anywhere either. So what's important is a balanced perspective--dealing

realistically with what you have to deal with, but believing you can do

that, and moving ahead and seeing the challenge as possibly something

good," she says.

For the family, like the individual, this is an important strategy.

For example, Patterson has seen the strength of that strategy in her work

with families with chronically ill children. "It amazed me, in our

interviews with these families, how they could take a situation like that

and yet say things like, 'It's brought our family together; it's increased

our understanding of people; we've learned to trust other people more. '"

Other family coping strategies include building family traditions,

creating new family roles, and sharing and listening. "Look at what it is

about families that do well. You start with that and you focus on that and

you reinforce that. In that way you build on strength. It's pretty hard

to build on failures."

MP
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Source: Sue Meyers
612/376-3852

Writer: Denise Bonebright
612/373-1686

ANTICIPATING STRESS CAN BE HELPFUL IN COPING WHEN IT COMES

Stress can be a part of daily living, but there are certain times in

a person's life when stress is more likely to be a problem. Being aware of

these times can help in anticipating the stress, and coping with it when it

comes.

"One thing to remember is that there is positive and negative

stress,ll says Sue Meyers, family life specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "Life without any stress at

all would be pretty dull."

Positive stress can be associated with events that are exciting or

which cause "butterflies in the stomach." Giving a presentation in front of

a large group of people is a common example. Meyers says that some stress

helps people perform well on the task and feel better about

accomplishments.

Negative stress occurs when high levels of anxiety, fear or

inadequacy are present. "If a situation encourages you not to feel good

about yourself, that is a negative stressor," she explains.

"Stress can be the result of any new life event, when the skills and

resources of the past no longer work," she says. "Therefore, any event

that changes life greatly "is a stressor."

Some of these events can be anticipated, and realistic expectations

about stress can help people cope better. Many events, such as marriage or

pregnancy, can be associated with positive stress. However, Meyers

cautions that this is still a form of stress, and people need to be
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concerned about "pile up" of stress. "Ask yourself how many changes you

can handle at once," she advises. "Even in times of positive change it is

often best to keep some things stable."

Meyers says that the first time people face any life event, new

skills and ways of coping will have to be learned, creating stressful

situations. Having a rough idea of the changes that may occur at these

times can lessen stress. However, Meyers cautions against anticipating all

possible options and worrying about them all. "Anticipating stress should

be a helpful coping tool, not a cause of more stress," she warns.

Many stressful life events can be roughly anticipated by time. For

most people, these include marriage, becoming a parent, sending a child to

school, parenting a teen, launching a child, and retirement. Other

stressful events include divorce, death of a family member, living in a

step-family, or having an adult child return home. Accepting the fact that

stress will accompany events such as these can make it easier to cope when

the stress arrives.

MP
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Source: Geraldine Gage
612/376-4758

Writer: Barbara Michels
612/373-1527

RESEARCH FINDINGS ON STRESS AND MARRIED WOMEN

Stress levels do not differ significantly between working and

nonworking married women according to Dr. Geraldine Gage, specialist with

the University of Minnesota Experiment Station.

According to her research, employment status and workload are not

significant causes of stress in married women. Gage found that stress is

primarily related to perceived time pressure and perceived control over

one's life. Wives who feel they do not have control of their lives and are

under time pressure feel stress regardless of their workloads. Wives who

feel they have their lives under control are less likely to feel stressed

even when they experience heavy workloads.

While the workloads of employed and nonemployed wives differ

significantly, the level of stress does not. "Most studies on working

wives assume that work at home is a unity, that it's the same for

everybody," Gage noted. However, she feels that an important finding in

her research is that housework is not different than other types of work.

"Women as workers in their homes share a lot of the characteristics of all

workers. They are not some other group of people doing some other kind of

thing."

Two hundred Minnesota families from urban and rural communities

participated in the study. Lack of satisfaction with the quality of life

is a proven indicator of stress. Gage measured satisfaction across several

aspects of life: family, social relationships, community, work, economic

welfare and environment.

# # #
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Source: Joan M. Patterson
612/376-8135

Writer: Jennifer Obst
612/373-1579

STRESS CAN ADD UP TO DISTRESS

Stress is not necessarily distress, though one can lead to the other,

according to Joan M. Patterson, research associate for the University of

Minnesota's Family Stress and Coping Project.

"Basically, stress is the reaction within the family or individual to

a demand for some kind of change. Stress is necessary to facilitate growth

and maturation. We all experience a certain amount of it. If we didn't,

we'd probably die. Some people even seek it out--sometimes consciously,

sometimes unconsciously, as a way to grow and change," says Patterson.

"When the reaction to what is happening to the individual or family

is perceived as unpleasant or negative--that's distress," she says.

Distress is an indication that a person is experiencing too much

stress, and how much is "too much" can vary from individual to individual.

Families or individuals can experience more than one change or strain at

once. The Family Stress and Coping Project calls this set of demands or

strains that leads to distress "pile-up."

There are many signals of too much stress. Some are physical

signals, such as headaches, backaches, fatigue or problems sleeping.

Others affect the way a person functions in day-to-day living. Difficulty

concentrating, feeling time pressure, inability to live in the present, and

increased irritability and impatience could all be signs of stress.

Another set of signals affect interpersonal relationships. These are signs

of stress such as the tendency to blame others for personal problems, a
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feeling of loneliness, low self-esteem or loss of joy in life.

"Anyone of those things could happen to anyone, and do," Patterson

says. "It becomes a problem and something an individual should pay

attention to when a person experiences several symptoms at one time and

over a long period of time, especially if it's a change from the way it

used to be. Some people gain and lose weight all the time. It's sort of

their pattern. But if you've been at the same weight, then all of a sudden

you gain or lose weight, and at the same time you're tired and can't sleep,

and so on--that ought to alert you that there's too much distress in your

life," she says.

"Many times the sources of the pile-up are very normal things--things

that happen to everybody--like your children starting a new school, a

vacation, a new job. Often people are aware that no major crisis is

happening in the family. And yet they're feeling a lot of pressure and

they don't understand why," Patterson says.

Taking inventory of the changes an indivdual or family is

experiencing, realizing that it all adds up, is often very revealing,

Patterson says. "In many ways people often find it a relief. They

realize, no wonder I feel the way I feel with all this happening. We've

discovered that self-awareness sometimes helps people move ahead and handle

stress better."

MP
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Source: Gary Malzer
612/373-1436

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

N-SERVE MOST COST EFFICIENT ON COARSE TEXTURED SOILS

Nitrapyrin (N-Serve) is more apt to be cost efficient on coarse

textured soils in a year when there's a lot of rainfall.

N-Serve is a nitrification inhibitor that increases the time nitrogen

is available to the plant and reduces loss of nitrogen to the environment.

"Our research shows nitrogen losses are largest on coarse textured

soils," says Gary Malzer, soil scientist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Experiment Station.

Malzer gave a report on his research at the annual meeting of the

American Society of Agronomy in Anaheim, Calif., Nov. 28-Dec. 3, 1982.

Malzer says N-Serve must be incorporated into the soil as soon as

possible. "You should try to get it incorporated within one to two hours.

Effectiveness is decreased if the inhibitor stays on the soil surface

overnight," he says. A tillage treatment such as a light disking is all

that's needed.

Malzer says the inhibitor costs about $6 per acre, so a farmer needs

two to three bushels of extra corn per acre to break even. In the

University of Minnesota research, yield increases due to N-Serve

application varied widely depending on soil type and rainfall. Yield gains

were as high as 55 to 60 bushels of corn per acre (irrigated corn) under

"severe nitrogen loss conditions." But 1982 trials showed yield increases

of about eight bushels per acre, Malzer says.

"We didn't have the two and three-inch rains this year that cause
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nitrogen leaching," Malzer says.

N-Serve generally sho~s best results on sandy soils where corn is

irrigated. Malzer says one plot at Waseca, Minn. on a heavy soil showed a

yield increase of 20 bushels per acre. But, he adds, the frequency of this

happening is less than that found on coarser textured soils.

"Look at nitrogen inhibitors as an insurance policy for nitrogen

management," he says.

A more detailed report on nitro&en loss potential for Minnesota will

be av.ailable early in 1983.
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HOUSE PLANTS CAN CURE KIDS' WINTER DOLDRUMS

Nursing house plants through the low-light, low-humidity rigors of

winter can be a learning experience for youngsters of all ages. Klara

Peterson, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service offers this list of interesting

but hardy plants for kids to try growing in winter. Younger children

especially will have fun watching the first three.

The spider plant is a hardy, hanging plant that belongs to the lily

family. It sends out long flower stems with tiny white flowers, followed

by little "spiders" that can be cut off and potted up individually. The

spider plant needs filtered sun for best growth. Let soil dry between

waterings.

The piggy-back plant is known for its new little plant lets that

"ride" on the "back" of the mature leaves. Leaves can be rooted in moist

vermiculite to produce new plants that make good hanging baskets for a

south or east window. Their soil should be kept moist but not soggy.

The medicine plant (Aloe vera) is a succulent plant that has been

used from Ancient times for medicinal purposes. This is a hardy plant to

have in a sunny kitchen window. Juice from the stem will help heal small

cuts, scrapes and burns and is also used commercially in shampoos and

lotions. Its "suckers" can be separated and potted up individually. Keep

the soil rather dry and place the plant in a sunny window.

House plant projects involving these unusual succulents and ferns can
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help older children fight the boredom that creeps up after months of snow:

The Christmas cactus is a native of South America. This easy-to-grow

cactus has no spines and it flowers during the winter months. The secret

to good bloom is to keep it outdoors in a protected spot during the summer

until the night temperature drops to 50 F. Flower buds are set in early

fall and indoor temperatures should be 60-65 F for good flower set. A

light, well-draining soil mix of equal parts of loam, sand, vermiculite and

peat moss is essential. Keep soil relatively dry, fertilizing once a month

during summer only. Keep it in a sunny window in winter.

Tiger jaws (Faucaria tigrina) is native to South Africa and has

vicious-looking "teeth" that are actually soft to the touch. This

succulent suckers freely, providing many new plants in a short time. If

kept in a sunny window, it may produce pretty daisylike flowers. Keep its

soil on the dry side.

Bunny ears (Opuntia) requires special handling. Do not touch this

cactus with bare hands! It is covered with short brown bristles that are

difficult to remove. When transplanting, pick it up with a piece of

rolled-up newspaper. Place in a sunny window and keep the soil dry to

avoid rot.

If you'd like a challenge, try to grow ferns in Minnesota I Actually,

the smaller varieties can be grown quite easily in terrariums or individual

covered glass containers. This will increase the humidity that ferns need

for healthy growth. Try such small ferns as button fern or silver table

fern. Both need filtered light and even moisture. Rabbitts-foot fern

works well as a hanging plant in an east window. Keep it evenly moist and

propagate by cutting off sections of its fuzzy rhizomes and rooting them in

moist sphagnum moss covered with plastic.
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HOUSE PLANT PROJECTS HELP KIDS COMBAT CABIN FEVER

Winter is a difficult time for kids and house plants. "Cabin fever"

is likely to get to both! Kids can fight this winter boredom by learning

about the special care that all house plants need to survive the long

Minnesota winter. Klara Peterson, 4-H youth development specialist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service offers some

practical suggestions.

Low light, humidity and temperature in the house during the winter

months often result in sick-looking plants by springtime, unless some

preventive steps are taken. It is important to realize that all growth

requireme~ts--light, humidity, temperature, water and nutrients--are

interrelated. If one or several change, the others must be adjusted

accordingly, in order to keep the plant healthy.

Plants need adequate light to produce food through photosynthesis.

The amount of light needed for growth varies from one kind of plant to

another. It is best to select the appropriate plants for each light

location in the house. South and east windows are probably the best

locations for most house plants in the winter. North windows let in very

little light and the intense sunlight that comes through a west window for

a short period each day may harm some plants, so try to give them as much

light as possible during the early part of the day.

The amount of water and the frequency of watering is directly related

to the amount of light a plant receives and the humidity and temperature in
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the room. It also depends on the type of plant, the soil mix, the pot and

the size of the plant. If the plant receives less light, photosynthesis

slows down and it will need water less frequently. Water thoroughly until

water runs out of the drainage holes in the pot. This will saturate the

entire root ball. Then let the soil dry to about 1 to 1 1/2 inches below

the surface before watering again. A few plants such as ferns and Cyperus

(umbrella plant) are exceptions and need to be moist all the time.

It is best not to fertilize house plants during the low-light winter

months, because photosynthesis is slower then and the plant can't use the

extra nutrients. These nutrient salts can actually injure the roots.

Low humidity may cause leaves to dry and drop and insect pests to

multiply quickly. Try to grow plants that naturally thrive in low

humidity, such as cacti, succulents and other thick-leaved plants that

store water. Pebble trays filled with water under the pots can also help

increase humidity around your plants. Make sure the pots do not actually

stand in water.

Some plants like cool temperatures and others prefer warm. Although

a daytime temperature of around 65 F and night temperature of 55 to 60 F is

adequate for most plants, it is important to keep all plants out of cold or

hot drafts.

# # #
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USING COOLING WATER FROM ELECTRICAL PLANTS FOR IRRIGATION

Researchers at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Experiment

Station are looking at chances of using waste water from electrical power

plants for irrigating farm land.

The scientists are working with Northern States Power (NSP), which

has a coal fired power plant in Sherburne County, Minn. University of

Minnesota soil scientist Gary Malzer says using the waste water for

irrigation could serve two purposes.

--Provide much needed water for area farmers.

--Decrease the amount of cooling water discharged into the

Mississippi River, which lies adjacent to the plant.

Malzer says cooling tower water has a high salt concentration.

"Using irrigation water that's high in salt concentration may cause

problems if it leads to excessive salt concentrations in the underlying

aquifer," he says. His three-year research shows no crop yield losses from

using the cooling tower water for irrigation.

NSP is looking for another way to dispose of the waste water, opposed

to discharging it into the river. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

(MPCA) has issued a permit for the experiment.

"From a practical standpoint, it comes down to transportation costs

to move the water from the power plant to the fields," Malzer says. It may

prove too expensive to install a big water line to move water long

distances. Farmers close to the plant may be able to transport the water
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economically, Malzer says.

Malzer reported on the research at the annual meeting of the American

Society of Agronomy in Anaheim t Calif., Nov. 28-Dec.3 t 1982.
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SWINE DAY PROGRAMS SET FOR JANUARY

Swine day programs are scheduled at four Minnesota locations in

January.

"Improving sow productivity" is the theme of the programs, according

to Jerry Hawton, swine nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. All programs start with registration at

9:30 a.m. and conclude about 3:30 p.m. The four meetings are scheduled as

follows:

--Jan. 11, Southern Experiment Station. Waseca

--Jan. 12, American Legion Hall, Tracy

--Jan. 12, VFW Hall. Luverne

--Jan. 13, Edson Hall, University of Minnesota Campus, Morris.

Topics discussed by University of Minnesota researchers and Extension

specialists include improving sow productivity through genetics, managing

replacement gilts and the herd boar, crossbred boars, and feeding to

optimize sow productivity.

Also included will be discussions on solutions to common reproductive

problems like PPV and summer slump. factors causing postweaning anaestrus,

records and reproduction and a review of swine research projects.
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INDEX

--Stressed jobless need more support
--A wide variety of methods exist for coping with stress
--Definition of a situation is often a key factor in stress
--Communication can be an easy way to cut down on stress
--New credit regulations aid borrowers
--Holiday stains can be removed with prompt action
--New University of Minnesota poultry facility completed
--Feed for top production
--Test forages
--Poast evaluated by Minnesota researchers
--Uns1ated soil surveys cause concern
--High producing cows not harder to breed
--Heat detection most important
--Consider bull settling rates
--Calving intervals
--Common sense can help make holiday foods more enjoyable

Note to A~ents: The story "Common Sense Can Help Make Holiday Foods More
Enjoyable (yellow paper) has been sent to all state high schools for
possible use in their student newspapers. If it appears that school papers
in your area do not intend to use it, feel free to adapt it to your column
or newsletter needs.

Note to Specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories,
check them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie
Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.

Note to Agents and Specialists: See attached list of releases that were
sent out by Communication Resources during November but not included in
this monthly packet.
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The following are news releases sent out by Communication Resources during
November but not included in the monthly news packets:

--Check dairy barn ventilation system
--Ventilating cold livestock buildings
--Minnesota 4-H members selected for 4-H Congress
--Cost-effective management is theme of Dairy Days
--Dates set for Cattle Feeders' Days
--Control weeds in fall for spring-seeded small grains
_-"Super" calf hutch plan available
--Checking ventilation system can boost herd health
--Calf hutches can cut death losses
--Home conomists inaugerate 'Living Resourcefully· effort
--Upcoming Uof Mag experiment station events

NOTE: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories, check them
and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie Schield,
453 Coffey Hall.
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STRESSED JOBLESS NEED MORE SUPPORT

The number of families financially stressed by unemployment is

rising. The state's seasonally adjusted rate is now almost 9 percent. The

national rate is 10.1 percent. The number of discouraged and part-time

workers is at a new record high and if included with the number who are

jobless, the rate would be well over 14 percent. Overall, 20 percent of

the labor force experienced some period of job loss last year. Stress is

an unseen cost.

Personal bankruptcies are up 90 percent from 10 years ago. Mortgage

foreclosures have leaped 80 percent in just three years. And,

consequently, more families are forced to find new ways to cope.

Recent studies often parallel those done during and right after the

Great Depression. They show a direct relationship between family economic

problems and divorce, battering, alcoholism, mental illness, and even

murder or suicide. Social support is required in order to cope.

In a recent interview, University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension

Service family resource management specialist Dottie Goss advised, "The

important thing is to not take the economic situation as a personal

failure. That perception alone can cause stress." She says people today

are forming the kind of support networks that are needed. As in the '30s,

relevant support can come from inside the family or out. It may be from

public or private resources.

> "Families tend to be more scattered now," she said, "but
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communications technology makes up for the closer family ties of the past.

The church and community service groups are better organized now but their

resources are diminished due to greater numbers."

The public assistance programs which were started during the Great

Depression are not sufficient for today's task and will need to be

supplemented by informal groups. Private networks such as businesses are

providing important support to stressed families. A healthy economy is in

their best interest too.

Unfortunately many people do take a job loss as a sign of their own

failure and compound the problem by waiting too long to seek help from any

of the support groups. They hurt themselves by trying to hide the stress

of joblessness.

# # #
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A WIDE VARIETY OF METHODS EXIST FOR COPING WITH STRESS

Because stress is a universal problem, people have developed a wide

variety of methods for coping with it. According to Ron Pitzer, family

life specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service, techniques that help one person cope with stress may not be useful

for another, but a few overall strategies seem to be effective.

"One thing many people try to do is manage their lifestyle to avoid

stress," says Pitzer. "This often includes exercise, nutrition and getting

enough sleep. It can also include learning to recognize your own strengths

and weaknesses, and how to use them to best advantage." In addition to

avoiding some stress, Pitzer says that people who evaluate their lifestyles

in this way tend to be better able to cope with stress when it does come.

When faced with a stressful situation, people have some control over

the impact it will have. Evaluating expectations and perceptions of the

situation can lead to new definitions that will make coping easier.

Finding a new way to look at the problem, dealing with it a few steps at a

time, and using as many resources as possible will make the situation more

manageable.

"The most important factor in dealing with stress is to do something

active about the Situation," says Pitzer. "Stress can be defined as the

body's physiological reaction to any demand. This mobilization for

action--for fight or flight--needs to be reduced. Some can accomplish this

'calming' by self-talk--redefining the situation. Active, physical
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exercise works best for others. Relaxation is important for everyone and

we all ought to develop a relaxation technique that works for us--deep

breathing, meditation, music listening, imagery."

Mental action is also necessary, Pitzer cautions, or the relaxed and

newly stress-free person will just go back into the same stressful

situation. Finding a friend to "talk it out" with can be the biggest help.

Doing something to help another person is another act that often lessens

your own stress.

"There's a traditional prayer that says 'Lord, grant me the serenity

to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I

can, and the wisdom to know the difference,'" concludes Pitzer. "There's a

lot of truth in that, though it may be hard to accept during very stressful

times. One contribution of a friend is to help you maintain that kind of

perspective--when you may not be able to do so by yourself."
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DEFINITION OF A SITUATION IS OFTEN A KEY FACTOR IN STRESS

Stress is a part of life for everyone, but situations that cause

stress for one person may not be considered stressful by another. What

makes the difference?

The key is often in how the situation is defined, according to Ron

Pitzer and Sue Meyers, extension family life specialists with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Meyers says that one way to look at stress is the "A+B+C=X" model

developed by University of Minnesota Regents' Professor Rueben Hill. In

this model, "X" is a crisis or stressful situation. "A" is the event

itself, "B" is the resources available to meet the crisis, and "c" is one's

definition of the situation.

Breaking a stressful event down in this way can often help people to

define their control over the situation and see how it can be changed. The

specialists say that it is very important to realize that "C"--how one

defines the situation--can be changed. Reframing the way one looks at a

crisis often shows new resources available to meet it.

"For example, a social agency worker I knew had a client who wanted a

new addition built on her house," says Pitzer. "She defined her problem

for years as the fact that her husband was too lazy to do the work. When

she finally started looking at the situation more realistically, she

redefined the problem to focus on the fact that she wanted the addition to
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her home, and she didn't have it. Once the attention was taken away from

the 'lazy husband' and focused on the house, a vast number of possible

solutions arose. She could get a bank loan, hire someone to do the work,

do some of it herself, and so on. When she presented her ideas to her

husband, they were able to agree on a way to build the addition. I suspect

that if she hadn't redefined that situation, she'd still be at home,

lacking the new rooms, and complaining about her husband."

"This example brings up another point," adds Meyers. "It's usually

not accurate to say that my problem is someone else's behavior. You should

look at stressful situations in terms of what you can do to improve it, not

how someone else should change. We all need to take our own responsibility

for our lives."

The way one defines a stressful situation can sometimes preclude a

solution. The specialists point out that people almost always have some

control over any situation, at. least in the way they are affected by it.

"Things are very rarely totally 'horrible,' 'awful,' or 'hopeless,' but

defining the situation in that way may mean that the person makes no

attempt to deal with it," says Pitzer.

"This is not just a pollyanna approach to life," says Meyers. "How

we are going to view a situation is always in our control, and it will make

a big difference in whether we think the situation can be solved, the

resources we see to solve it with, and whether, in fact, the situation is

stressful to us at all."
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COMMUNICATION CAN BE AN EASY WAY TO CUT DOWN ON STRESS

A common cause of stressful situations is miscommunication--the old

"I'm not sure you heard me say what I think you said" problem. According

to Ron Pitzer, family life specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, the root of many problems between people is

faulty communication and false assumptions about what the other person is

saying.

"The important thing to remember is that communication takes two

steps--observing what the other person says and does, and interpreting what

it means," he says. "The second step is always there, and often the

interpretation is treated as the fact. We need to be humble enough to

realize that we could be wrong."

"If my interpretation is close to what the other person wanted to

say, there won't be much problem, but if I'm wrong, unpleasant situations

can easily develop," Pitzer says. "For example, if I see that you are

looking pale and seem to be shaking, I could conclude that you are nervous

and treat you in that way. However, it could be that you have the flu, in

which case I would not be giving you what you need."

The other side of this coin is that other people can't always know

what you are thinking. Pitzer says that it is important to make your needs

and expectations known to other people. "Assuming that others know what we

know, or want the same things we want can lead to all sorts of problems."

The best way to correct this problem is to recognize that the
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interpretation step is always present, and then check assumptions before

acting on them. "It just takes a few seconds to ask if what you understood

was what the other person meant to tell you, and taking that time can

prevent many unpleasant and stressful situations," explains Pitzer.

As far as Pitzer is concerned, the best part about improving

communication with other people is that it can be very easy. "It takes

little time and effort to confirm our assumptions with other people, and no

high level skills are required," he explains. "And it can easily correct a

lot of stress."
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*

NEW CREDIT REGULATIONS AID BORROWERS

Changes in federal truth-in-Iending regulations became effective in

October and will make it easier for both borrowers and lending institutions

to comply with the law, according to Dottie Goss, extension family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

Here are some of the changes that will benefit consumers:

* Under the revised rules for "closed-end credit," (credit with a

definite time frame and fixed finance charge, such as a mortgage or

automobile loan), creditors must define certain credit terms in plain

English. Any creditor using the term "annual percentage rate" must explain

that it means "the cost of your credit at a yearly rate." The total dollar

amount of principal and interest paid by the consumer must now be indicated

by the words "total sales price."

* If a merchant owes a consumer money because there is a credit

balance, that money must now be automatically returned to the consumer

within six months. This includes a credit balance resulting from the

consumer returning merchandise or receiving a rebate. Under the old rules,

creditors only had to return credit balances created by consumers'

overpayments upon request.

If a creditor offers a variable rate loan plan, the initial

disclosure statement must state that the rate is subject to interest rate

increases and specify the circumstances under which it will increase.
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* Creditors must separate disclosures from all other information

required by the simplified laws. For example, contract terms cannot be

combined with information about the annual percentage rate.

* On residential mortgages, the creditor must state whether another

person may assume the loan under its original terms from the borrower.
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HOLIDAY STAINS CAN BE REMOVED WITH PROMPT ACTION

Holidays often involve much eating, drinking and making merry. They

can also involve stains on tablecloths, clothes and furniture. Cherilyn

Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, has some hints for getting rid of holiday

stains.

"With any stain, prompt removal is most effective," she says. "The

sooner you can work on a stain the easier it will be to remove. Another

important rule is to work from the back side of the fabric when sponging

solutions onto a stain." Nelson also recommends pretesting solutions in an

inconspicuous spot on the fabric, to determine whether they will adversely

affect dyes.

Here are some methods for removing specific holiday stains:

Eggnog stains are a combination of protein from the egg, oil from the

cream, and sugar from the alcohol and flavorings. When treating washable

fabrics, sponge with dry cleaning solvent until the stain is no longer

removed. Allow to air dry, then wash with detergent and water. If any

stain remains, apply a paste made from enzyme presoak and let it stand

about 30 minutes, making sure it stays moist. Rinse thoroughly with warm

water. Note that enzyme presoak should not be used on silk or wool, both

of which are proteins.

Mixed alcohol or soft drink stains may be colorless at first, but

aging or heat from pressing may cause brown stains from tannin or
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carmelized sugar to appear. These stains are difficult to remove, so

prompt removal of the original stain is essential. Washable fabrics can be

soaked in a detergent and water solution to which one tablespoon of vinegar

has been added, then rinsed with warm water. If the stain is still

visible, sponge with alcohol and wash. Alcohol fades some dyes, so test

the fabric for color fastness before applying. Final traces of the stain

may be removed by bleaching.

Red wine, beer and champagne stains are a result of tannin, which

causes a brown or bluish stain. On washable fabrics, work glycerine into

the stain and flush out with water, then apply a few drops of vinegar and

flush again with water. Any remaining stain may be treated with a paste

made from enzyme presoak.

Candle wax can be removed by scraping the excess with a dull knife or

other tool. Apply dry cleaning solvent until no further stain can be

removed. A mixture of one part alcohol to two parts water may be used to

try to remove any remaining color. The stain should then be rinsed with

clear water and dried.

# # #
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NEW UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA POULTRY FACILITY COMPLETED

Completion of construction of the new Poultry Teaching and Research

Facility at the University of Minnesota was marked with an open house

November 11, which included a tour of the laboratories, an informal lunch,

and speeches by university and industry spokespersons.

The one-story, 2200 square foot earth bermed building was built as a

result of $2 million appropriated by the legislature in 1979 to improve

poultry research facilities at the St. Paul campus. Seventy-four thousand

dollars of that appropriation was also used to remodel existing poultry

facilities, most of which had been built in the 1910s and 1920s and were

badly deteriorated, according to Robert N. Shoffner, profesor of animal

science at the university.

"The major thrust of the research to be done in this new facility

will be nutrition and environmental studies on chickens," Shoffner says.

Some physiological, endocrinological and behavioral research will also be

done there. But the great advantage of the new facility, which has a

capacity for about 4000 adult caged birds and nearly 4000 young growing

birds, is its sophisticated environmental controls. The building has 6

environmentally controlled laboratories to allow photo period studies,

temperature and air movement studies. "With the new facility we can now do

adult caged bird research with equipment comparable to that used by
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industry," says Shoffner.

One room will be used as a field laboratory, and the building also

houses a classroom. "We're planning to develop a new poultry practicum

class which will allow students hands-on practice with the birds, and

one-to-one attention from instructors," Shoffner says.

The earth berm design was chosen for its energy efficiency.

Environmental studies on turkeys will continue to be done at the

Rosemount Agricultural Experiment Station.

The availability of new research space for chickens has opened up

other space which has been remodeled to house geese and ducks. The

University of Minnesota is one of the few research universities in the

country doing research on waterfowl, according to Shoffner.

At the opening of the facility, visitors heard speakers William F.

Hueg, Jr., Deputy Vice President and Dean of the Institute of Agriculture,

Forestry, and Home Economics; Eugene Pilgram, Assistant Director of the

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, and Richard J. Sauer, Director of

the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. They were joined with

comments by industry speakers James Ridgeway, president of the Minnesota

Poultry Industry Association, and Robert Starboe, chairman of the Poultry

Advisory Council to the University of Minnesota's Department of Animal

Science.

# # #
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Tough economic times DON'T mean you should cut back on feed for the

milking herd. Feeding for highest milk production is the most efficient

and profitable, say Jim Linn and Don Otterby, dairy scientists at the

University of Minnesota.

Higher producing cows need more feed than lower producers, but a

smaller proportion of the feed is used for maintenance. This means that a

larger proportion of the feed eaten by higher producing cows is for milk

production, compared to lower producing cows.

Income over feed costs from one cow producing 19,403 pounds of milk

is equal to that of three cows producing 9,101 pounds, or two cows

producing 11,577 pounds. Ideally, a dairy farmer would need only 25 cows

producing 19,403 pounds to equal the income from 50 cows producing 11,577

pounds each.

"In addition, milk surplus from one producer would be reduced by

93,775 pounds each year," Linn says. "Farmers considering expansion to

boost income should consider increasing milk per cow before adding more

cows," he adds.
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Forage quality in the dairy ration has a direct effect on feed costs.

As forage quality declines, costs of grain mixtures to replace nutrients

lacking in the forages increases.

Ohio research shows that early cut legume-grass forages need little

grain to support 42.5 pounds of milk per day. But late cut, mature forages

require 25 percent or more grain in the ration to get the same milk

production.

With high producing cows, increased grain feeding can't overcome the

limiting effects of low quality forages, says Jim Linn, dairy scientist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. High

fiber, low digestibility and low nutrient content of late cut, mature

forages reduces feed intake in cows and limits the amount of nutrients

available for milk production. "Delaying harvesting legume and grass

forages means less milk and higher feed costs," Linn says.

Forages are often underpriced in terms of their nutritional value in

rations. When corn and soybean meal prices are low, supplementing low

quality forages is relatively inexpensive. But what if corn and soybean

meal prices become high and other production costs continue to escalate?

"Ask yourself if you can afford the extra cost of supplementing mature, low

quality forage that resulted from late harvest," Linn says.
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POAST EVALUATED BY MINNESOTA RESEARCHERS

Researchers at the University of Minnesota's Southern Experiment

Station are evaluating Poast (sethoxydim) to control annual grassy weeds in

soybeans. Poast is a new postemergence soybean herbicide developed by the

BASF corporation.

William Lueschen, research agronomist, conducted a trial during the

summer of 1982. Objectives of the study were to evaluate influence of time

and rate of postemergence application of Poast for control of giant foxtail

in soybeans and to investigate the possible antagonistic effects between

tank mixtures of Poast and Basagran (bentazon).

An application of 0.1 lb/A (.5 pints/A) of Poast applied alone with

oil concentrate resulted in 85 percent control of giant foxtail while 96

percent control was obtained with 0.2 lb/A (1 pint/A). Application of 0.2

lb/A of Poast gave 94 to 99 percent control when applied to giant foxtail

on three dates.

The applications were made June 30, July 3 and July 8, when giant

foxtail was 4, 5 and 8 inches tall for the three dates, respectively.

Adding oil concentrate to Poast improved grass control at the lower (0.1

lb/A) rate and should help make Poast perform more consistently.

According to Lueschen, one of the main findings was the "antagonism"

when Basagran and Poast were applied as a tank mixture. A tank mixture of

either 0.75 or 1.0 lb/A Basagran with 0.1 lb/A of Poast applied as a tank

mixture gave about 55 percent control of giant foxtail. Delaying the
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application of Poast for three days after Basagran application resulted in

89 percent control of giant foxtail with the 0.1 IbJA of Poast.

This apparent antagonism was not observed when 0.2 IbJA of Poast was

applied as a tank mixture with either 0.75 or 1.0 lb of Basagran. This

tank mixture resulted in 95 percent control of giant foxtail. Tank

mixtures of Poast and Basagran did not reduce control of velvetleaf, common

lambsquarters or redroot pigweed compared to split applications.

These results would suggest that split applications of Poast and

Basagran may be necessary for optimum control of foxtail species. Although

Poast was found to be highly active on grassy weeds 8 inches tall, Lueschen

cautions that it's necessary to remove weeds before plant competition

causes reduced yields. Make Poast applications no later than four to five

weeks after harvest where dense grass populations exist, Lueschen advises.
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UNSLATED SOIL SURVEYS CAUSE CONCERN

The scheduled completion of a 12-year soil survey of Minnesota will

depend on cooperation from the remaining counties. Twenty-one counties

have yet to contract to have their land included in the study, although a

goal is to have detailed soil maps of all 87 counties, except Lake and

Cook, in the survey by 1990.

"If some of the remaining county boards are reluctant, the completion

date will be delayed," says Dr. Jim Anderson, a soils specialist from the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service. Extension is one

of five state and federal agencies cooperating to provide a complete

statewide soil survey. The others are the Agricultural Experiment Station,

Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, and Soil and Water Conservation

Board.

To date, surveys are done and published in 37 counties and "in

progress" in 20 others. Ottertail, Chisago and Becker have signed options

to enter the program, but the 21 unscheduled counties include Big Stone,

Clearwater, Cook, Faribault, Hubbard, Kanabec, Koochiching, Lac Qui Parle,

Lake, Mahnomen, Marshall, McLeod, Meeker, Mille Lacs, Nicollet, Pine, Polk,

Red Lake, Renville, Roseau and Sibley.

"Should the best farmland in the county be relegated to the site of a

new airport or a garbage dump or a roadway or a cemetery? Would someone

buy a house if they knew saturated soil conditions occurred during wet

years?" asks Dr. Anderson. "Minnesotans know a lot and are learning more
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about crop varieties, fertilizers, their animals and their feeds, but too

often the soil on which these things grow is forgotten or poorly

understood."

People in those counties already surveyed can find the answers to

their questions by checking with their county Agricultural Extension

Service or the Soil and Water Conservation Offices. These are usually

located in the county courthouse or ag service center.

A request to the county board is needed to begin a survey. After the

commissioners authorize it, complete mapping takes four to five years.

Anyone can initiate the request to the county board.

Surveying of farmland is scheduled so that it does not interfere with

farming operations. In fact an individual on a survey crew can map 300 to

640 acres a day, depending on the terrain. Since soil patterns do not

change drastically, except for earthquakes and volcanoes, the survey maps

should be useful for many years.

The cost is shared by county, state and federal governments depending

on the amount of land in private, federal or state ownership.

If, for instance, all land is land is privately owned, all three share the

cost equally. Unless two or three more counties sign up soon, state

funding may be decreased.

According to a recent evaluation of soil survey information in

counties where it exists, nonfarm awareness and use of soil reports was

much greater than farmers' awareness and use. The major agricultural uses

of the reports were for planning what crops to plant, determining tillage

system suitability and evaluating land to be purchased. Nonfarm uses

included determining land values, planning construction activities, and

land use planning and zoning.
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HIGH PRODUCING COWS NOT HARDER TO BREED

Cow fertility is an important part of your dairy reproduction

program. A recent Iowa study raised questions about the long-standing

opinion that high producing cows have more difficulty conceiving. The

study showed that cows that have difficulty conceiving during one lactation

may have little inclination to have problems in later lactations.

Likewise, cows that were difficult to get bred when they were young may

have had little difficulty in later lactations.

The Iowa study showed that from 97 percent to 100 percent of the

differences in cow fertility were due to environment. From zero percent to

3 percent were due to genetics. High production genes probably have little

or no influence on cow fertility, since most differences in cow fertility

are due to environment. "What this means is that if you have a herd

problem with reproduction you probably have an opportunity to improve your

management skills," says Leslie B. Hansen, dairy scientist at the

University of Minnesota.
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You can breed an outstanding dairy cow to a terrific bull with

fertile semen. But it's all for naught if the egg and sperm don't unite

for a new dairy animal to be conceived.

Heat detection is still the most important aspect of reproduction in

dairy cattle. But it's often the most troublesome, says Leslie B. Hansen,

dairy scientist at the University of Minnesota. Meaningful, conscientious

observation is the key to improved heat detection.

Dollar rewards for good heat detection are substantial. Whenever you

go beyond a 12-month calving interval, you're losing money. The

combination of lower milk production and fewer calves adds up. With a

13-month calving interval, you lose about $30 per cow. The figure goes up

to about $55 and $79 for 14- and 15-month intervals, respectively.

The average cow is in standing heat only 18 hours during each 21-day

estrous cycle. "This means that accurately detecting heats is a must,"

says Hansen. "Great discoveries continue to be made in genetics and

reproduction, but we quickly return to heat detection as the essential

first step to apply this new technology," he adds.
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High settling rates for dairy bulls can help your reproduction

program.

Research at Virginia shows that high settling rates increase expected

numbers of lactations per unit of semen. The difference was enough to

"swamp" superior genetics in importance. In addition, higher settling

rates result in fewer days open and shorter generation intervals.

Many A.I. organizations now publish average settling rates for each

of their bulls. "This is very useful information," says Leslie B. Hansen,

dairy scientist at the University of Minnesota. "Don't select bulls based

only on settling rates. But take it into account when screening

prospective A.!. sires to use in your herd," he adds. Economically, a high

PD$ bull with high semen cost (higher than $15) may not be the best bet if

he has a below-average settling rate. But bulls with above-average figures

for both settling rate and PD$ are probably sound financial investments

unless semen price is excessive.
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How long should your calving intervals be? Leslie B. Hansen,

University of Minnesota dairy scientist, says a 12-month average calving

interval should be the goal for most dairy farmers.

Most cows are ready to be rebred at 50 days after calving, although

some require 60 to 90 days to recover from calving problems. "Remember

that rebreeding at 90 days will maintain about a 12-month calving interval

for an individual cow," Hansen says.

"But we're talking about a 12-month HERD AVERAGE calving interval as

the goal. This means that each cow conceiving at 120 days after calving

requires another conceiving at 60 days to achieve the 12-month average

interval."

There may be less need for first-calf heifers to be bred back as

quickly as older cows. First calf heifers are usually more persistent

producers. Ohio researchers found that maximum profit per day of herd life

was achieved when first-calf heifers averaged 124 days open, which is a

404-day calving interval. (Cows have a slower rate of decline in

production during their first lactations.) Numerous studies have shown

that well-grown heifer are more profitable if they calve at 23 to 25

months.

Many cows won't conceive at first breeding. That means you have to

start breeding far ahead of the desired herd average for days open. Except

for first-calf heifers, cows should be rebred when a routine reproductive
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check by a veterinarian shows the cow is normal and ready. Involution of

the uterus is usually complete within 45 days after calving.

IF IF IF
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COMMON SENSE CAN HELP MAKE HOLIDAY FOODS MORE ENJOYABLE

Eating is a traditional part of American holiday celebrations, from

Halloween candy straight through to New Year's Eve parties. This is also a

season when many people begin to think more seriously about their weight

and how eating habits affect it, according to Marilyn Olson, 4-H youth

development specialist with the University of Minnesota.

"Keeping your weight down at holiday time takes conscious effort, but

you don't have to give up all those holiday treats completely," she says.

"A little common sense in eating is necessary all the time, and it's

especially important on holidays."

Here are some of Olson's suggestions for enjoying the holidays

without gaining a lot of excess weight:

Eating slowly and taking smaller bites allows your brain enough time

to tell you when you are full. "You can put down your silverware between

bites, chew each bite a certain number of times, or any other trick that

will make you eat more slowly," she says.

Most people don't drink as much water as they should, Olson says. In

addition to helping your body function more efficiently, drinking water can

help you feel full without adding excess calories.

"Don't eat unless you are hungry," she adds. This can be especially

hard if there are plates of holiday snacks around in easy reach. If the

rest of the family will agree, Olson recommends putting the snacks out of

sight most of the time. "People need to realize that being a good hostess
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doesn't necessarily mean having lots of food available."

Variety is part of the fun of holiday food, but it can also create

problems. "If there's only one kind of cookie on a plate, it's much easier

to just eat one," explains Olson. "If there are six choices, the

temptation is to have one of each."

Trade-offs can be a useful holiday eating tool. "Instead of saying

that you don't want to go on a diet and just giving up completely, think of

choices you can make," recommends Olson. "Maybe you can eat pumpkin bread

without butter in favor of having whipped cream on cake later, pass up the

corn in favor of broccoli, or eat more chicken and less ham. Denying

yourself everything that is high in calories can make you feel deprived,

and possibly lead to one big eating binge. Making choices and trade-offs

is better than nothing."

Another trade-off is to serve fresh fruits and vegetables instead of

high calorie foods. "But watch the dips if you do this," warns Olson.

"Some of them are very high in calories." She suggests using plain yogurt

as a base instead of sour cream, and substituting garlic powder and spices

for salt.

Making good trade-offs requires some idea of the number of calories

in a food. Olson recommends finding a chart (such as the small books

available in grocery stores and bookstores) that will tell you the

comparative nutritional and caloric values of a wide variety of foods.

Reading the nutrition labels available on many foods will also help you

make better choices.

In general, Olson says that cutting down on highly processed foods,

and those high in refined sugar, fat or salt, is one way to assure that

holiday foods can be enjoyed without gaining unwanted weight.

if if if
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